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Telomeres, which are structures that cap the ends of linear chromosomes are maintained by
telomerase, a reverse transcriptase. Telomere length limits the self-renewal capacity for
telomerase negative cells, and nearly all tumors circumvent this limitation through
telomerase expression; as such, telomerase is an attractive target for cancer therapy. In order
to identify new targets for anti-telomerase therapy, I demonstrate that a number of candidate
genes are required for telomere maintenance in vitro through shRNA-mediated knockdown
and telomere length analysis. Further, I show that Perifosine, a drug identified upstream of a
number of the candidates can act as a telomerase inhibitor in a majority of cell lines
evaluated in vitro as well as induce shortening of the shortest telomeres in tumors from
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human patients treated with Perifosine in a phase II clinical trial. Additionally, I identify a
trans-generational trend in telomere length at birth in human populations that may bias
estimates of telomere shortening rate that has public health implications. Lastly, using data
from a large twin study, I have identified a network of genes that regulate the rate of telomere
shortening in humans that may be used to clarify the association between telomere length,
aging and age-related disease.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Historical overview of telomere biology
Telomeres, the ends of linear chromosomes, were first identified in their modern form
in 1978 (Blackburn & Gall 1978), but were predicted to exist as early as 1938 by Herman
Muller. Initially referred to as “natural ends” (McClintock 1941) to differentiate the ends of
the chromosomes that exist in undamaged cells from the many free ends that result from
breakage of DNA, they were later renamed “Telomeres”, from the Greek roots telos (end)
and meres (part). The discovery of telomeres and their function would eventually reconcile
a number of longstanding problems within molecular and cellular biology and provide critical
insight into the two processes at the evolutionary heart of every organism; reproduction and
death.
Leonard Hayflick and Paul Moorhead made the original observations that cells had an
internal, cell-autonomous limit on the number of times they could divide in tissue culture (the
“Hayflick limit”) (Hayflick & Moorhead 1961). These investigators overcame a long-held
belief that all cells in culture are inherently immortal and showed that normal human cells
exhibit a limit to their ability to divide in culture and that they stopped proliferating after a
very predictable number of cell doubling. When cells reached the Hayflick limit (so named by
the Nobel laureate, Sir Macfarane Burnett), they entered a permanent growth arrest state
known as replicative senescence wherein they stopped dividing. Following the discovery of
DNA’s structure and its identification as the physical mechanism for heredity, early work on
DNA replication indicated that the ends of linear DNA molecules presented unique problems
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(Watson & Crick 1953). The 5’-most region of the lagging strand cannot be replicated
during DNA synthesis because of the directional nature of DNA replication, resulting in a
loss of DNA in any given replication event of at least the length of the final Okazaki
fragment, a phenomenon known as the “end-replication problem”. Both James Watson and
Alexey Olovnikov independently predicted the end-replication problem would present a
block to cell division when the ends of chromosomes became critically short (Watson 1972;
Olovnikov 1996), forming the basis for the modern understanding of replicative senescence.
Elizabeth Blackburn, who would later win the Nobel Prize in 2009 for her work on telomere
and telomerase biology with Carol Greider and Jack Szostak, characterized the telomere
sequence of the model organism Tetrahymena themophila, as repetitive DNA of the
sequence TTGGGG (which differs from the telomere sequence of most multicellular
organisms) (Blackburn & Gall 1978). She presented the idea that the telomere repeats
represented a biological solution to the end-replication problem; the DNA lost from the ends
of the chromosomes with cell division would be lost from this repeat array, and Tetrahymena
must have some mechanism for restoring this repeat array between cell divisions.
Blackburn and her student, Carol Greider, would later identify the ribonucleoprotein enzyme
activity (a complex including protein and RNA components) that adds new repeats onto the
telomeres in Tetrahymena (Greider & Blackburn 1987), eventually named telomerase, when
it was cloned many years later. As predicted, telomerase compensated for the loss of
telomeric repeats from the end-replication problem through the de-novo synthesis of new
telomere repeats templated from the RNA component of the enzyme rather than the existing
DNA, circumventing the requirement of an RNA primer for DNA synthesis. Jack Szostack
(who shared the Nobel with Elizabeth Blackburn and Carol Greider) and Victoria Lundblad
showed that in yeast, addition of telomeres from Tetrahymena to a linearized yeast plasmid
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allowed the linear DNA to persist, indicating that the function of telomeres was conserved
between too very distantly related species (Szostak & Blackburn 1982). They also later
identified the telomerase components of yeast as well as a large number of accessory
factors required for telomere maintenance, termed “ever-shorter telomeres” (EST) genes
(Lundblad & Szostak 1989).
The relevance of telomere biology to human health started to take shape in the
1980’s as various researchers determined that the mammalian and human sequence was
TTAGGG and that different human organs have different telomere lengths (Cooke & Smith
1986). The first isolation of human telomerase enzymatic activity occurred in 1989 when
Greg Morin identified telomerase activity in HeLa (a cervical cancer cell line) cell lysates
(Morin 1989). Calvin Harley and Carol Greider then showed that normal somatic cells in
humans do not express telomerase, and telomeres shorten over time in humans (Harley et
al. 1990). In addition, the Robin Allshire lab showed that human reproductive tissues and
fetal tissues had fairly long telomeres but that adult somatic tissue had significantly shorter
telomeres that became even shorter with increased age (Hastie et al. 1990). The sum of this
initial work presented the idea that telomere shortening via the end-replication problem,
coupled with the absence of telomerase activity in most somatic cells could explain the loss
of replicative potential over time in tissue culture and in aged humans; this generated a
great deal of excitement in both academia and the lay media in spite of the fact that at this
point there was only a correlation between telomere shortening and replicative senescence.
Catalyzed by the introduction of the Telomere Repeat Amplification Protocol (TRAP),
a sensitive assay for telomerase enzymatic activity, in 1994 (Kim et al. 1994), identification
of the specific components of telomerase in humans rapidly progressed. The RNA
component, hTR, was identified in 1995 (Feng et al. 1995), followed by the protein
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component, hTERT, in 1997 (Nakayama et al. 1997). This initial work also showed that in
human cells the telomerase protein component was limiting for activity, and that introduction
of TERT alone was sufficient to induce telomerase activity in those cell lines tested
(Weinrich et al. 1997). Jerry Shay and Woodring Wright concurrently demonstrated through
cell fusion experiments that telomere length limited cell division in hybrid cells (Wright et al.
1996a). Definitive proof that telomere length limited division in cell culture came in 1998
with the experiment that in cell lines identical in all respects other than the introduction of
TERT, telomerase activity was sufficient to allow cells to overcome the Hayflick limit and
continue to grow after cells that did not express telomerase had arrested their growth
(Bodnar et al. 1998).
The early work on telomeres and telomerase triggered an enormous spike in interest
in telomere biology, marked by the award of the Lasker award to Blackburn, Greider and
Szostack in 2006 and the Nobel Prize in 2009. Between the discovery of telomerase
enzyme activity (originally called terminal telomere transferase) and 1999, there were less
than 1000 cumulative papers using the term “telomerase”, whereas there were over 6,000
by 2005, and at the time of this writing in 2015 there are over 13,000. This interest led to a
number of discoveries important to human health. Telomere length has been associated
with a host of complex diseases from cardiovascular disease and diabetes to degenerative
neurological syndromes such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease (Farzaneh-Far et al.
2010; Kume et al. 2012; Jiang et al. 2013; Raschenberger et al. 2013; Albrecht et al. 2014;
Huzen et al. 2014; Rode et al. 2014; Zhao et al. 2014), reviewed in (Bojesen 2013).
Mutations in core telomerase components also cause a spectrum of genetic diseases known
by a number of names (Telomeropathies, Dyskeratosis Congenita, Hoyeraal-Hriedarsson
syndrome, Revesz syndrome). These genetic diseases are collectively characterized by
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impaired telomere maintenance, either through reduced ability to protect and recognize
telomeres or in compromised activity in telomerase itself (reviewed in (Holohan et al. 2014)).
It is becoming increasingly evident that telomeres act as an integrated biomarker of
organismal stress, and a number of emerging discoveries indicate telomere length and
telomerase may play a causal role in these pathologies (Bhayadia et al. 2015).
Modern overview of telomeres and telomerase
Telomeres are structures on the termini of chromosomes composed of hexameric
TTAGGG repeats and a protein complex called the shelterin complex that protect the ends
of linear chromosomes from recognition as double-stranded breaks (de Lange 2010).
Telomeres shorten with every cell division due to the fact that DNA synthesis is unable to
replace the RNA primer of the most 5’ region of the lagging strand during S-phase, a
phenomenon known as the “end-replication problem” (Levy et al. 1992). In addition to the
end-replication problem, telomeres shorten as a result of processing events following DNA
replication, and they are exquisitely sensitive to a number of DNA-damaging insults from
reactive oxygen species to thymine dimers and replication errors, resulting in a telomere
shortening rate in telomerase negative cells of roughly 50-100 base pairs per cell division
(Wu et al. 2012) in tissue culture, and 20-60 base pairs per year in peripheral blood
mononuclear cells in adulthood (Daniali et al. 2013). This progressive telomere shortening
imposes a limit on the number of cell divisions any given cell can undergo before
undergoing senescence generally thought to be a result of a p16-driven DNA damage
signal (Wright et al. 1989), or a p53/p21-driven unrepairable DNA damage signal if the p16
pathway is bypassed (Chin et al. 1999; Takai et al. 2003).
This progressive telomere shortening eventually results in an unrepairable DNA damage
signal that induces cells to enter senescence, the M1 stage of crisis, also known as the
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Hayflick limit. Precancerous cells may avoid M1 by abrograting p16/INK4A signaling; these
cells may continue to divide with concomitant telomere shortening until their telomeres are
so short that they trigger progressive chromosomal breakage/fusion/breakage events that
almost invariably lead to cell death via the p53/p21 pathway, termed crisis or stage M2 (Chin
et al. 1999; Takai et al. 2003; Shay & Wright 2011). This extended life period between the
Hayflick limit and crisis was initially observed by virologists who were expressing viral genes
(such as SV40 large T-antigen) in normal cells. A very small number of cells that enter crisis
re-establish telomere maintenance and escape crisis by expressing telomerase or the ALT
(alternative lengthening of telomeres) pathway. The tight regulation of telomerase activity is
believed to present one of the most important checks to cancer incidence (Shay & Wright
2011).
Germline cells, embryonic stem cells and a subset of somatic stem cells partially
counteract this progressive telomere shortening via telomerase, a ribonucleoprotein reverse
transcriptase that can maintain or extend telomere length during cell division. Telomerase
adds new telomere repeats to the 3’ overhang of telomeres during S phase of the cell cycle
in order to maintain telomere integrity (Wright et al. 1996b). Adult stem cells generally
undergo telomere shortening in spite of telomerase expression, though this telomere
shortening rate is substantially lower than in telomerase negative cells.
Because telomere shortening reduces the number of times a daughter cell can divide,
progressive telomere shortening in somatic stem cells may represent selective optimization
of a tradeoff between regenerative capacity of a tissue and cancer risk within that tissue.
Telomere shortening leading to senescence may diminish the cancer risk for a given
daughter cell, even though that also reduces the ability of that daughter cell to divide and
continue to function nominally (Pereira & Ferreira 2013). Thus, as an organism ages and
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the cancer risk per cell division increases because of increased numbers of mutations per
cell, telomere length is progressively shortened in order to impose an initial blockage or
check on the growth of cancer incidence. While telomerase itself does not act as an
oncogene, the absence of telomerase activity acts as a tumor suppressor.
Molecular biology of the telomere
Telomeres are composed of the TTAGGG repeats as well as the protein factors that
are required for adequate protection of the ends of the chromosome from recognition as a
DNA break. The core protein group that executes this function is called the Shelterin
complex, which is composed in mammals of Telomere repeat binding factor 1 and 2 (TRF1,
TRF2), TRF1-interacting nuclear protein 2 (TIN2), repressor/activator protein 1 (Rap1),
TIN2-interacting protein 1 (TPP1) and Protection of Telomeres 1 (POT1), reviewed in (de
Lange 2010). TRF1 and TRF2 can both independently associate with telomere DNA, and
they nucleate the recruitment of the rest of the Shelterin complex via the TRF-homology
domains present on the proteins, which bind to conserved F/YxLxP motifs present on TIN2
and Rap1, as well as a number of other proteins (Chen et al. 2008), though both TRF1 and
TRF2 can associate with telomeric repeats without the presence of the rest of the Shelterin
complex (Lin et al. 2013). After it is recruited by either TRF1 or TRF2, TIN2 binds to TPP1
and TPP1 recruits POT1 to the complex (Houghtaling et al. 2004; Xin et al. 2007).
The combined function of the Shelterin complex proteins protect the telomeres from
pathological DNA repair activities, and loss of any Shelterin component can lead to genome
instability, chromosomal deletion/duplication events (Sfeir & de Lange 2012) and cell death.
The critical function of the Shelterin complex is most clearly demonstrated in the embryonic
or perinatal lethal phenotypes observed in mice with mutations in Shelterin complex
components (Tejera et al. 2010; Beier et al. 2012). The Shelterin complex’s ability to
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prevent the telomere from triggering a DNA damage signal arises from a structure known as
a T-loop, in which the 3’ overhang of the single-stranded G-strand overhang invades the
telomere duplex DNA intramolecularly to produce a structure similar to a Holiday
recombination intermediate which does not resemble a double strand break because it has
no exposed 3’ end (Griffith et al. 1999; Doksani et al. 2013). This structure must be
dissociated during replication in order to copy the terminus of the telomere, and this is
accomplished RTEL1, a DNA helicase. If this dissociation cannot occur, such as in the case
of RTEL1 mutant cells, the T-loop can be completely excised by nucleases such as SLX4,
which causes rapid shortening of the telomere via terminal deletion events (Vannier et al.
2012).
Because of the 5’ to 3’ directionality of DNA synthesis, the telomere that used the C-strand
as a template (the leading strand) can be synthesized to a blunt-ended duplex at the 3’ end.
Formation of a T-loop requires a single-stranded overhang, and this is accomplished in the
leading strand through resection of the C-strand by Apollo and Exo1 nucleases (Chen et al.
2008; Wu et al. 2012). Resection of the C-strand is followed by partial fill-in of the resected
region, which is mediated by the CST complex (composed of CTC1, STN1 and TEN1). The
CST complex is also involved in promoting the restart of stalled replication forks that result
from the formation of G-quadruplexes during telomere DNA replication (Tang et al. 2008;
Stewart et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2012).
The repetitive nature of telomeric sequences and their heterochromatin status in humans led
to the initial idea that telomeres were not transcribed, however recently transcription of the
telomere from sub-telomeric non-canonical promoters has been detected (Feuerhahn et al.
2010). These long non-protein coding telomeric transcripts, (TERRA) are RNA polymerase
II transcripts which are sometimes 5’ 7’methyl-G capped and polyadenylated; transcription
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begins in the subtelomere and continues into telomeric sequences (Azzalin et al. 2007;
Schoeftner & Blasco 2008). TERRA modulates the heterochromic state of telomeres by
promoting methylation of telomeric histones. TERRA also regulates telomeric DNA damage
signaling and homologous recombination-mediated terminal deletion of T-loops by
competing with the telomeric overhang for TRF2 binding. TRF2 prevents action of the
homologous recombination repair machinery on the T-loop and competitive inhibition of
TRF2 by TERRA can allow resolution of the T-loop structure via excision (Porro et al. 2014).
Furthermore, loss of TRF2 induces upreglation of TERRA transcription, which leads to
further inhibition of TRF2 via competitive inhibition with TERRA transcripts, further
deprotection of the telomere and eventual replicative senescence. However, other studies
have shown that TERRA can play a protective role under certain circumstances (de Silanes
et al. 2014), suggesting that there may be a stoichiometric interaction between TERRA,
telomeric overhangs, TRF2 and other unidentified factors that yields telomere protection or
de-protection depending on relative levels of the relevant component parts.
The function and diversity of telomeric transcripts is a very active area of research, and a
number of recent studies have shown that TERRA levels alter transcription of a large
number of genes, and that many of these alterations can be recapitulated with the addition
of an oligonucleotide bearing G-quadruplex forming regions (Porro et al. 2014; Hirashima &
Seimiya 2015). The ability of form G-quadruplexes is especially relevant to telomere
biology, since G-quadruplexes are a feature of the c-myc oncogene’s promoter (Simonsson
et al. 1998; Siddiqui-Jain et al. 2002), and c-myc can activate telomerase (Flores et al.
2006); TERRA may down-regulate telomerase indirectly via modulation of c-myc
transcription.
Molecular biology of telomerase
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In humans, the core of the telomerase holoenzyme is composed of two components;
telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) protein subunit that contains the catalytic protein
components and the telomerase RNA component (hTR) which templates the addition of new
telomere repeats onto the terminus of the chromosome. In addition, hTR operates as a
structural element within the larger ribonucleoprotein holoenzyme complex (Nakamura et al.
1997). In addition to hTR and hTERT, there are a number of accessory factors that are
associated with telomerase, including NHP2, GAR1, dyskerin and NOP10 (Egan & Collins
2010). The telomerase complex is assembled in the Cajal body through unclear means,
though it requires recruitment of telomerase components by TCAB1 (Stern et al. 2012).
Several chaperone proteins are required for telomerase assembly and in vitro reconstitution,
including p23, HSP70 and HSP90, indicating they may be involved in assembly of
telomerase, though dyskerin and hTR spontaneously associate via an interaction between
dyskerin and the H/ACA box region of hTR (Forsythe et al. 2001; Trahan & Dragon 2009).
Coilin, a Cajal body protein with RNase activity processes the 3’ end of hTR, and is believed
to be required for telomerase assembly (Stern et al. 2012; Broome & Hebert 2013).
Additionally, the chaperonin TRiC is required for proper folding of TCAB1, and loss of TRiC
can lead to impaired telomere maintenance due to failure to assemble telomerase (Freund
et al. 2014).
Telomere dynamics in humans
At birth in humans, telomere length in nucleated blood cells is in the range of 10-15
kilobases, and this initial telomere length undergoes progressive shortening throughout an
individual’s life span (Aviv et al. 2003). Telomere shortening is fastest early childhood and
the pubertal growth spurt, before leveling off at a slower rate in adulthood; estimates of
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telomere shortening rate vary by methodology and populations studied, but lie in the range
of 20 to 60 base pairs per year.
Early work in telomere biology indicated that differing tissues have different telomere
lengths, however more recent work has determined that telomere lengths in different organs
strongly correlate and shorten at roughly the same rates (Daniali et al. 2013). These
observations suffer from small sample sizes and infrequent replication because analysis of
telomere length requires a sample of the organs under investigation, which is difficult and
invasive to obtain for most organs other than blood or skin. Studies in primates and humans
(Gardner et al. 2007) indicate that organs shorten telomeres asynchronously, though
deterministic differences between tissues (skeletal muscle telomeres are longer than skin
and blood) and strong correlations within an individual between tissues indicate shared
initial telomere length and that the differences are the result of different turnover rates or
telomerase activity within the tissues.
A host of environmental factors impact telomere length, including air pollution,
tobacco exposure, stress, urban garbage, chronic infections and asthma (Farzaneh-Far et
al. 2010; Kume et al. 2012; Jiang et al. 2013; Raschenberger et al. 2013; Albrecht et al.
2014; Huzen et al. 2014; Rode et al. 2014; Zhao et al. 2014; Tahara et al. 2015). It is not
fully understood how these exposures exert their effects on telomere length, though it is
probable that any insult that induces a tissue to increase the rate of cell division will trigger
telomere shortening. In the case of Helicobacter pylori, a bacteria that infects the stomach
lining and can cause ulcers and stomach cancer, infection triggers gastritis (chronic
inflammation of the stomach lining), and the extent of telomere shortening in the stomach
lining is proportional to the degree of gastritis (Tahara et al. 2015). The turnover stimulated
by the chronic inflammation and cell death closely associate with the degree of telomere
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shortening, indicating that it is likely the increased rate of cell division responsible for the
shortening.
Increased cell turnover is not the only insult that can alter the rate of telomere
shortening. Certain lifestyle factors such as exercise (Osthus et al. 2012) and caloric intake
(Kark et al. 2012) can effect telomere length in humans. While it is possible that exercise
may stimulate cell turnover, endurance athletes have longer telomeres than the general
population, indicating that any telomere shortening driven by the acute stress of the exercise
itself is compensated by a poorly-understood telomere elongation stimulus. While the
mechanism of exercise-mediated telomere increases is not understood in humans, in murine
model studies exercise associated telomere increases may be mediated by alteration in
expression of the Shelterin complex, or by stimulation of telomerase itself (Werner et al.
2008; Ludlow et al. 2012a; Ludlow et al. 2012b). Regulation of telomere length can also be
highly tissue specific, as detailed study of the effect of exercise on different muscle tissues
showed that a single exercise regimen exerted different effects on three different tissues
(Ludlow et al. 2012b). The heterogeneity that results from these tissue-specific responses
may be one of the mechanisms driving the substantial inter-individual variations in blood
telomere length, as the variation around the age-mean may be due in part to a large number
of overlapping and competing stimuli.
Heritability of telomere length
One unique aspect of telomere biology is that telomere length is hereditary through
two distinct mechanisms; parents pass on genetic variants in telomerase components and
genes that regulate the activity of telomerase that can effect telomere length in offspring, but
they also directly pass on the telomeres themselves as physical entities (De Meyer et al.
2014). This leads to a “dual inheritance” modality in telomere length, in that it is heritable
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both genetically and epigenetically (Chiang et al. 2010). Because of this dual inheritance
and the importance of telomere biology to regenerative capacity and cancer risk, it is likely
that telomere length represents a trans-generational mode of biological communication
similar to genetic imprinting through methylation. Telomeres may be another mechanism
that allows parents to program the genome of their offspring for the local environment in
order to improve their reproductive fitness.
Telomeres and cancer
The replicative limit imposed by telomere length, the discovery that spontaneouslyresolving neuroblastomas lacked telomerase and this could explain their regression (Hiyama
et al. 1995), coupled with the observation that most cancers express telomerase gave hope
that a telomerase inhibitor could act as a universal cancer therapy. If all cancers required
telomerase in order to maintain telomere length and their immortalized state, then a
treatment that inhibited telomerase would be predicted to eliminate the ability of cancer cells
to divide indefinitely. In practice, use of telomerase inhibitors as a cancer therapy is vastly
more complicated than initially hoped, and a small number of tumors are capable of
maintaining telomeres through a poorly-understood process known as Alternative
Lengthening of Telomeres (ALT), which does not utilize telomerase. However, over 90% of
tumors depend on telomerase to maintain telomeres (Royle et al. 2008), and there is only
one documented instance of a telomerase-positive population of cells switching to ALT upon
telomerase inhibition (Bechter et al. 2004), suggesting such a change is biologically
nontrivial.
A number of telomerase inhibitors are in clinical development, most notably Imetelstat
(Chiappori et al. 2015), a 13-mer nucleic acid drug that competitively inhibits the template
region of the RNA subunit of telomerase. Imetelstat has encountered a number of obstacles
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to its widespread adoption chiefly resulting from the chemistry of its modified nucleic acid
backbone, though it blocks telomerase activity well in tissue culture (Joseph et al. 2010).
Different cancer cell lines have vastly different mean telomere lengths as well as different
sensitivities to Imetelstat (Brennan et al. 2010). Sensitivity to Imetelstat only weakly
correlates with telomere length and telomerase activity, suggesting that Imetelstat is subject
to many of the same obstacles to therapy such as bioavailability and degradation/exportmediated resistance modalities from which other cancer therapies suffer. Imetelstat has
failed in a number of large clinical trials in treatment of solid tumors, and its proponents are
currently in the process of repurposing it to treat myeloproliferative diseases based on the
observation that its main side effect is thrombocytopenia (pathologically low platelet counts)
and thus it is being used to treat patients with thrombocythemia (too many platelets). In
summary, if anti-telomerase cancer therapy is to become reality, novel telomerase inhibition
approaches are required.
Inhibiting telomerase activity in order to remove the immortality of cancer cells is
arguably the most straightforward method to utilize telomere biology to treat cancer, but it is
not the only possibility. Because telomerase is the only reverse transcriptase normally
encoded in the human genome (barring infection with a retrovirus or expression of human
endogenous retroviruses) and its RNA-dependent DNA polymerase is distinct from other
DNA polymerases, it may be possible to utilize an idiosyncrasy of this domain to find a
treatment that is synthetically lethal with telomerase in order to directly kill telomerase
positive cancer cells, or to use physical features of the reverse transcriptase that are
different from normal DNA polymerases to design nucleoside analogs that are preferentially
used by telomerase. Such an approach has been used in the past to treat Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) via antiretroviral therapy using nucleoside/nucleotide
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analogues that have higher affinity for HIV reverse transcriptase compared to DNA
polymerase (Furman et al. 1986; Herman et al. 2012). Indeed, comparatively high
concentrations of 3'-azido-3'-deoxythymidine triphosphate (AZT, a thymidine analog used in
antiretroviral therapy for HIV patients) can inhibit telomerase, demonstrating that selective
inhibition of telomerase is possible through a method that does not competitively inhibit the
active site (Brown et al. 2003). It is possible that new guanosine analog reverse
transcriptase inhibitors for HIV treatment would exhibit higher anti-telomerase activity and
lower toxicity than AZT because guanosine composes half of the substrate used by
telomerase and lower toxicity because the human genome’s G/C content is below 50%; a
normal cell will use fewer G’s per unit DNA replication than it will use T’s, whereas
telomerase uses 3 G’s per telomere repeat compared with 2 T’s.
Synthetic lethality with telomerase activity has also been demonstrated in the recent
past through the use of 6’-thio deoxyguanine, a modified nucleotide drug in very early
clinical development which can selectively kill telomerase positive cells while sparing normal
cells (Mender et al. 2015). Telomerase incorporates 6’-thio dG into telomeres during cell
division, which interferes with their ability to inhibit the DNA damage response, leading to
cell death. dGTP competes with 6’-thio dG for utilization by telomerase, and so it may be
possible to further improve the clinical utility of 6’-thio dG by co-administering an inhibitor
dGTP synthesis, such as Azothioprine, which would logically increase the rate of 6’-thio dG
incorporation.
Telomeropathies
Interference with any of the processes required to maintain telomeres in humans
causes a spectrum of diseases collectively referred to as the Telomeropthies, which are
characterized by the common underlying pathological mechanism, impaired maintenance of
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the telomeres. Symptoms of telomeropathies include bone marrow failure, idiopathic
pulmonary fibrosis, the “diagnostic triad” (oral leukoplakia, skin hyperpigmentation and nail
dystrophy) as well as a number of very rare, incompletely penetrant symptoms including
cerebral calcifications and exudative retinopathy (reviewed in (Holohan et al. 2014)).
The most common genes associated with telomeropathies are telomerase subunits,
such as hTERT, hTR, Dyskerin (DKC1), NOP10, NHP2 and TCAB1 because investigation of
a family with a telomeropathy is typically driven by the appearance of the diagnostic triad
followed by a candidate-gene driven direct sequencing approach. (Heiss et al. 1998;
Vulliamy et al. 2001; Vulliamy et al. 2002; Armanios et al. 2005; Yamaguchi et al. 2005;
Armanios et al. 2007; Tsakiri et al. 2007; Walne et al. 2007; Vulliamy et al. 2008; Calado et
al. 2009a; Calado et al. 2009b; Zhong et al. 2011). It is unclear at the present time if the
reason that some mutations are more commonly observed than other mutations is due to an
underlying difference in mutation frequency or removal via selection, or if fewer groups
investigating telomeropathies examine the genes less commonly associated with
telomeropathies.
Aside from telomerase holoenzyme components, a number of other genes have
been found to be mutated in patients with telomeropathies. Mutations in TIN2, a shelterin
component, are often reported in severe telomeropathies (Savage et al. 2008; Sasa et al.
2012; Vulliamy et al. 2012). Reports have linked dysfunction of RTEL1, the helicase that
dissociates the t-loop, with Hoyeraal-Hreidarsson syndrome (HHS) (Ballew et al. 2013; Le
Guen et al. 2013; Walne et al. 2013b). Additionally, a dominant-negative splice form of
Apollo, a nuclease implicated in post-replication processing of the telomere, has been
reported in a HHS patient. Though the mutation did not cause loss of the Apollo protein,
introduction of this splice form into fibroblasts induced telomere dysfunction and end-to-end
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fusions, indicating that it was likely responsible for this patient’s symptoms (Touzot et al.
2010). Defects in the CST complex, which also involved in telomeric end processing and
replication have been associated with telomeropathies. Patients with CTC1 mutations have
been identified in patients with Coats Plus Syndrome (Anderson et al. 2012; Keller et al.
2012; Polvi et al. 2012; Walne et al. 2013a).
The most common symptom of a telomeropathy in adults is idiopathic pulmonary
firbrosis (IPF), a progressive fibrotic failure of the lung coincident with inflammation
(Armanios et al. 2007; Armanios & Blackburn 2012). Between 8% and 20% of familial cases
of IPF can be traced to mutations in hTR or hTERT, and a small number of sporadic cases
of IPF are due to de novo mutations in hTERT or hTR (Tsakiri et al. 2007). Up to 25% of
sporadic IPF cases and 37% of familial cases occur in individuals in the shortest 10th
percentile of the population, indicating that many of these cases are telomeropathies due to
factors other than mutations in genes known to influence telomere length (Cronkhite et al.
2008). These IPF families exhibit autosomal dominant inheritance, which is consistent with
the haploinsufficiency of telomerase in humans; in these families, IPF first appears in
mutation carriers in old to middle age, at a median age of incidence of 51 years, while bone
marrow failure and the classic triad of Dyskeratosis Congenita symptoms occurs in younger
members of the cohort (Parry et al. 2011).
In addition to IPF, other adult-onset symptoms of a telomeropathy include liver
cirrhosis, aplastic anemia, an acute myelogenous leukemia (AML) (Fogarty et al. 2003;
Calado et al. 2009a; Calado et al. 2009b). These adult-onset symptoms, though
incompletely penetrant, can co-occur, such that patients with TERT mutations sometimes
present with both IPF and liver cirrhosis. It is also possible that proliferative insults can drive
organ failure in other susceptible tissues, for example patients that acquire liver failure after
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treatment of their IPF with azathioprine (azathioprine is used in the treatment of IPF
because IPF is presumed to be autoinflammatory, and azathioprine can suppress the
immune response by interfering with cell division through purine synthesis inhibition)
(Calado et al. 2009b). Susceptibility to cell turnover-inducing insults in previously healthy
organs indicates that telomere shortening occurs in all organs in these patients, but the
proliferative failures tend to occur in a single tissue prior to the others.
The first disorder linked to a defect in telomere maintenance was Dyskeratosis
Congenita in the late 1990’s (Mitchell et al. 1999). DKC is conventionally linked to the
“classic triad” of symptoms, which include oral leukoplakia (thick, white lesions inside the
mouth characterized by infiltrating immune cells), skin hyperpigmentation (dark patches on
the skin) and nail dystrophy (reduced or absent finger and toenail growth, leading to very
small or lost nails). DKC is associated with a number of symptoms less common than the
classic triad, most importantly proliferative failure of the bone marrow leading to either
generalized anemia or specific lymphopenias (Dokal 2011; Young 2012). Because of this
bone marrow failure, DKC patients are often treated with bone marrow transplants. Ablation
of the existing bone marrow compartment, required for a bone marrow transplant, can
induce pulmonary fibrosis illustrating the relatedness between DKC and the adult-onset
forms of the disease (Goldfarb et al. 2013). In addition to the classic triad and organ
failures, endo- and epithelial tissues fail sporadically in DKC patients, leading to
enterocolitis, emphysema, premature hair greying, dental caries, short stature, esophageal
strictire and osteoporosis (Dokal 2011). DKC is considered a less severe form of HHS,
Coats Plus Syndrome and Revesz Syndrome.
HHS is characterized by growth-related defects so severe that they are apparent
prenatally, such as a intrauterine growth retardation, cerebellar hypoplasia and
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microcephaly in addition to all symptoms observed in DKC (Aalfs et al. 1995). HHS patients
generally have shorter telomeres than DKC patients and much shorter telomeres than the
general population, almost always in the bottom 1% of telomere length, and HHS patients
have a very high mortality rate, rarely surviving into adulthood (Walne et al. 2013b). HHS is
distinguished from a related syndrome, Revesz syndrome, by the addition of exudative
retinopathy in addition to the HHS symptoms (Kajtar & Mehes 1994). Coats Plus Syndrome
was recently linked to mutations in the CTC1 gene, and these patients can exhibit both
exudative retinopathy as well as cerebral calcifications (Anderson et al. 2012).
The nomenclature to classify these diseases is highly polluted by legacy classifications, as it
is increasingly clear that the severe telomeropathies (Coats Plus syndrome, Revesz
Syndrome and Hoyeraal-Hreidarsson Syndrome (HHS)) all describe a single disorder, as
individuals with the same causal mutation can fall into different disease categories
depending on which of a suite of incompletely penetrant rare symptoms they exhibit. For
example, genotypically identical individuals in the same pedigree can show very different
symptoms; this difference is so stark that full siblings with the same causal alleles as an
HHS patient may show only bone marrow failure or the DKC classic triad while their sibling
suffers from all of the symptoms of HHS (Walne et al. 2013b). Though exudative
retinopathy can in theory differentiate HHS patients from Revesz Syndrome patients and
cerebral calcifications can distinguish between Coats Plus and Revesz Syndrome, in
practice patients with cerebral calcifications and exudative retinopathy have been diagnosed
with all three severe forms of DKC, demonstrating that not only are these diagnostic
guidelines drawn on incompletely penetrant symptoms that are fully non-predictive of
genotype, they are applied haphazardly (Scheinfeld et al. 2007; Ramasubramanian &
Shields 2012).
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A number of groups have noted that telomeropathies are probably a single spectrum
disorder rather than distinct diseases (Carroll & Ly 2009; Diaz de Leon et al. 2010; Armanios
& Blackburn 2012; Holohan et al. 2014). It is not yet clear to what extent the differences
observed between patients with different mutations are due to differences in the functions of
those proteins and which differences are due to underlying biological differences in those
patient cohorts, such as initial telomere length, synthetically pathological co-occurring
mutations in that specific genetic background, or differing environmental exposures because
of the small size of each cohort and the rarity of these
In addition to the disease linked to impaired telomere maintenance because of the
causal genes’ known association with telomere biology, there are a number of genetic
diseases that have been recently associated with telomere shortening or otherwise impaired
telomere maintenance. It is as yet unclear if the impaired telomere maintenance is
correlative or causal with regard to these diseases’ symptoms, if they are diseases with
telomere shortening, rather than diseases of telomere shortening. Because this distinction
is not yet clear, they are referred to as the “peripheral telomeropathies” (Holohan et al.
2014). However, it is likely that it is the telomere maintenance itself that matters, rather than
the mechanism through which it is compromised. To date, in addition to the genes
conventionally associated with telomerase, impaired telomere maintenance has been
observed in patients with mutations in FANCD2, RECQL4, MPN1, VHL and DNMT3B (Smith
et al. 1998; Lyakhovich et al. 2011; Mason & Sekiguchi 2011; Ghosh et al. 2012; Joksic et
al. 2012; Shchepachev et al. 2012; Yehezkel et al. 2013; Ning et al. 2014). It is likely that
the list of peripheral telomeropathies will grow as high-throughput sequencing approaches
identify more loss-of-function mutations in bone marrow failure patients with very short
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telomeres and decreasing technical hurdles result in measurement of telomere length in a
much greater variety of diseases.

Summary and hypothesis
Telomeres function as an integrator of physiological stress at the organismal level
and as a check to cancer progression and cellular immortality. As such, they represent an
attractive target that no currently approved therapies are able to effectively leverage, and
the identification of new telomerase inhibitors has the potential to dramatically improve
cancer treatment. Further, the complex nature of telomere length regulation raises
possibilities for intergenerational trends in telomere length that have not been investigated.
In the following chapters, I will describe work to characterize the telomerase regulatory
network, evaluate the clinical utility of a drug repurposed as a telomerase inhibitor, evaluate
the observation of a trans-generational trend in telomere length, and utilize a large twin
database to functionally interrogate the physiological telomerase regulatory network.

CHAPTER TWO
Validation of an in vitro screen for positive regulators of telomerase

INTRODUCTION
The goal of these studies is to identify new positive regulators of telomerase in order
to discover new avenues for anti-telomerase cancer therapy. This initial work is based upon
the results of a screen performed by a previous graduate student in the lab, Hirotoshi
Hoshiyama. He performed a screen for positive regulators of telomerase following methods
described in the literature, diagrammed in Figure 2.1 (Hoshiyama et al. 2012). In order to
identify positive regulators of telomerase, the method exploited the templating function of the
telomerase RNA component (hTR) in order to construct a cell line that was selectively killed
by telomerase activity in order to use positive selection. The screening method used a
system which included a doxycycline-inducible exogenous telomerase construct and an hTR
construct with a mutated template region in the VA13 ALT cell line, which has no
endogenous hTR and no baseline telomerase activity. This system resulted in cell death
upon telomerase induction via doxycycline; telomerase activity resulted in the synthesis of
non-canonical telomere repeats due to the mutant introduced and only source of hTR that
could not be properly protected by the shelterin complex (Sfeir & de Lange 2012), triggering
an unrepairable DNA damage signal.
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Figure 2.1: Screening method to identify positive regulators of telomerase
In this system, knockdown of a gene required for telomerase activity would allow a cell
to survive the induction of telomerase activity; shRNAs that target positive regulators of
telomerase should be enriched in the surviving cells

This system then allowed the use of a shRNA pooled screening method followed by
parallel sequencing for barcode sequences attached to the shRNAs enriched in cells
following telomerase induction in order to identify genes that are likely to be positive
regulators of telomerase. shRNAs that interfere with telomerase activity are likely to target
genes that are necessary for telomerase activity such as assembly, processing,
transposition to telomeres during DNA synthesis, or inhibition of telomerase processivity.
The initial stages of my work focused on the final results of this screening system and the in
vitro validation of these results.
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Hirotoshi performed several screens using this system because technical issues with the
number of candidate shRNAs for each possible gene target in the genome-wide pool limited
the utility of his initial results. The final analyses and the gene lists on which I based my
initial work were derived from a second screen that eliminated DNA damage response
factors via a counterscreen with DNA damaging agents which resulted in a much smaller
library of 534 candidates genes at a density of 30 shRNAs per target. The genes were
selected from a list that were identified from a literature search for all genes known at the
time to interact, however distally, with a protein or process known to regulate telomerase or
the DNA damage response. The hits chosen for final validation were drawn from a subset
of the most significant hits from the genome-wide screen for positive regulators of
telomerase as well as those candidate genes that were most highly enriched in the
candidate screen without corresponding enrichment in the DNA damage controls. In short,
the initial list was not an unbiased view of the telomerase regulatory network, but rather the
result of a “screen-informed candidate gene approach”.
Information from model organisms, particularly Saccharomyces cerevisiae, is
particularly useful for interpreting the results of the genome-wise screen. Following
identification of a subunit of telomerase in S. cerevisiae, Ever Shorter Telomeres 1 (EST1)
(Lundblad & Szostak 1989), yeast mutant screening eventually revealed that roughly 7% of
all S. cerevisiae protein coding genes resulted in changes in telomere length upon deletion;
over 400 different telomere length maintenance (TLM) genes have been identified to date
(Askree et al. 2004; Gatbonton et al. 2006; Ungar et al. 2009; Harari et al. 2013). If the
same proportion of human genes were important to telomere length regulation in humans,
roughly 2,000 genes should be important to telomere length regulation, and if they were
evenly distributed between positive and negative regulators of telomerase (as they appear
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to be in the yeast studies), up to 1,000 hits from the in vitro screens could be real positives.
Moreover, the number of identified genes in yeast jumped from 270 to over 400 when the
~1400 essential genes were screened via hypomorphic and temperature-sensitive
screening. This indicates that genes involved in processes such as DNA repair and
replication, core metabolic processes, protein degradation and transcription are more likely
to be TLM genes than a given random gene; the shRNA-based method for screening used
here most closely resembles a hypomorphic model, such that essential genes are less likely
to result in false negatives from cell death.
The gene list chosen for validation via shRNA knockdown and long-term tissue
culture is shown in Table 2.1. The list includes 3 positive controls (TERT, DKC1 and NHP2)
as well as 56 genes derived from the most significant results of the genome-wide screen in
addition to those genes that were most highly enriched in the secondary screen while
avoiding enrichment in the DNA damage counterscreens.
In this chapter, I demonstrate how nearly all of the genes chosen for validation from
the list of candidate positive regulators of telomerase induce a decrease in telomere length
after extended tissue culture upon knockdown via shRNA. Detailed analysis of one of the
candidates, LARP7 reveals a corresponding drop in telomerase activity. Additionally, in
collaboration with other individuals in the lab and a group in Saudi Arabia, I show that
LARP7 causes a telomeropathy in humans with naturally occurring loss-of-function
mutations, and that loss of LARP7 alters the transcription and splicing patterns of the
hTERT mRNA in vitro.
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TERT
RAD52
LSM8
PRPF4B
DKC1
TNKS1BP1
ORC1
SFRS9
NHP2
FANCD2
RFC1
RAD54L
LARP7
FANCN
MRE11A
XRCC4
CDK9
EIF5A2 SMARCA1
RPA2
LARP1
PINX1
APEX1
PPP1R10
CDC14C
POLK
NIPBL
POLG
DBF4
CBX5
POLL
H2AFX
BAIAP2L1
POLH
POLI
RB1
PGBD5
POLD2
YWHAE
CLIC1
DNAJB11
E2F1
BMI1
CHEK1
LGALS7
HDGF
MCM2
CCNT1
ZC3HAV1L CSRP1
RECQL4
ERCC2
POLR1E
ERCC3
ORC4
XPA
HELQ
BLM
ALKBH3
Table 2.1: The genes selected for validation via shRNA knockdown
Positive controls are shown in bold, while the underlined genes comprise those genes
that were highly significant in the genome-wide screen. The other candidates were
selected because they were enriched in the secondary screen without enrichment in the
DNA damage control.

RESULTS
Knockdown of the hits chosen for validation leads to telomere shortening over time
Clonal populations derived from the H1299 and Hela cell lines derived by Hirotoshi,
H1299 clone 2 (H1299-2) and Hela clone 3 (Hela3), were selected as the validation models
because of their intermediate telomere length and telomerase activity. I used clonal
populations in order to avoid shifts in telomere length resulting from potential founder
effects.
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Because telomere length decreases comparatively slowly in the absence of
telomerase, roughly 50-100 base pairs per cell division, prolonged tissue culture is required
in order to assay if a genetic perturbation altered telomere length. As such, knockdown
populations of these genes were culture for 40-60 population doublings in order to assay for
a change in telomere length. Table 2.2 shows the aggregated results of the knockdown and
telomere measurement. Stable knockdown of 31 of the candidate genes including all three
positive controls resulted in telomere shortening in both lines, while a further 15 induced
telomere shortening in one line but were not evaluated in the other line due to poor
knockdown efficiency, 6 candidates induced telomere shortening on knockdown in one cell
line but did not do so in the other cell line, and 3 did not induce telomere shortening in either
context. Four of the candidates were not investigated (RECQ4L, CHEK1, ALKBH3 and
LSM8) because of repeated failure of the knockdown. Representative Terminal Restriction
Fragment (TRF) assays are shown in Figure 2.2.
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Telomere shortening in
both lines

Telomere shortening
Mixed results
in one line

TERT
DKC1
NHP2
LARP7
CDK9

SMARCA1
POLI
YWHAE
RAD52
FANCN

MCM2
TNKS1BP1
FANCD2
POLK
CBX5

MRE11A
BMI1
ORC4
POLH
HDGF

LARP1
CDC14C
DBF4
BAIAP2L1
PGBD5
DNAJB11
LGALS7
ZC3HAV1L
PINX1
E2F1
HELQ

CSRP1
SFRS9
XRCC4
POLG
H2AFX
ERCC2
XPA
RB1
ERCC3
BLM
Total: 31

POLD2
PRPF4B
RAD54L
RPA2
PPP1R10
CLIC1
NIPBL
EIF5A2
APEX1
POLL
Total: 15

CCNT1
Total: 6
Negative
ORC1
RFC1
POLR1E

Total: 3

Table 2.2: Summary of results of knockdown, long-term tissue culture and
telomere measurements
Genes that caused telomere shortening on knockdown in both cell lines assayed (left
column), caused telomere shortening in one line but were not evaluated in the other line
(middle column) caused telomere shortening in one cell line but did not cause
shortening in the other (top right), and did not cause telomere shortening in either line
(bottom right) are shown.
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Figure 2.2: Representative TRF images
Cells with shRNA constructs targeting the candidates are compared with Hela3
cells with a scrambled shRNA construct (left panel, control) at population doubling
60. On the right panel telomere length is compared in H1299-2 population doubling
(PD) 0 and 40 after selection for puromycin resistance.
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In total, this experiment indicates that 43 of the 56 genes selected for validation
regulate telomere length in vitro. Further, it illustrates that regulation of telomere length is a
context-dependent process, as six of the candidates altered telomere length upon
knockdown in one cell line but not in another.

Reduction in telomerase activity, telomere shortening and altered telomerase mRNA splicing
upon knockdown of LARP7
Based on a number of interesting observations in the literature, one candidate,
LARP7, was selected for more detailed analysis. Knockdown of LARP7 was achieved with
three different shRNAs and quantitated by western blot, shown in Figure 2.3. Knockdown of
LARP7 resulted in a two to threefold reduction in telomerase activity in all three
knockdowns, in addition to telomere shortening upon extended tissue culture, shown in
Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: Knockdown quantitation of LARP7
Western blot for LARP7 in Hela3 cells infected with a control shRNA and shRNAs
targeting LARP7 indicates successful knockdown with all three constructs.
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Figure 2.4: Reduction in telomerase activity and telomere shortening in
LARP7 knockdown cells
Knockdown of LARP7 resulted in decreased telomerase enzymatic activity (left
panel, p < 0.005) and progressive telomere shortening over time in all three
knockdowns examined.
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In collaboration with Wanil Kim, a post-doctoral researcher in the lab, the splicing of
the TERT mRNA in Hela3 cells with LARP7 knockdown shRNAs, resulted in a reduction in
the abundance of full-length TERT mRNAs, consistent with LARP7’s role as a transcriptional
regulator (Figure 2.5). LARP7 knockdown also caused a reduction in the abundance of the
nonfunctional –beta isoform (removal of exons 7 and 8, which eliminates the reverse
transcriptase domain) without a statistically significant reduction in total TERT transcripts,
suggesting that the reduction in full-length was predominantly mediated by increased
splicing of TERT pre-mRNA into a splice form not measured.
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Figure 2.5: LARP7 knockdown decreases full-length and –Beta TERT splicing
LARP7 knockdown resulted in a decreased abundance of full-length and –beta
splice forms of the TERT mRNA (p < 0.05), though it did not induce a statistically
significant reduction in total TERT transcripts.
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Humans with a frameshift loss-of-function mutation in LARP7 suffer a classical
telomeropathy
Based on the in vitro data on LARP7’s importance to telomerase activity, it seemed
likely that humans with loss-of-function mutations in LARP7 should display symptoms of a
telomeropathy. A consanguineous cohort in Saudi Arabia with a primordial dwarfism
phenotype had recently been described in Saudi Arabia, and the causal mutation was traced
to a 7 base pair duplication in LARP7 that caused a frameshift and early termination codon
(Alazami et al. 2012). I contacted Fowzan Akluraya, the senior author of that study, and he
sent me DNA samples extracted from peripheral blood mononuclear cells from the LARP7
mutant family to test if the family exhibited very short telomeres and a pattern of telomere
length anticipation consistent with telomeropathies. TRF analysis of the LARP7 mutant
family revealed very short telomeres, in length ranges consistent with TERT mutants, in all
individuals in the family regardless of genotype (Figure 2.6, primary TRFs shown in
Appendix A). This is not entirely unexpected, as all individuals in this family are descended
from a homozygous LARP7 mutant individual, and the wild-type individuals examined were
descended from at least two generations of LARP7 mutation carriers (pedigree shown in
Figure 2.7). A follow-up interview conducted by the Saudi team, after I shared the results of
the TRF analysis, revealed that multiple individuals in the LARP7 mutant family exhibited
generalized anemia and that this anemia was concentrated in the youngest two generations
of the family, consistent with what is observed in other telomeropathies.
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Figure 2.6: LARP7 mutants and their descendants have very short telomeres
and generationally decreasing initial telomere length
Telomere length in the LARP7 mutant cohort is very short compared to an
unrelated wild-type individual and the general population regardless of genotype
(left). Projected telomere length at birth (measured telomere length + age*40 bp)
decreases with age in this family, suggesting inheritance of short telomeres. Wildtype individuals are shown in blue, heterozygotes are in green, homozygous
mutants are in red, and an unrelated wild-type individual is in black.
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Figure 2.7: Pedigree of the LARP7 mutant family
Very short telomeres appear in all measured individuals regardless of genotype.
Telomere lengths in kilobases are shown in addition to genotype and familial
relationships. The pedigree illustrates a pattern of very short telomeres, pathology
and a pattern of anticipation observed in telomeropathies
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DISCUSSION
The high positive rate observed upon knockdown of the candidate genes is
consistent with observations from the S. cerevisiae literature, in that 43 of the 56 candidates
appeared to be necessary for telomere length maintenance. This rate is not surprising since
most of the identified candidates were pre-selected as important because of their links to
processes known to be important to telomere biology. Telomerase activity is very closely
tied to cell division, and prepositioning of telomerase is required for correct telomere
maintenance (Zhao et al. 2011). Thus, perturbation of some important aspect of DNA
replication or cell division would likely impact this careful prepositioning of telomerase, which
could result in decreased telomere length over time. Evaluation of the general function of
the validated hits in the literature indicates they fall into a number of general categories,
detailed in Figure 2.8. It is probable that this network does not include all processes
required for telomerase activity and telomere maintenance because of the hypothesis-driven
mechanism of candidate selection.
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Figure 2.8: The telomere maintenance network
Processes impacted by the validated hits are shown along with those genes
implicated in their function.
LARP7 is part of a family of La autoantigen related proteins (LARPs) which include
LARP3, which was previously shown to bind to the telomerase RNA component and act as
a negative regulator of telomerase activity (Ford et al. 2001) and LARP1, another of the
validated hit proteins. The La domain in general acts as a fairly promiscuous RNA-binding
motif, associating with coding RNA polymerase II transcripts as well as pre-tRNAs (Bayfield
et al. 2010), RNA polymerase III transcripts (Martino et al. 2015) and structural RNAs such
as the 7SK snRNA (Liu et al. 2014) as well as the telomerase RNA component in humans
(Ford et al. 2001) and in model organisms (Singh et al. 2013). LARP7 is an RNA-binding
protein that contains the La domain as well as another RNA-recognition motif, RRM1, and
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its canonical functions include an association with the 7SK small nuclear ribonucleoprotein
(7SKsnRNP, or 7SK), which is a negative regulator of the positive transcription elongation
factor, P-TEFb (Uchikawa et al. 2015). The primordial dwarfism observed in human LARP7
loss-of-function mutants may result from increased differentiation of stem cells due to
decreased levels of the Lin28 mRNA (Dai et al. 2014)which is in agreement with the loss of
self-renewal in primordial germ cells observed in LARP7 knockout mice (Okamura et al.
2012).

LARP7 is the most likely human ortholog of p65 in Tetrahymena thermophila, which

is an integral component of Tetrahymena telomerase, required for the assembly of the
holoenzyme (Singh et al. 2013). Thus, LARP7 knockdown could result in telomere
shortening through a number of pathways, and that a different combination of these
possibilities is responsible for the phenotypes observed in tissue culture and in humans.
One of the more interesting observations in the LARP7 mutant family is that even
wild-type individuals have very short telomeres. This observation is consistent with what is
observed in TERT mutant families, in that even wild-type offspring of TERT mutant
heterozygotes have telomere lengths considerably shorter compared to the general
population (Chiang et al. 2010). Since all individuals evaluated were descended from at
least two generations of LARP7 mutant carriers, they should all have very short telomeres if
this inherited short telomeres effect was in operation. Inheritance of short telomeres within
this cohort is further supported by the anticipation in telomere shortening shown by
correcting the measured telomere lengths for age-associated telomere shortening. I
accounted for the effects of age by using an estimate of 40 base-pairs per year of telomere
shortening, which is derived from a review of the longitudinally-measured telomere
shortening rate in the literature (Table 4.1), which will be discussed at greater length in
Chapter 4. This estimate is a conservative estimate of telomere shortening rate for these
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purposes, since the individuals evaluated here are not all post-pubescent, and are therefore
longer than they would appear if they were evaluated after the faster telomere shortening
period in childhood. This family displays starkly decreasing initial telomere length over time,
a difference of on average 560 base pairs in initial telomere length between generation III
and generation IV individuals, or roughly 30 base-pairs per year. The very short telomeres
observed in the family, coupled with decreasing initial telomere length over generational
time and the anemia apparent in younger generations are consisten to LARP7 deficiency as
a classical telomeropathy.
Following my presentation of the LARP7 findings at the American Society of Human
Genetics in October of 2014, Steve Meyn approached me because an anemic patient in
practice in Canada had a frameshift mutation in LARP7; measurement of this patient’s
telomeres is pending, but Dr. Meyn performed a second physical examination of this patient,
and the patient exhibits all the characteristics described in the LARP7 mutant family
evaluated here (Alazami syndrome). If this patient’s telomeres are considerably shorter than
the general population it would lend considerable credence to the telomeropathy-like
properties of the LARP7 mutants, since it would greatly decrease the odds of error as a
result of a generally lower telomere length in the population of Saudi Arabia, which is
unknown but formally possible.
Another validated candidate positive regulator of telomerase contains the La domain,
LARP1. LARP1’s known functions are very different from LARP7, and it is most prominently
implicated in the regulation of 5’-terminal oligopurine (TOP)-containing mRNAs (Tcherkezian
et al. 2014). TOP-containing mRNAs include the core translational machinery, such as the
ribosome components (Avni et al. 1997). TOP transcript expression is tightly tied to cell
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cycle progression, and LARP1 has recently been described binding to the mTOR complex 1
(mTORC1), as well as regulating a large number of transcripts implicated in cancer
progression such as BCL2, AKT, BAX, EGFR, VEGFR, Beta-catenin, and SMAD3 (Mura et
al. 2014). Telomere shortening observed in LARP1 knockdown cells is thus likely a result of
a very large number of overlapping processes, and its association with AKT/mTOR signaling
is instructive for experiments with AKT inhibitors and telomere length to be discussed in
greater depth in chapter 3.
Telomere shortening upon knockdown of a number of high-level transcriptional
regulators such as LARP1, LARP7, and CDK9 (a component of the P-TEFb complex which
is negatively regulated by the LARP7-containing 7SK complex (Han et al. 2014)) as well as
protein and RNA chaperones including YWHAE (14-3-3 epsilon) is consistent with the idea
that appropriate telomere maintenance is the sum of many highly complex interrelated
molecular processes, and that a broad-perturbation in the homeostatic state of a cell may
interfere with proper telomere maintenance indirectly. Protein chaperones, such as p23,
HSP70 and HSP90 are required for proper telomerase assembly (Forsythe et al. 2001),
probably because TERT itself is a very large (127kD) protein that must stably associate with
many other telomerase subunit proteins (DKC1, NHP2, GAR1, NOP10, TCAB1, etc.) as well
as a large, structurally complicated RNA component that is itself associated with RNA
chaperones (Egan & Collins 2012). A broad perturbation in transcription influencing various
components of this large holoenzyme with an even larger molecular support network is likely
to cause impaired telomere maintenance in much the same manner as proteotoxic stress
preferentially kills aneuploid cancer cells. Aneuploid cancer cells are subject to
stoichiometric stress as a result of their altered chromosomal copy number, and the addition
of further proteotoxic stress overloads an already stressed system (Tang et al. 2011; Chen
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et al. 2015). Similarly, because of the size, poor stability and complexity of the telomerase
holoenzyme, stress to or greater demand for chaperones or general transcriptional systems
is likely to result in a stoichiometric imbalance in one of the many necessary components of
proper telomere maintenance, resulting in decreased telomere length over time via
compromised telomerase activity. It is possible that this property of the network may be an
adaptive feature of the telomerase regulatory network in multicellular organisms, as it would
impose another check on cancer progression by lowering the odds that a given cell with
copy number changes would be able to recapitulate adequate telomere maintenance. The
large number of processes that must be behaving nominally for adequate telomere
maintenance may impose a stoichiometric check on cellular immortality. An interesting test
of this hypothesis would be to evaluate telomerase activity in LARP1, LARP7 or CDK9
overexpressing cells; if the telomere shortening observed on knockdown was the result of a
direct down-regulation of some an important telomerase component, telomere length should
increase, whereas the converse would be observed if the telomere shortening was the result
of a stoichiometric imbalance in telomerase holoenzyme components.
Both FANCD2 and FANCN knockdown cells exhibited telomere shortening over time,
which is consistent with the literature documenting short telomere length in a subset of
Fanconi Anemia (FA) patients (Pavesi et al. 2009). Since FA patients as a group do not
exhibit telomere shortening compared to other inherited bone marrow failure syndromes
(Gadalla et al. 2010), short telomeres are not a general feature of FA, rather a subset of FA
patients have very short telomeres, it seems most likely that the telomere shortening
observed here is independent of the DNA repair functions shared between the various
Fanconi anemia family DNA repair proteins. In particular, Apollo is required for the
localization of FANCD2 to telomeres, indicating that FANCD2 may be involved in 5’ end
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resection or another processing event required for telomere maintenance. This function
could be the reason that FANCD2 knockdown cells exhibit telomere shortening over time,
though it is unclear if the telomere shortening observed in vitro and the telomere damage
foci in human FANCD2 patients are involved with the phenotypic characteristics of FA, since
FANCD2 patients have similar clinical characteristics as other FA patients (Mason &

Sekiguchi 2011; Joksic et al. 2012). Furthermore, FANCD2 interacts with telomeric DNA
and tankyrase I (TNKS1 regulates TRF1 telomeric binding) and FANCD2 mutant cells
exhibit downregulation of TRF1, indicating that FANCD2 may be involved in several
processes required for telomere maintenance (Smith et al. 1998; Lyakhovich et al.

2011).
Less is known about the association with FANCN and telomeres, however
lymphoblastoid and fibroblast cell lines derived from FANCN heterozygous mutant patients
exhibit copy number aberrations and concomitant increase in telomere fluorescent in situ
hybridiziation (FISH) signals, suggesting that haploinsufficiency of FANCN may lead to
genomic instability and/or telomere elongation (Wark et al. 2013). It is not known if these
cells had longer telomeres on average, since increases in chromosomal copy number will be
associated with a greater number of total telomeres, and increased telomere FISH signal
could result from a larger number of average shorter telomeres. FANCN was originally
identified as a BRCA2-interacting protein, and later found to be linked to FA; patients with
biallelic mutations in FANCN have high rates of breast cancer, as well as high rates of
pediatric cancers (Tischkowitz & Xia 2010). Importantly, long telomere length is a risk factor
for non-hereditary breast cancer (Pellatt et al. 2013), and BRCA2 mutant individuals have
longer telomeres than their non-BRCA2 mutant relatives (Pooley et al. 2014). It is possible
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that FANCN mediates the BRCA2 mutation’s effect on telomere length, though it is not
known why telomere shortening would be observed in vitro on knockdown while dysfunction
of FANCN is associated with longer telomere length in vivo. However, intergenerational
analysis of BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutant, as well as BRCAX families (families without
BRCA1/2 mutants with hereditary breast cancer) indicates anticipation in age of onset of
breast cancer concomitant with progressively shorter telomeres (Martinez-Delgado et al.
2011), with intergenerational telomere dynamics highly comparable to that observed in this
chapter in the LARP7 mutant family. Because FANCN is an important interaction partner
with BRCA2, and FANCN mutants would be classified as a BRCAX family, it is possible that
FANCN mutant families will display comparable telomere dynamics, which would be
consistent with the telomere shortening observed here.
The DNA polymerases evaluated here (POLG, POLH, POLL, POLI and POLK) have
a number of interesting biological features that may explain why their loss induces
progressive telomere shortening. DNA polymerase gamma, POLG, is the only mitochondrial
DNA polymerase encoded in the human genome, and mutations in POLG are associated
with diverse mitochondrial diseases, including Alpers syndrome (progressive childhood
failure of the central nervous system), Ataxia Neuropathy Spectrum disorders (broad
dysfunction of the skeletal muscle and nervous system), Epilepsy and
Myocerebrohepatopathy (failure of muscle and nervous systems as well as liver disease)
(Wong et al. 2008). While mitochondrial dysfunction is unlikely to directly alter telomere
length, buildup of reactive oxygen species from perturbed respiration can lead to telomere
shortening via damage to the telomeres. This mechanism could be differentiated from a
telomerase-dependent mechanism through POLG knockdown in a telomerase negative cell
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line; greater telomere shortening per cell division should occur upon POLG knockdown
compared with the unperturbed cells.
POLH (DNA polymerase eta) and POLI (DNA polymerase Iota) are involved in the
translesion DNA synthesis required for repair of UV-induced DNA damage, principally
thymine dimers. Mutations in POLH are associated with Xerodosa Pigmentosum-variant
(Masutani et al. 1999), a pathological sensitivity to UV light caused by an inability to repair
UV-induced DNA damage. Recent work has shown that POLH localizes to telomeres in
response to DNA damage, and that loss of POLH results in impaired telomere replication
(Pope-Varsalona et al. 2014), providing a simple explanation for the telomere shortening
observed upon knockdown. POLI performs functions very similar to POLH, though it has a
higher error rate (Frank & Woodgate 2007), and it is possible that POLI knockdown induces
telomere shortening through a mechanism very similar to POLH.
Though the network identified here is based on a screen-informed candidate gene
approach, it demonstrates that a very substantial fraction of the genes highly enriched in the
screening system are required for telomere maintenance, suggesting that the telomerase
regulatory network is much larger than initially anticipated. Additionally, the LARP7 mutant
family’s very short telomere phenotype, comparable to telomerase mutants, illustrates that at
least one of these candidate proteins is relevant to human health, and it is likely that other
families with telomeropathies due to defects in the function of these genes are likely to be
discovered. Further, though many of these genes are involved in pathways very central to
the function of the cell, it is possible that drugs targeting these genes may act as telomerase
inhibitors.
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METHODS
pGipZ vector system, cloning
Knockdown of the candidate hits was accomplished through the introduction of two custom
shRNAs targeting each candidate inserted into a pGipZ construct, which included genes
encoding Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP), puromycin resistance and ampicillin resistance.
The pGipZ vector was linearized via digestion with XhoI and EcoRI restriction enzymes (37°
C for 1 hour, 65° C 30 minutes to deactivate enzymes) and then gel purified from a 1%
agarose gel with the QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen). Custom shRNA sequences were
synthesized (Sigma) containing XhoI and EcoRI restriction sites and PCR amplified using
the high-fidelity KOD polymerase (Millipore) for 20 cycles according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. PCR products were then purified with the QIAquick gel extraction kit and
digested with EcoRI and XhoI restriction enzymes as previously. Ligation of PCR products
and linearized vectors was accomplished with T4 DNA ligase at 16° C overnight, followed by
inactivation at 65° C for ten minutes. Competent E. coli were transformed via the addition of
the ligated plasmid followed by a 30 minutes incubate at 4° C and then a 45 second heat
shock. Cells recovered on ice for 2 minutes and were then amplified through the addition of
250 uL prewarmed SOC media and a 1 hour incubation at 37° C with agitation at 225 RPM.
The cells were plated on ampillicilin-bearing bacterial agarose plates and grown overnight.
The next morning, resistant colonies were picked and grown in 50mL ampicillin-bearing
Luria broth and the plasmids were extracted with the QIAprep spin miniprep kit (Qiagen).
Plasmids were assayed on a 1% agarose gel to verify they were the appropriate size, then
used in viral packaging.
Viral Packaging, Infection
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The resulting plasmids were packaged into lentiviral vectors, integrating replicationincompetent retroviruses. 5 million 293FT cells were plated into 10cm plates in standard
culture conditions. Finished plasmids were mixed with the pasPAX2 structural vector and
pMDG2 envelope vector, as well as CaCl2 and HEPES-buffered saline. The mixture was
then vortexed 30s to generate bubbles, and allowed to sit for 15 minutes before being
applied to viral packaging cells. 24 hours following the calcium chloride transfection, cells
were checked for plasmid expression via fluorescence imaging, and if GFP positive viral the
media was changed and viral supernatants were obtained 24, 48 and 72 hours later.
H1299-2 and Hela3 populations were infected with the lentiviruses supernatants, and the
cells were puromycin selected and cultured for 40-60 population doublings.
Tissue culture
All cells were cultured at 37° C in 5% CO2, in Media X (HyClone, Logan UT) with the
addition of 10% calf serum (HyClone, Logan, UT). Cells were passaged 1:32 when they
approached 90% confluence; they were washed 2x with phosphate buffered saline and then
harvested by trypsinization (5 minutes at 37° C). Selection for puromycin resistance was
accomplished via 5 days culture with puromycin (5 ug/mL). Cells were puromycin selected
after viral infection and again at PD 20. DNA for TRF analysis was harvested using the
DNeasy blood and tissue kit (Qiagen).
Knockdown validation
Quantitation of the knockdown efficiency for each gene was accomplished with
primer pairs and hydrolysis probes designed with the tools available from the manufacturer
of the universal probe library (Roche). RNA was extracted from infected and puromycin
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selected cells with the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen), and reverse transcribed to cDNA with the
iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad). qPCR analysis of RNA abundance was measured
using the Ssofast Evagreen qPCR mix (Bio-Rad) and quantified following amplification using
a Roche Lightcycler 480II qPCR platform (Roche) in reference to three housekeeping
genes, GAPDH, PPIA and HPRT.
Terminal restriction fragment assays
DNA for TRF analysis was extacted with the DNease blood and tissue kit (Qiagen),
and then 2 ug of DNA from each sample was digested with the mixture of six restriction
enzymes as described in (Herbert et al. 2003) for 16 hours at 37° C, and then samples were
run on a 0.7% TAE gel in the presence of gel red for 18 hours at 70 volts. The resulting gel
was imaged to assay for complete sample digestion, before the was denatured in a solution
containing 1.5M NaCl2 and 0.5 M NaOH on a shaker at room temperature for 30 minutes.
The gel was then dried for 2 hours at 56° C using a SGD4050 slab gel dryer under

vacuum with the addition of two large textbooks (~2kg each) of pressure, with two
layers of whatman paper between the gel and the dryer. The gel was then washed
2x with deionized water to remove fragments of whatman paper attached to the gel
and larger fragments were removed manually with forceps, then the gel was
neutralized with a 1.5 M NaCl2, 0.5M Tris-HCl, pH 8 solution for 30 minutes at room
temperature on a shaker. The gel was then placed in a hybridization tube with 15
mL rapid hybridization buffer (GE healthcare) for one hour at 42° C. Following prehybridization, 15 mL fresh pre-warmed rapid hybridization buffer was added to the
hybridization tube and the c-strand telomere sequence probe (described below) was
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added to the solution; hybridization of the probe occurred overnight at 42° C. The
following day, the probe mixture was preserved for later use and the gel was washed
1x with wash buffer 1 (2x SSC, 0.1% SDS), 2x with wash buffer 2 (0.5x SSC, 0.1%
SDS), and 2x with wash buffer 3 (0.5x SSC, 1% SDS). Each wash step was 15-30
minutes in duration. Following the final wash, the gel was placed between two
layers of saran wrap in an exposure cassette and a storage phosphor screen
(Molecular dynamics) was used to obtain an overnight exposure. The screen was
imaged using a Typhoon TRIO variable mode imager (Amersham Biosciences).
Western blot for LARP7
Cells were harvested for western assays via trypsinization (5 minutes at 37° C), and

then counted with the TC automated cell counter (Bio-Rad). Cells were then
pelleted by centrifugation at 700 rpm for 3 minutes, then washed with cold (prechilled on ice) PBS 2x. A final pelleting step at 2000 rpm for 3 minutes occurred
before the cell pellets were resuspended in RIPA bugger (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM
Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 1mM EDTA, 1% TritonX-100, 1% sodium deoxycholic acid, 0.1%
SDS) at a ratio of 50uL per 1 million cells. Cells were lysed through 3 cycles of 20
second vortex steps and 5 minutes on ice, then centrifuged at 20000 rpm for 10
minutes. Samples were then denatured by incubation at 95° C for 5 minutes.
Protein concentration was quantitated with the BCA protein assay kit (Pierce)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were loaded into 10 well
preformed Mini Protein TGX gradient polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad) and run at 100
volts until the lowest ladder band reached the bottom of the gel. Proteins were
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transferred to a PVDF membrane using a trans-blot turbo pack (Bio-Rad). The
membrane was then washed 2x with PBST, then blocked with a 5% milk in PBST
solution for 1 hour at room temperature on a shaker. The LARP7 primary antibody
(Abcam) was used at a concentration of 1:5000 following blocking and allowed to
hybridize overnight at 4° C. The membrane was then rinsed 3x with PBST at room
temperature on a shaker. The anti-rabbit secondary antibody was used at a
concentration of 1:5000 in a 5% milk PBST solution and incubated at room
temperature for 1 hour on a shaker. After administration of the secondary antibody,
the membrane was washed 3x with PBST, and signal was detected with ECL plus
western blotting detection reagents (Amersham). Signal was obtained by with the G
Box imaging system (Syngene).

CHAPTER THREE
Characterization of Perifosine as a Possible Telomerase Inhibitor
INTRODUCTION
AKT, or Protein Kinase B is a Serine/Threonine kinase downstream of PI3K, and
regulation of this kinase is important for a very large number of signaling events with regard
to cell growth, survival and division (Ocana et al. 2014). A number of links between the
protein subunit of telomerase, TERT and AKT exist, including two consensus AKT
phosphorylation motifs at S227 and S824 of the telomerase protein. These RXRXXS/T sites
appear to be involved in the nuclear localization of the telomerase holoenzyme (Kang et al.
1999; Chung et al. 2012). Further, complexes containing AKT, HSP90, mTOR, S6 kinase
and TERT have been observed TERT (Haendeler et al. 2003), and treatment with
Rapamycin has been reported to reduce telomerase activity, consistent with AKT/mTORbased regulation of telomerase activity (Bae-Jump et al. 2006).
Many of the validated candidates examined in Chapter 2 are downstream of the AKT
or mTOR pathways, including LARP1, LARP7, and LGALS7. Inhibition of AKT caused at
least a two-fold reduction in phosphopeptides derived from these hits by mass spectrometry
(Andersen et al. 2010). Since the AKT/mTOR pathway was implicated as important to
telomerase activity in the literature and a number of the newly-identified proteins that
regulate telomere maintenance are downstream (and in the case of LARP1 also upstream)
of AKT, I tested if a number of AKT inhibitors could inhibit telomerase activity and induce
telomere shortening over time in order to evaluate this approach for anti-telomerase therapy.
Initial work focused on readily available small molecules only suitable for in vitro studies , but
later examined Perifosine, an orally-available alkylphospholipid drug that is in phase III
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clinical trials for multiple myeloma. Perifosine interferes with the pleckstrin homology
domain of AKT, which prevents its membrane localization and phosphorylation (Gills &
Dennis 2009). Perifosine is an attractive candidate for anti-telomerase therapy because it
has a long half-life in blood (~100 hours) and a low side effect profile; anti-telomerase
therapy must be tolerable for long periods of time because telomere shortening generally
occurs during cell replication and gaps in telomerase inhibition could allow cancer cells to
re-extend telomeres and thwart the treatment (Unger et al. 2010).
In this chapter I describe the initial experiments examining the effect of various AKT
inhibitors on telomere length in vitro, a metastatic xenograft model testing Perifosine’s
clinical utility in inducing telomere shortening, evaluation of purified tumor samples taken
from chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) patients treated with Perifosine for a long period of
time as part of a Phase II clinical trial, and conclude by describing a number of experiments
regarding the mechanistic details of Perifosine’s effect on telomere maintenance.

RESULTS
AKT inhibitors induce telomere shortening in some cell lines in vitro
To test the initial hypothesis that AKT inhibitors may also function as telomerase
inhibitors, I treated Hela3 cells with low concentrations (less than 50% of their IC50 value in
Hela cells) for twenty population doublings to assay if sub-lethal concentrations of these
drugs could impact telomere biology. Of the three AKT inhibitors initially evaluated, AKT
inhibitor IV induced telomere shortening in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: AKT inhibitor IV induces dose-dependent telomere shortening
Hela3 cells were treated with the indicated concentrations of drug for 10-15
population doublings, and their telomeres were measured via the TRF assay.
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Concentrations of AKT inhibitor IV that induced telomere shortening also slowed
down cell growth, though this growth inhibition did not fully correlate with telomere
shortening; the 375 nM dose induced more telomere shortening compated to the 250 nM
dose, even though they caused roughly comparable changes in growth rate (Figure 3.2)
suggesting some off target effects.
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Figure 3.2: AKT inhibitor IV inhibited cell growth
Hela3 cells treated with the indicated concentrations of AKT inhibitor 1 and IV were
counted when they were passaged. Cells treated with higher concentrations of AKT
inhibitor IV exhibited a slower growth rate, demonstrated by lower population
doublings (PD) at each passage.
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The rapid telomere shortening observed with AKT inhibitor IV treatment was
encouraging; however AKTi IV itself is not a promising candidate for anti-telomerase therapy
because of its pharmacological properties. In order to evaluate a small molecule AKT
inhibitor much more clinically relevant, I repeated this experiment using Perifosine in Hela3
cells as well as a BJ fibroblasts, telomerase negative cells, in order to determine if effects on
telomere length was telomerase-dependent (Figure 3.3). Again, concentrations up to one
half of the reported IC50 value in Hela cells were used, though cell death in the Hela3
population at this value (4.6 uM) prevented analysis of that dose.

Figure 3.3: Perifosine causes telomere shortening in telomerase positive cells
BJ fibroblast and Hela3 cells were treated with the indicated concentrations of
Perifosine for 20 population doublings and their telomeres were measured by TRF.
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Perifosine caused telomere shortening in the Hela3 population without accelerating
telomere shortening in the BJ fibroblast line, indicating that the shortening observed is likely
to be telomerase dependent.

Long-term treatment with Perifosine inhibits colony formation in soft agar
To determine if long-term Perifosine treatment will lead to loss of cancer associated
changes in long-term treated cancer cells, Hela3 cells (treated for 70 population doublings)
were evaluated via the soft-agar colony formation assay, a measurement of growth and
invasiveness. Long-term treatment with Perifosine, but not transient treatment with
Perifosine (administration of Perifosine during the soft agar colony formation assay to cells
previously naïve to Perifosine) resulted in a significant drop in colony number, indicating that
Perifosine interfered with colony formation through a mechanism independent of AKTmediated growth inhibition, which would be apparent in the cells treated transiently (Figure
3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Long term treatment with Perifosine reduces soft agar colony
formation
Hela3 cells were treated with 2.3uM Perifosine for 70 population doublings and their
telomeres were measured by TRF analysis (left). Long-term (LT) treated Hela3
cells and cells naïve to Perifosine were examined via the soft agar colony formation
assay; cells treated with Perifosine for 70 population doublings prior to the assay
exhibited a statistically significant (p=0.04) reduction in colony formation with
treatment during the assay, while Hela3 cells treated only during the assay did not.
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The HCC38 breast cancer cell line responds most robustly to Perifosine of the cell lines
tested
Concurrent with mechanistic experiments evaluating the molecular changes induced
by Perifosine, I began to test Perifosine’s clinical utility as a telomerase inhibitor. The most
likely application for a telomerase inhibitor is in the context of minimal residual disease—
telomerase inhibitors will likely need a fair amount (months to years) of time to work because
they induce telomere shortening in a cell division dependent manner, which means they
would be used best if treatment began after removal of a primary tumor. Treatment would
continue while any cells not removed during surgical removal of a primary tumor are
growing, such that presumably any recurrent disease would encounter a telomere lengthmediated block to continued cell division. In order to test this, a model that includes excision
of a primary tumor followed by telomere length analysis in recurrent primary tumor or
metastatic disease would be the ideal test of a putative telomerase inhibitor. Orthotopic
mammary fat pad xenograft models fit this profile; primary tumor cells are injected into the
mammary fat pad of immune compromised mice, and metastatic growth after removal of the
primary tumor can be assayed. Both of the cell lines conventionally used for this assay had
telomeres too long to realistically shorten to a sufficient extent upon Perifosine treatment to
limit tumor growth in this assay, however the HCC38 breast cancer line is an ideal target, as
HCC38 displays very short baseline telomere length and its telomeres shorten rapidly upon
administration of low doses of Perifosine (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: Perifosine induces telomere shortening in HCC38 and MDA-MB435 cells
Cells were treated with the indicated concentrations of Perifosine for 20 population
doublings, and their telomeres were measured by TRF. HCC38 cells had lower
baseline telomere length and a stronger response to Perifosine than the two cell
lines normally used for this xenograft model.
Subsequent xenograft experiments used the HCC38 line because it was the cell line
most likely to show an important response to Perifosine; because of its short telomeres and
rapid shortening upon Perifosine treatment, it is an in vitro model of a best-case clinical
scenario.
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Perifosine may act as a telomerase inhibitor in a xenograft model, but does not reduce
metastatic tumor burden
Other telomerase inhibitors have been evaluated in xenograft models (Joseph et al.

2010; Marian et al. 2010; Barszczyk et al. 2014; Hu et al. 2014b), however
measurement of telomere length in xenograft tumors is complicated by intense telomere
signals from the much longer telomeres of the mouse support cells (vascular epithelium,
fibroblasts) that are present in a xenograft. The cells used in this experiment are HCC38
cells bearing a plasmid that encodes Luciferase, Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) and
puromycin resistance (HCC38+GFP+LUC), so mouse cells can be killed after tumor removal
via a short in vitro treatment with puromycin prior to telomere length analysis. Treatment
with Perifosine by oral gavage began in week 2 after injection of the tumor cells, primary
tumors were surgically removed in week 6, and the mice were sacrificed and evaluated in
week 12, totaling 10 weeks of Perifosine treatment.
Though Perifosine reduced the growth rate of primary tumors when they were
measurable, a finding reported in the past, treatment with this dose did not induce a
statistically significant reduction in either recurrent primary or metastatic tumor burden.
There was not a significant difference in telomere length between control and treated tumors
of any type, but metastatic and recurrent treated tumors had significantly shorter telomeres
compared to primary tumors in the treated group (Figure 3.6). These results can be
interpreted to suggest that Perifosine has a modest but detectable effect, though it may also
reflect the tighter distribution of telomere lengths in treated primary tumors.
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Figure 3.6: Perifosine treatment did not alter metastatic tumor burden or
telomere length in a xenograft
Perifosine treated primary tumors were smaller on average than control tumors at
all timepoints measured (top left). However, neither recurrent primary tumor nor
metastatic tumor load were significantly reduced by Perifosine treatment (top right).
Telomere length in treated recurrent primary and metastatic tumors was
significantly shorter in treated mice (bottom), though there was not a significant
difference between control and treated tumors of any type.
The failure of Perifosine to induce significant telomere shortening in this xenograft
model may reflect some difference between a tissue culture dish and the mouse
physiological environment, which is supported by the fact that the primary tumors had
telomere lengths very substantially longer than the telomere lengths of subclones of the
HCC38+GFP+LUC cell line, potentially ruling out founder effects as the source of this
difference (Figure 3.7, primary TRFs in Appendix A).
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Figure 3.7: Primary tumors exhibit much longer telomere length than
subclones of the parental HCC38 population
Telomere length (TL) was measured in subclones of the HCC38+GFP+LUC
population and the primary tumors after removal of mouse support cells. Primary
tumors exhibited longer telomeres than parental subclones (p < 0.05) in both
groups, indicating that the founder effect is an unlikely source for the increased
telomere length observed.
While Perifosine failed to induce significant telomere shortening in this xenograft
model, this is still the first attempt to measure telomere length in a mouse tumor model using
a clinical tested drug, while removing the effects of mouse support cells. Optimization work
conducted prior to the xenograft model indicates that as little as 20% by mass contamination
of mouse DNA is sufficient to produce a dramatically biased interpretation of telomere length
(Figure 3.8). Other groups that have attempted to quantify telomere length from xenografts
without removing contaminating mouse DNA clearly suffer from mouse DNA contamination

(Barszczyk et al. 2014), as the band above 18.8 kilobases present in non-tumor bearing
mouse lung telomeres (Figure 3.8) occurs in all of the samples measured in that study.
Consideration of the effect of telomerase inhibitors on telomere length over time is an
absolutely vital preclinical step, and this method allows that for the first time.
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Figure 3.8: Mouse DNA produces substantially biased measurements of
telomere length in human samples
The band present above 18.8 kilobases in the non-tumor bearing mouse lung (NT,
left) indicates the presence of mouse DNA in a TRF (left). A mixture of NIH 3T3
DNA (a mouse cell line) and MDA-MB-435 DNA containing as little as 20% by mass
mouse DNA produces a dramatically biased interpretation of telomere length (right,
middle TRF presents MDA-MB-435 DNA in vitro with no mouse contamination).
Perifosine induces shortening of the shortest telomeres and reduces telomerase enzymatic
activity in CLL samples from a phase II clinical trial
While the xenograft experiment was underway, I contacted Dr. Daphne Friedman at
Duke University about her recent clinical trial using Perifosine (Friedman et al. 2014).
Unlike most other studies evaluating Perifosine, this protocol used a continuous dosing
regimen that would not allow tumor cells time to re-extend their telomeres between
treatment cycles. She had purified tumor samples left over from the trial that she was willing
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to send some of them to me to evaluate for changes in telomere biology. Samples were
available for two patients from before the initiation of therapy, cycle 1 day 8 (day 8 of
treatment), cycle 4 day 1 (day 84) and at discontinuation of therapy (day 124 and day 183 of
treatment for the two patients). Another four patients had samples remaining from before
the initiation of therapy and at cycle 1 day 8, which were evaluated for changes in
telomerase enzymatic activity.
Mean telomere length did not change in the two patients treated for extended periods
of time, though telomerase enzymatic activity was decreased at cycle 1 day 8 compared to
before therapy in four of the six patients evaluated (Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9: Reduction in ddTRAP activity in
Perifosine treated CLL without a change in
mean TL
Four of six patients exhibited a decrease in
telomerase activity as measured by the
droplet-digital TRAP assay (left) while there
was no change in mean telomere length in
long-term treated patients (right). B: Before
therapy, 1.8: cycle 1, day 8, 4.1: cycle 4, day
1, D: Discontinuation of therapy
These results indicate that it is possible that Perifosine could act as a telomerase
inhibitor in human patients because of the change in telomerase enzymatic activity, but
either the length of treatment was not long enough or tumor cells in some way compensated
for the decrease in telomerase activity observed. CLL tumor cells are a population
composed of varying proportions of proliferating and non-proliferating cells, and the factors
that dictate the balance between dividing and non-dividing cells are not fully understood. In
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most cancers, the bulk of the tumor population is both non-dividing and telomerase
negative, though it is possible for non-dividing, telomerase negative cells to revert to a
telomerase positive dividing state (Damle et al. 2007). The low telomerase activity observed
in the population and lack of telomere shortening observed in the bulk tumor could result
from a non-dividing, and thus non-shortening, bulk tumor population with a dividing and
shortening cell pool too small to measure by TRF.
To test this hypothesis, I worked with Tsung-Po Lai, a postdoctoral researcher in the
lab to perform Universal Single Telomere Length Analysis (Universal STELA), a PCR-based
assay that can quantitate the length of individual telomeres. Because Universal STELA
involves long-range PCR on a G-rich, repetitive substrate, using primer design that requires
a subtelomeric end and a normal telomere overhang (not internal telomere sequence) the
products of this reaction are biased toward the shortest telomeres. Further, since the length
of the shortest telomeres is the most important factor in determining telomere-driven
replicative senescence (Hemann et al. 2001), the analysis was focused on the shortest
quartile of the Universal STELA products.
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Patient 5 exhibited a statistically significant reduction in the length of the total STELA
product population, while there was no change in the total population in patient 11. A
statistically significant reduction in the length of the shortest quartile of Universal STELA
products occurred in both patients, illustrating that the shortest telomeres were shortening in
both patients treated with Perifosine continuously for long periods of time (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10: Universal STELA reveals shortening of the shortest telomeres
Universal STELA primary data is shown in the top panel, quantitated in the middle panel.
Patient 15 had shorter Universal STELA products at discontinuation compared to before
therapy, while both patients had shorter telomeres in the bottom quartile of Universal
STELA products at discontinuation (bottom panel). B: Before therapy, 1.8: cycle 1, day 8,
4.1: cycle 4, day 1, D: discontinuation.
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Perifosine’s effects on cell growth, telomerase activity and telomere length are uncorrelated
In order to understand the capacity for heterogeneity in response to Perifosine, I
treated a panel of lung cancer cell lines that had been rigorously evaluated by the Minna lab
(Kim et al. 2013) with Perifosine with the intention of using the data available on these cell
lines to inform mechanistic experiments about the link between Perifosine and telomerase.
Each cell line was treated with two different doses of Perifosine and cultured for twenty
population doublings in order to determine the effect of Perifosine on that cell line’s
telomeres over time (Figure 3.11, all primary TRFs in appendix A). A summary of the effect
of Perifosine on telomere length and telomerase activity is shown in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.11: Telomere lengths in cells treated with Perifosine
A panel of cell lines was treated with Perifosine for 20 population doublings and their
telomeres were measured by TRF. C: Control, L: Low dose, 1.84 uM Perifosine, H: High
dose, 4.6 uM Perifosine.
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The response to Perifosine was highly heterogeneous, with 12 of 20 cell lines
evaluated exhibiting telomere shortening, and two cell lines lengthened their telomeres upon
Perifosine treatment.

Cell Line
HCC4017
H2087
HCC827
H2009
H2882
HCC15
H1819
HCC515
HCC2429
Hela
HT1080
H1993
H2073
HCC95
MDA-MB231
MDA-MB435
DLD1
A375
HCC38
H1299

Telomere Length
Unchanged
Lengthening
Unchanged
Shortening
Shortening
Shortening
Shortening
Unchanged
Shortening
Shortening
Lengthening
Shortening
Shortening
Unchanged

Telomerase
activity
Increased
Increased
Decreased
Unchanged
Decreased
Increased
Unchanged
Unchanged
Decreased
Decreased
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Shortening

N/A

Shortening
Shortening
Unchanged
Shortening
Unchanged

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Table 3.1: Summary of responses to Perifosine
12 of 20 total cell lines assayed decreased mean telomere length upon perifosine treatment
(middle column), while four of ten cell lines decreased telomerase activity when treated with
4.6uM Perifosine (left column).
Telomerase activity was measured in a subset of the cell line panel (Figure 3.12),
and four of the ten lines evaluated had a reduction in telomerase activity upon Perifosine
treatment, though one of the cell lines with decreased telomerase activity did not exhibit
telomere shortening (HCC827). Furthermore, the disconnect between changes in
telomerase activity and what would be predicted from the change in telomere length
(increased activity in HCC15, for instance, which shortened its telomeres) suggests that in
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some cell lines the change in telomerase activity is not driving the change in telomere
length.
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Figure 3.12: Telomerase activity in Perifosine-treated cell lines
Cells were treated with the indicated concentrations of Perifosine for twenty population
doublings. Changes in telomerase enzymatic activity (y-axis, telomerase extension
products per cell) did not predict changes in telomere length.
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Growth rates for a subset of the panel were tracked during a 41 day Perifosine
treatment during which cells were split 1:32 and counted when they approached 90%
confluency in order to determine if toxicity or cytostastasis as a result of Perifosine treatment
was correlated with changes in telomere length or telomerase activity (Table 3.2).

Cell Line
HCC4017
H2087
HCC827
H2009
HT1080
H2882
HCC15
H1993
H1819
HCC515
HCC2429
H2073
HCC95

Population doublings/Day
Control 1.84 uM 4.6 uM
0.52
0.77
0.49
0.73
0.61
0.38
0.67
0.53
0.26
0.38
0.74
0.26
0.24

0.46
0.54
0.45
0.72
0.55
0.38
0.67
0.51
0.26
0.38
0.71
0.23
0.24

0.42
0.42
0.21
0.72
0.53
0.38
0.55
0.37
0.26
0.37
0.61
0.19
0.24

Telomere Length Telomerase activity
Static
Lengthening
Static
Shortening
Lengthening
Shortening
Shortening
Shortening
Shortening
Static
Shortening
Shortening
Static

Increased
Increased
Decreased
Unchanged
Not assayed
Decreased
Increased
Not assayed
Unchanged
Unchanged
Increased
Not assayed
Not assayed

Table 3.2: Growth rate, telomere dynamics and changes in telomerase activity in the
lung cancer cell lines evaluated
Growth rate in population doublings per day is shown for each dose of Perifosine used,
color coded by growth rate (red = slower, blue = faster). Changes to telomere length and
telomerase activity in each cell line are shown in the right two panels; change in growth rate
was not predictive of change in telomere length or telomerase activity.
Cell lines that exhibited telomere shortening in response to Perifosine exhibited a
range of changes in their growth rate, from H2882 and H2009 that did not slow their growth
rate in response to Perifosine to H1993, which showed a reduction in growth rate when
treated.
These experiments demonstrate that there is a high degree of heterogeneity in
response to Perifosine both between cell lines and within cell lines with regard to different
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phenotypes, and changes in telomere length are not correlated with changes in telomerase
activity or changes in growth rate. This suggests that the three different phenotypes
measured are driven by at least partially non-overlapping molecular networks that respond
differently to Perifosine depending on the molecular state of the cell, for example gene
expression or mutation status.

Expression data indicates that stress response networks may alter Perifosine sensitivity
Gene-set enrichment analysis using expression data on these cell lines obtained by
the Minna lab revealed differences in expression between the most unambiguously
responding and non-responding cell lines (in terms of telomere length). Cell lines that were
resistant to Perifosine’s effect on telomeres had greater levels of expression of genes
involved in inflammatory responses, locomotion, and response to wounding (Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.13: Gene sets enriched in cell lines insensitive to Perifosine-induced
telomere shortening
Expression levels of genes involved in these networks indicated that on average the cell
lines insensitive to Perifosine had higher levels of genes involved in the inflammatory
response, response to wounding and locomotory behavior. Enrichment score (a
function of relative expression in static vs. shortening) indicates the odds of observing a
difference in this network by chance.
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Further, cell lines sensitive to Perifosine had greater expression of genes involved in
chromosome organization and DNA repair (Figure 3.14).

Figure 3.14: Gene sets enriched in cell lines sensitive to Perifosine-induced
telomere shortening
The cell lines that were sensitive to Perifosine had greater expression of genes involved
in these two networks. Enrichment score (top) is a function of the odds of observing
this bias by chance.

Investigation of the genes specifically overexpressed within these networks strongly
implicated the molecular response to stress and the p38 pathway in particular as
upregulated in the cell lines that were insensitive to Perifosine’s effect on telomeres (static
lines). For example, the locomotory behavior category (Figure 3.15) included upregulation
of IL8, a number of chemokines associated with aggressive migration, MAPK1, MAPK14,
TGFB2, PLAU (Plasminogen activator, Urokinase) and PLAUR (the receptor for PLAU).
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Locomotory behavior– enriched in static lines

Figure 3.15: Expression of the genes most enriched in the locomotory behavior
category in the static lines
Expression (normalized to mean expression in that cell line) is indicated by color (red =
more expression, blue = less expression) for each gene indicated in the static lines
(grey, HCC4017, HCC827, HCC515) compared with the shortening lines (HCC15,
HCC2429, H2009, H1993). Genes are ranked by enrichment in the static lines.
Further, the DNA repair pathways upregulated in the cell lines sensitive to
Perifosine’s effects on telomeres (shortening lines), shown in Figure 3.16, include a number
of hits from the candidate gene approach discussed in Chapter 2, including POLH, POLL
and BLM, as well as FANCC and FANCA, which form a complex that regulates the
activation of FANCD2, a hit examined in Chapter 2 (Kupfer et al. 1999; D'Andrea & Grompe
2003). This network also includes ATM, BRCA1 and BRCA2 with substantially increased
expression in sensitive lines compared with static lines.
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The chromosomal organization group included a number of interesting genes that
were enriched in the sensitive lines, such as SIRT1, SIRT2, SIRT5, a number of other
histone deacetlyases, helicases and methyltransferases (Figure 3.17).

DNA repair pathway– enriched in shortening lines

Figure 3.16: Expression of the genes most enriched in DNA repair pathways in
the shortening lines
Expression (normalized to mean expression in that cell line) is indicated by color (red =
more expression, blue = less expression) for each gene indicated in the static lines
(grey, HCC4017, HCC827, HCC515) compared with the shortening lines (HCC15,
HCC2429, H2009, H1993). The genes most enriched in shortening lines are shown on
the bottom.
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Chromosome organization– enriched in shortening lines

Figure 3.17: Expression of the genes most enriched in the chromosome
organization network in shortening cell lines
Expression (normalized to mean expression in that cell line) is indicated by color (red =
more expression, blue = less expression) for each gene indicated in the static lines
(grey, HCC4017, HCC827, HCC515) compared with the shortening lines (HCC15,
HCC2429, H2009, H1993). The genes most enriched in shortening lines are shown on
the bottom.
In addition to the gene sets enriched in the shortening and static lines, a number of
genes were very highly enriched in the two groups of cell lines that were not part of the
enriched gene sets (Figure 3.18). Notably, another cytokine important for inflammation and
the stress response, IL6, was highly upregulated in the static lines compared with the
shortening lines. Further, the gene most highly upregulated in the shortening lines
compared to the static lines, ABCB6, is a mitochondrially localized ATP-Binding Casette
protein, and dysfunction of this protein in vivo has been linked to increased CXCL5,
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proliferation of megakaryocyte progenitors, and accelerated atherosclerosis(Murphy et al.
2014). CXCL5 is upregulated in the static lines (Figure 3.15, 12th from the top), consistent
with this regulation.

Figure 3.18: The 50 genes most enriched in both groups of cell lines
Expression is indicated by color (red >) for each gene indicated in the static lines (grey,
HCC4017, HCC827, HCC515) compared with the shortening lines (HCC15, HCC2429,
H2009, H1993). The 50 genes most enriched in the static lines are on the left, the 50
genes most enriched in the shortening lines are on the right.
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Lastly, a number of the hits from Chapter 2 were differentially expressed in the
sensitive lines compared with the static lines (Figure 3.19). PGBD5, SMARCA1, RB1 and
ZC3HAV1L were more expressed by the static lines compared to the shortening lines, while
XRCC4, RFC1, FANCD2, LSM8, PALB2 (FANCN), POLH, POLL, RAD54L, XPA, EIF5A2,
PRPF4B, PPP1R10, PINX1, BLM and RECQ4L were all more expressed in the shortening
lines. Interestingly, LARP1, LARP7 and LGALS7 showed no strong enrichment in either
category, nor did TERT or the other telomerase subunits, DKC1 and NHP2. These data in
aggregate can be interpreted to suggest that the p38 pathway and the inflammatory
response are more highly activated in cell lines that are resistant to the telomeric effects of
Perifosine, while an intact DNA damage response and chromatin state regulation network
confers sensitivity to Perifosine.
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Figure 3.19: Expression of the candidate positive regulators of telomerase in
Perifosine-sensitive and resistant cells
Relative expression in each cell line is indicated by color (red = increased, blue =
decreased). Genes involved in DNA repair pathways are more enriched in shortening
lines, while the genes enriched in static cells are predominantly of unknown function.
Genes are ranked by difference in expression between static and shortening lines (most
enriched in static at the top, most enriched in shortening at the bottom).
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Perifosine activates p38 activity in some but not all of the sensitive cell lines
The results indicating inflammatory pathways and the p38 pathway in particular were
not completely surprising, given that in addition to the AKT pathway, Perifosine is implicated
in p38 activity modulation; some reports indicate that Perifosine activates p38 (Tzarum et al.
2012), while others claim that it inhibits p38 (Li et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2012). To test if
differential activation of the p38 pathway explained the difference in sensitivity to Perifosine,
I measured phospho-p38 in cell lines continuously treated with Perifosine for 20 population
doublings. I evaluated four sensitive (Hela3, DLD1, HCC2429, HCC15) and two static lines
(H1299-2 and HCC515) (Figure 3.20, 3.21).
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Figure 3.20: p38 activity in three chronically Perifosine-treated cell lines
Phospho-p38 (Thr/Tyr 180/182) and actin are shown on top left, total p38 and loading
control are on the bottom left. Signal normalized to actin is quantitated below the blot
and normalized phospho-p38:total p38 is quantitated at the right.
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This experiment indicated that in some cell lines that were sensitive to Perifosineinduced telomere shortening, p38 was activated by Perifosine. Neither static line had an
increase in p38 activation with Perifosine treatment, and H1299-2 exhibited inhibition of pp38. The heterogeneity in response to Perifosine in both p-p38 and total p38 may explain
why the literature offers so many conflicting observations; each report on Perifosine’s effect
on p38 was only in the context of a single background, and if these experiments had been
conducted in one cell line they would offer a similarly conflicted view.
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Figure 3.21: p38 activity in three additional chronically Perifosine-treated cell
lines
P-p38 activity (top) increased in one of the two shortening lines measured here, while it
did not increase in the static line. P-MAPKAPK2 (a downstream target of p38)
increased in HCC2429 and may have decreased in HCC515. P-ATF2, quantitated at
the bottom, behaved differently in all three cell lines.
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These experiments indicate that activation of p38 may explain why some of the
shortening lines are sensitive to the telomeric effects of Perifosine, but they also show that
this is not a universal mechanism. HCC15, the shortening line that does not activate p38 in
response to Perifosine also most resembled the static lines in terms of MAPK1 and MAPK14
expression (Figure 3.15), suggesting a difference in the baseline state of the MAPK network
as a mechanism for the difference in p38 activation between it and the other three
shortening lines evaluated.

Perifosine treatment alters TRF2 expression in some cell lines
P38 activity has been linked to changes in expression of TRF2, a Shelterin
component (Ludlow et al. 2012), and changes in the expression and localization of the
Shelterin complex can induce a DNA damage response that would explain why the
shortening cell lines had higher expression of DNA damage response proteins. To
determine if Perifosine treatment and concomitant p38 activity resulted in a decrease in
TRF2 levels, I evaluated TRF2 by western blot in three chronically treated cell lines, Hela3,
HCC2429 and HCC515 (Figure 3.22).
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Figure 3.22: TRF2 levels in Perifosine-treated cells
Top,TRF2 and Actin levels in cells treated with the indicated concentrations of
Perifosine. Bottom, TRF2 and Actin levels in cells either naïve to Perifosine treatment
(- in the chronic treatment) or continuously treated with 1.84uM Perifosine for 20
population doublings (+ chronic treatment) either with the addition of Perifosine for 3
days (+ acute treatment) or cultured without Perifosine for 3 days (- acute treatment).
Long-term Perifosine treatment led to a reduction in TRF2 levels in both cell lines
that exhibit telomere shortening in response to Perifosine (Hela3 and HCC2429), while an
increase was observed in the HCC515 static line treated with Perifosine. The decreases in
TRF2 levels in the shortening line are consistent with the model of p38-mediated reduction
in TRF2 levels driving telomere shortening, however the increase observed in the static line
indicates that other processes are at work.
I also conducted an experiment to test if the observed changes in TRF2 were the
cause or one of the effects of a change in telomere length. Cells that had not been
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previously treated with Perifosine were treated for three days, and cells that had been
continuously treated with Perifosine were released from treatment for three days, followed
by measurement of TRF2 protein levels in chronically treated cells treated during the
experiment (+ chronic, + acute), chronically treated cells not treated during the experiment
(+ chronic, - acute), naïve cells treated during the experiment (- chronic, + acute), and naïve
cells not treated (- chronic, - acute). TRF2 levels decreased in all three cell lines treated
transiently with Perifosine including the HCC515 static cell line, while release from chronic
treatment resulted in increased TRF2 levels in all three cell lines as well. These
experiments suggest that changes in TRF2 protein levels in response to chronic Perifosine
are not established immediately following exposure, and therefore they are likely impacted
by the changes to telomere length occurring over chronic treatment.

DISCUSSION
Of the four AKT inhibitors evaluated, only two (Perifosine and AKT inhibitor IV)
induced telomere shortening in Hela3 cells. Though subsequent analysis indicated that the
p38-mediated effects of Perifosine are more likely to be important to its function in altering
telomere length (GSEA indicated inflammatory and stress response pathways rather than
growth pathways dictated response to Perifosine), AKTi IV and Perifosine may share some
mechanistic characteristics. For example, AKTi IV can block the activity of CCL2 in
sensitizing TRPV1 sodium channels to capsaicin treatment (Kao et al. 2012), and CCL2 was
upregulated in cell lines resistant to Perifosine. Pretreatment with AKTi IV can also block
the release of CCL2 from vascular smooth muscle cells in response to NAD(+)/NADP(+)
(Kim et al. 2011), suggesting that it may act both upstream and downstream of elements
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that appear relevant to the response to Perifosine. Further, AKTi IV can be detected in
mitochondria, and AKTi IV treatment leads to defects in respiration and increases in ROS
levels in Hela cells (Meinig & Peterson 2015), which could indicate that AKTi IV treatment
would induce a DNA damage response similar to what the GSEA indicates occurs in cell
lines sensitive to Perifosine-mediated telomere shortening. Another study found that AKTi
IV can inhibit phosphorylation of ERK2 in response to IL-1B in human fibroblast-like
synoviocytes (Tsuji et al. 2012), which would indicate that AKTi IV effects the p38 pathway,
and the similarity between its effect on telomeres and Perifosine’s may be due to partially
overlapping responses to the drugs.
Though Perifosine did not accelerate telomere shortening in BJ fibroblasts (Figure
3.3), it may alter telomere length in other normal cells, particularly because an intact DNA
damage response pathway is important to the telomeric response to the drug (Figure 3.14).
While it is possible that DNA repair pathways in these cells interfere with the localization and
activity of telomerase in cells treated with Perifosine, it is also possible that the fibroblasts
assayed have some as-yet undefined molecular property that confers resistance to the
telomeric effects of Perifosine like that observed in many of the cancer lines measured. To
clarify this, observation of Perifosine’s effect on telomere length in other telomerase
negative cells would be required before a definitive conclusion about the telomerasedependence of this effect is reached. Importantly, the cell lines that shortened their
telomere length in response to Perifosine did not have lower telomerase activity or
expression than cell lines resistant to Perifosine, such that high levels of telomerase do not
appear to confer either resistance or sensitivity to Perifosine’s effects on telomere length.
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Unexpectedly, Perifosine did not alter either metastatic tumor burden or telomere
length in the xenograft model. Though there was a difference between primary, recurrent
primary and metastatic tumor telomere length within the treated group in the xenograft
model, there was not a significant difference in mean telomere length between control
tumors and treated tumors, indicating that Perifosine was not sufficient to induce dramatic
telomere shortening in this xenograft model. It is possible that the mouse microenvironment
included some stimulus that antagonized the function of Perifosine, such as estrogen or
normoxia, both of which have been associated with increased telomerase activity (Guan et
al. 2012; Zhou et al. 2013a). It is also possible that the observed small differences in
telomere length between tumor sites are the result of founder effects from the parent
population, though this seems unlikely because telomere length in the primary tumors was
longer than subclones of the parental HCC38+GFP+Luc cell line in vitro (Figure 3.7).
One worrying aspect of these experiments is that the cell line selected, HCC38, was
used because it was the cell line most likely to yield positive results of those lines
compatible with the model. HCC38 cells have both very short telomeres and a robust, rapid
response to Perifosine in terms of telomere length; it represents a best-case scenario for the
use of Perifosine clinically. However, even in this context the drug did not significantly alter
the important outcome of the experiment (metastatic tumor burden), casting doubt on the
applicability of this treatment toward human health. It is possible that longer treatment with
Perifosine or the inclusion of more mice in the experiment would generate a statistically
significant effect rather than the trend observed, but the near-equal telomere lengths
observed in the tumors measured here suggests that some difference between the mouse
microenvironment and tissue culture results in a context-dependent response to the drug.
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Fifteen mice each in the control and treated group began the xenograft experiment;
however mice in each group had a high mortality rate as a result of complications such as
post-surgical infections, hemorrhage during primary tumor removal and death from unclear
causes particularly in the treated mice that was most common in a number of mice in the
treated group that displayed an emaciated, cachexia-like appearance 1-2 days before death
(data not shown). The cachexic appearance and mortality events occurred in weeks 8 and
9 (6 and 7 weeks of treatment, 2-3 weeks following primary tumor removal), but the
experimental design did not include measurements of body mass or fat integrity because
cachexia had not been reported in xenograft models of Perifosine treatment before. Prior to
the xenograft experiment, calculations of group size indicated that with 15 mice in each
group a change in telomere length of 200 base pairs (what I considered a lower bound for
an effect considering what was observed in vitro) with a standard deviation of 200 base
pairs (a high estimate of SD from what is observed in repeated analysis of TRF samples)
would be detectable at an alpha of 0.05, however I did not adequately account for the
mortality rate observed. If another xenograft test of Perifosine were conducted, an
increased number of mice in both groups, particularly the treatment group to account for this
higher mortality rate and monitoring of phenotypes relevant to fat integrity and cachexia may
yield more information and more significant results.
Somatic telomerase activity in mouse cells coupled with the fact that laboratory
mouse telomeres are an order of magnitude larger than human telomeres (Chadeneau et al.
1995) have complicated pre-clinical evaluation of telomerase inhibitors in the past. In these
experiments, I mostly circumvented the problem of mouse cell contamination of tumor
samples through brief tissue culture and the induction of mouse cell death with puromycin
treatment since the human tumor cell line was puromycin resistant. Since telomere length
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predominantly changes during cell division, short periods of time in tissue culture are
unlikely to alter telomere length, though small changes as a result of 1-4 population
doublings in tissue culture may have occurred. A recent study (Barszczyk et al. 2014)
measured telomere length in xenografts treated with Imetelstat without removing mouse
cells, and it is possible that their telomere length data could have been biased by mouse
telomere contamination. Indeed, the band present above the 18.8 kilobase ladder band in
the non-tumor-bearing mouse lung tissue sample in Figure 3.8 appears in all xenograft
samples in that study, and optimization experiments conducted prior to this work indicate
that the presence of 20% by mass mouse contamination of a human DNA sample is
sufficient to produce a dramatically biased measurement of telomere length (Figure 3.8).
Improved methods to distinguish between murine and human telomeres in xenograft
samples such as that presented here should improve understanding of telomere biology in
physiological contexts in the future. The band indicative for mouse DNA contamination was
present in a number of the tumor samples examined here as well, which opens the
possibility that the results of this xenograft were also biased because of the presence of
mouse DNA, however the extent of this contamination is far lower following puromycin
treatment in this experiment than observed in other studies of xenograft tissue, and some of
the samples examined did not have a very significant band above 18.8 kb. Knowing the
origin of this signal, I excluded all signal above the 18.8 kb ladder band from quantitation in
all samples though mouse contamination could still result in biased-high telomere lengths
because of lower molecular weight products contaminating the rest of the sample.
Evaluation of the CLL samples’ telomere length is the first experiment with a putative
telomerase inhibitor, Perifosine, used in the clinic to evaluate changes in telomere length
over the course of treatment. Telomere length is a vital biomarker of the efficacy of
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treatment with a telomerase inhibitor, since the aim of anti-telomerase therapy is to impose a
replicative limit on tumors through progressive telomere shortening. Changes in mean
telomere length were modest, 300-400bp reduction in length of the shortest quartile, in
response to Perifosine. Treatment beginning earlier in the course of the disease and
continuing for longer periods of time would be predicted to cause further reduction in
telomere length, which is viable given Perifosine’s generally mild toxicity profile at the doses
used. Shortening of the shortest telomeres is the most important indicator of a replicative
limit (Hemann et al. 2001), and the reduction in length in the shortest quartile of telomeres
observed in these patients is encouraging. It is possible that Perifosine provided in a setting
of minimal residual disease may prevent relapses in specific subsets of patients by imposing
a limit on replication.
The reduction in telomerase enzymatic activity demonstrated in purified tumor
samples from Perifosine-treated CLL patients, coupled with the observation of a reduction in
the length of the shortest telomeres indicates that Perifosine may be a viable antitelomerase therapy. Interestingly, mild thrombocytopenia and leukopenia were observed in
the clinical trials of Perifosine, toxicities it shares with Imetelstat (Thompson et al. 2013), as
well as genetic disorders of impaired telomere maintenance such as dyskeratosis congenita
(Holohan et al. 2014). Therefore this overlap may be due to “on target” effects of the drugs
via dysregulated hematopoietic stem cell maintenance via telomerase inhibition, rather than
specific idiosyncrasies of the drugs themselves. However, the most important question
regarding the clinical tractability of anti-telomerase therapy remains to be answered; would a
hypothetical perfect anti-telomerase therapy impose a replicative limit on most tumors in
time to impact the course of the disease? That answer will in part depend on the initial
telomere length in the tumor in question, but it is important to note that neither of the two
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patients treated for very long periods of time with Perifosine continuously exhibited a
complete response (one had a partial response and one had stable disease), suggesting
that the shortening observed here did not hugely impact the course of their disease.
Inhibition of telomerase activity occurred in some lines that exhibited telomere
shortening in response to Perifosine, though a change in telomerase activity did not
universally predict an alteration in telomere length. For example, both H2009 and H1819
exhibited telomere shortening without a reduction in telomerase activity, suggesting that
Perifosine may impair telomere maintenance in some backgrounds in a telomerase
enzymatic activity independent manner, such as by regulating telomerase nuclear
localization. Telomere shortening, changes in telomerase activity and changes in growth
rate did not correlate with one another in response to Perifosine, indicating that Perifosine
has many context-dependent effects on target cells and that each of these phenotypes is
regulated by at least partially non-overlapping response networks.
The gene-set enrichment analysis (GSEA) indicated that the p38 pathway or other
stress pathways may be more important than the AKT pathways in determining response to
Perifosine in terms of telomere length. Phosphorylation of p38 in response to Perifosine in
three of four shortening lines evaluated and neither of the static lines evaluated suggests
that the propensity to increase the activity of this pathway in response to Perifosine may
predict the telomere response, though it is probable that downstream effects of p38 are
responsible for the actual change in telomere length. GSEA indicated that the static lines
exhibit a generally inflammatory, migratory and stressed phenotype before administration of
Perifosine; if a similar change is responsible for the telomere shortening observed in the
sensitive lines, it is possible that the static lines are insensitive to further activation of this
network because they are adapted to constitutive signaling through these pathways, and
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have developed regulatory states that maintain telomeres even in the presence of these
stimuli. Indeed, many of the characteristics of the static cell lines are in common with the
networks observed enriched specifically in the context of senescence, rather than
quiescence or radiation-induced growth arrest (Lackner et al. 2014). Decreased p38 activity
has been associated with increased telomerase enzymatic activity and decreased DNA
damage signaling in senescent CD8+ lymphocytes (Henson et al. 2015), which could be
circumvented through the addition of CD45RA to activate p38 signaling. Together, the
evidence from the literature suggests that in many contexts activation of p38 can drive a
reduction in telomerase activity and telomere shortening, which logically must have been
circumvented through some compensatory mechanism in the static lines because of their
constitutively higher activity in this pathway in the presence of stable telomere length.
The GSEA generated many hypotheses, and the hypothesis evaluated, that p38
activity induced a change in telomere length in the shortening lines through a telomerase
enzymatic activity independent mechanism, appears to be true in some contexts. However,
another important experiment that has not yet been performed is a measurement of global
changes in gene expression in the shortening lines compared to the static lines; based on
these results, I would predict that the downstream transcriptional targets of p38,
inflammation and DNA damage signaling would increase in the shortening lines, while the
static lines would be more insensitive to this treatment. Further, since most of the genes
most highly expressed in the static lines compared with the shortening lines are endocrine
or paracrine excreted diffusible factors (chemokines, IL8/IL6, urokinase), chronic treatment
with conditioned media from the static lines with the addition of Perifosine may abrogate the
telomere shortening observed in the shortening lines if the activation of these factors
provides a protective milieu. However, if these factors are merely the result of constitutive
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stress signaling, conditioned media may increase the telomere shortening observed in the
sensitive lines. These secreted factors may be useful predictors of telomeric response to
Perifosine because they can be measured in blood without highly technical assays, and
because of my collaboration with Dr. Friedman and the clinical trial group at Duke it will be
possible to measure levels of these factors in stored blood from human patients in their
clinical trial to determine if the levels of these factors before therapy correlate with clinical
response (assuming such measurements are justified by in vitro data). This work comprises
the beginning of an understanding of the mechanism through which Perifosine induces
telomere shortening in some lines, but definitive experiments remain to be conducted.
AKT inhibitors and Perifosine were initially tested because of the association
between AKT and a number of the candidate genes evaluated in Chapter 2. However,
subsequent analysis revealed that the p38 pathway and other stress pathways appeared
more important to the telomeric effects of Perifosine than the AKT pathway, and the
absence of a pattern in expression in the three hits specifically noted as AKT-responsive
(LARP1, LARP7 and LGALS7, Figure 3.19) is consistent with the rest of the GSEA.
Unexpectedly, DNA damage/DNA repair pathways appear to be more highly expressed in
the Perifosine-sensitive lines, and because a large number of the candidate proteins were
selected from the DNA damage response pathways they appear to be enriched in the
shortening lines. BLM, a candidate helicase upregulated in all four shortening lines
compared with the static lines has been implicated in telomeric recombination in yeast
(Lillard-Wetherell et al. 2005), and both WRN and BLM can unwind telomere-specific
secondary structures (Popuri et al. 2014). Further, the two error-prone polymerase
candidates upregulated in shortening lines, POLH and POLL are implicated in translesion
DNA synthesis and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), respectively. In addition to
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thymine dimers, POLH can bypass 8-oxo guanine damage and abasic sites, both of which
can be caused by increased reactive oxygen species which would be predicted to result
from activated stress pathways (Makridakis & Reichardt 2012). 8-oxo guanine lesions are
specifically enriched with concomitant decreases in telomerase activity in chronically
inflamed states, such as Barrett’s esophagus (Cardin et al. 2013). Though it is
counterintuitive that higher levels of DNA repair proteins and thus better maintenance of the
genome correlated with sensitivity to a stress-inducing agent, it is possible that the DNA
damage response pathways in these lines are partially intact, such that the activity of these
pathways prevents telomerase activity, while cell division and DNA replication occurs in
spite of DNA damage because these are cancerous cells. One interesting followup
experiment would be to treat shortening lines with Perifosine and inhibitors of the DNA
damage response such as an ATM inhibitor to determine if the DNA damage response is
required for the telomerase/telomere length phenotype observed.
In total, this chapter demonstrated that two of four drugs selected because they were
AKT inhibitors could induce telomere shortening in Hela cells. Detailed analysis of one of
them, Perifosine, indicates that it induces telomere shortening in roughly 60% of cell lines
evaluated, possibly through activation of the p38 activity and a reduction in TRF2
abundance; Perifosine also led to changes in growth rate and telomerase enzymatic activity
that were not correlated with the change in telomere length. A xenograft experiment treating
a cell line known to be sensitive to Perifosine in vitro did not produce a statistically
significant reduction in metastatic tumor burden or telomere length, though technical issues
and the unexpectedly high mortality rate of treated mice may mask a subtle effect. Human
samples treated with Perifosine exhibit a reduction in telomerase activity and shortening of
the shortest telomeres but this effect was modest and only detectable through the use of
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specialized, highly sensitive methods. Perifosine or other AKT inhibitors/p38 activators may
have clinical utility as telomerase inhibitors, but additional pre-clinical work is required.

METHODS
Cell culture and in vitro Perifosine treatment
All cells were cultured at 37° C in 5% CO2, in Media X (HyClone, Logan UT) with the
addition of 10% calf serum (HyClone, Logan, UT). Cells were treated with the indicated
concentrations of Perifosine with media changes and fresh Perifosine added every 3 days;
cells were passaged 1:32 when they approached 100% confluence.
HCC38 cells expressing a Luciferase (HCC38 + Luc) construct were obtained from the
Brekken lab (UT Southwestern). HCC38 + Luc cells were infected with a lentiviral vector
bearing an empty pGipZ plasmid containing GFP and puromycin resistance genes
(HCC38+Luc+GFP).
Soft agar colony formation assay
The soft agar colony formation was performed as in (Roig et al. 2010) with a number
of modifications. The assay was performed in triplicate in 12-well plates, at a density of
1500 cells per well. In addition to the two agar layers, 0.5mL Media X +10% calf serum was
added either with the addition of 1.84uM Perifosine (long-term treated and transiently
treated cells) or without the addition of Perifosine (control cells). Cells were allowed to grow
under these conditions for four weeks, replacing the media with fresh media every three
days. At the conclusion of week 4, colonies were imaged and counted with the ImageJ
analysis software.
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Xenograft design
The second mammary fat pads of 30 (15 control and 15 treated) 6-8 week old female
NOD/SCID IL2G mice (obtained from an on-campus supplier) were injected with 3*10^6
HCC38 cells, and tumors were allowed to grow for 2 weeks before Perifosine was
administered to the treated group. Primary tumors were measured once weekly in weeks 4
to 6 by digital calipers. Primary tumors were removed after measurement in week 6.
Bioluminescent measurements of recurrent primary tumor burden were obtained in week 12.
The mice were subsequently sacrificed and lung tumor burden was measured by luciferase
activity. Tumor samples were disassociated and cultured for telomere analysis at primary
removal in week 6 as well as from both recurrent primary and lung metastatic tumors in
week 12. All xenograft experiments were conducted under UT Southwestern IACUC
approval.
The treated group was given an initial loading dose of 62.6 mg/kg Perifosine
suspended in sterile PBS by oral gavage in the first week of treatment followed by weekly
maintenance doses of 35.8 mg/kg Perifosine which are reported to maintain Perifosine
blood concentrations between 12 uM immediately following a dose and 5 uM immediately
prior to a dose based on previous studies on Perifosine pharmacokinetics in mice (Vink et
al. 2005).
Explant culture
Following surgical excision, tumor samples were placed into 750 uL of Gibco
Minimum Essential Media (MEM; Life Technologies) on ice and transported to the tissue
culture facility. Tumor samples were then chopped into small pieces with autoclaved surgical
scissors and resuspended in 750 uL MEM containing 0.5 mg/mL Liberase DL research
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grade (Roche). Tissue was incubated at 37° C for 60 minutes under agitation at 225 RPM.
Fragments were further dissociated by repeat pipetting through 10, 5, and 1mL pipettes (5x
each), and then filtered through a 200 micrometer nylon mesh. Samples were centrifuged at
1500 x g for 5 minutes, and then resuspended in 10mL Media X + 10% fetal calf serum + 5
ug/mL puromycin and plated into 10cm dishes for cell culture to remove mouse cells. Fresh
Media X + 10% fetal calf serum + 5ug/mL puromycin was replaced 3 days following cell
culture to remove dead cells. On day 7 of puromycin selection (to remove mouse
contaminating cells), culture dishes were washed 2x with 10 mL phosphate buffered saline,
and then harvested for TRF analysis by trypsinization (5 minutes).
Surgical procedure
For orthotopic mammary fat pad xenograft injections, mice were anesthetized with
2% continuous isoflurane and the area of the incision was thoroughly cleaned with 70%
ethanol and betadine. A small incision was made over the right axillary fat pad and 3x106
HCC+Luc+GFP cells suspended in 50uL autoclaved PBS+EDTA were injected into the fat
pad using a 30-gauge needle. The incision was closed with wound clips, and mice were
placed in a recovery cage on a heating pad. Mice were given 0.1mg/kg intraperitoneal
buprenorphine analgesia following breathing stabilization postoperatively and 24 hours later.
All surgical instruments were autoclaved prior to operating and a hot bead sterilizer was
used to sterilize tools between subjects.
The primary tumors were removed using the same anesthesia and pre-surgical
conditions as the xenograft injection procedure. A small incision was made in the skin
directly overlying the tumor, and the skin/subcutaneous tissue surrounding the tumor was
carefully dissected free from the tumor surface circumferentially using both blunt and sharp
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dissection. The entire macroscopic primary tumor was removed when possible; however in
cases where the primary tumor was involving surrounding structures (brachial artery, chest
wall or forelimb musculature) a small amount of tumor was left in situ. Incisions were closed
with wound clips, and mice were placed in a recovery cage on a heating pad, given
buprenorphine analgesia, and monitored until ambulatory.
Bioluminescence imaging
40 mg/mL D Luciferin (Gold Biotech, MO) suspended in autoclaved PBS was
injected subcutaneously in mice anesthetized with 2% continuous isoflurane. Mice were
placed on a heated imaging stage for ten minutes, and then imaged using the IVIS Lumina
imaging system (Perkin Elmer, MA). Luciferase signals were quantified using the
manufacturer’s software. Mice were sacrificed immediately following acquisition of the
recurrent primary tumor image in week 12; lungs were removed and imaged under the same
conditions.
Animal care
Animals were housed in a pathogen-free facility and the animal protocols were
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the University of
Texas Southwestern Medical Center.
Telomere length and telomerase enzymatic activity assays
Terminal restriction fragment assays were performed as in (Herbert et al. 2003). The
droplet-digital TRAP (ddTRAP) assay was performed as described in (Ludlow et al. 2014).
Universal STELA was performed as in (Bendix et al. 2010), with the exception that a prelengthened, pre-annealed form of the panhandle primer pair was used in order to omit the
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fill-in step. Panhandle oligos were pre-annealed by heating at 95ºC for 5 minutes, followed
by cooling to 25ºC at a rate of 1ºC per minute in New England Biolabs buffer 2 (New
England Biolabs, MA). The sequence of the 42-mer panhandle primer was 5’TGTAGCTGAAGACGACAGAAAGGGCGTGGTGCGGACGCGGG-3’, and the 44-mer was
5’-TACCCGCGTCCGCACCACGCCCTTTCTGTCGTCTTCACGCTACA-3’.
Human samples
CLL samples (10 million cells/pellet) were purified as part of the previous IRB
approved clinical study at Duke University Medical Center (Friedman et al. 2014). Patients
in that study were treated with 50 mg twice daily oral Perifosine for up to six months.
Unused samples from the human clinical trial protocol were used for these experiments.
Statistical analysis
Two-sided t-tests performed with Graphpad Prism 7 software were used to compare
group means. Gene-set enrichment analysis was performed using the default parameters of
software available from the Broad institute (http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/index.jsp) on
expression data obtained from the Minna lab on the cell lines of interest (Mootha et al. 2003;
Subramanian et al. 2005).

CHAPTER FOUR
Identification of a time-dependent trend in telomere length

INTRODUCTION
In humans, telomere length in peripheral blood nucleated cells, Leukocyte Telomere
Length (LTL) shortens with age. In addition to the telomeropathies (diseases of telomere
shortening) described in Chapter 1, shorter LTL has been linked to numerous complex
diseases, including hypertension, cardiovascular disease, dementia, diabetes, stroke and
asthma as we as environmental exposures associated with these pathologies such as
stress, infections, smoking and obesity ((Farzaneh-Far et al. 2010; Kume et al. 2012; Jiang
et al. 2013; Raschenberger et al. 2013; Albrecht et al. 2014; Huzen et al. 2014; Rode et al.
2014; Zhao et al. 2014), reviewed in (Bojesen 2013)). This leads to the idea that telomere
length in general may be an integrator of total organismal stress, and could in theory be
useful as an indicator of general health.
Facilitating this, measurements of LTL correlate strongly with measurements of TL in
other organs (Daniali et al. 2013). A trend in the literature observed during the composition
of (Holohan et al. 2014) is that estimates of telomere shortening rate give widely varying
answers depending on the method used to evaluate it. Most studies that measure ageassociated telomere shortening rates utilize a cross-sectional design, in which telomeres of
multiple individuals of varying ages are measured and the shortening rate is computed from
a linear regression of LTL on age. This method relies on a number of assumptions, though
the most important assumption is that all individuals within the population studied started at
the same average telomere length, and that the initial telomere length has no relationship
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with age or time. If this assumption is not true, all differences in telomere length that arise
from this age-associated trend in initial length will be ascribed to age even if such an
underlying shift occurred, and this will lead to a bias in perceived shortening rate. If a timedependent trend in initial length, what is known as “secular or time-dependent trend” in
epidemiology, exists, cross-sectional measurements of telomere shortening rate will be
biased in the opposite direction from the secular trend. This bias will lead to an incorrect
shortening rate, and a discrepancy between the rate measured cross-sectionally and the
rate measured through other study designs.

Figure 4.1: Schematic of how a secular trend could bias cross-sectional measurements
Cross sectional analyses rely on the assumption that initial telomere length is not changing. In
a cross-sectional estimate of telomere shortening rate (black line), measurement of telomere
length in multiple individuals of different ages (grey circles) will yield an underestimate of the
actual telomere shortening rate (constant for all samples, dotted lines) if initial telomere length
(y-intercept) is decreasing with time.
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The bias produced by such a shift will depend on its direction. If initial length were
increasing, cross-sectional measurement will produce an erroneously high rate of telomere
shortening (younger individuals started longer than older individuals, so the slope of such a
curve will appear steeper), whereas if initial length were decreasing cross-sectional
measurement will produce an incorrectly low estimate of telomere shortening rate (younger
individuals started shorter than older individuals, so the curve will appear less steep). Prior
to this work, the possibility of a secular trend in initial telomere length had not been
explored.
An alternative methodology, longitudinal analysis, measures telomere shortening
rate by measuring a group of individuals at more than one time point several years apart.
Shortening rate is then computed as the average difference between the first and second
time point. Since longitudinal analysis constitutes a direct observation of the telomere
shortening rate (the study design gives two or more concrete observations for each
individual), longitudinal analysis relies on many fewer assumptions than a cross-sectional
study, and so likely represents a much more correct picture of telomere shortening rate.
While most studies utilize a cross-sectional design because of the daunting technical
challenges imposed by telomeres (TRF)-based measurements of thousands of samples,
there are a small number of studies that have examined telomere shortening rates
longitudinally utilizing TRF analyses (Gardner et al. 2005; Aviv et al. 2009; Ehrlenbach et al.
2009; Farzaneh-Far et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2011; Houben et al. 2011). These studies show
age-associated telomere shortening rates consistently ~20 base pairs per year higher
compared to the cross-sectional studies.
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While the longitudinal studies are generally smaller than cross-sectional studies, this
difference even appears within a dataset. For example Chen (Chen et al. 2011) noted this
difference in telomere shortening rate measured at each time point in their cohort crosssectionally compared with the longitudinal measurement of telomere shortening rate,
demonstrating that this is not a feature of population selection or some artifact of DNA
degradation or methodological refinement over time, rather it is a trend that appears due to
the inherent differences in cross-sectional versus longitudinal study design.
Furthermore, the telomere dynamics of cell lines with perturbed telomere biology
described in Chapter 1 cast doubt on the interpretation of another trend described in the
literature, the positive correlation between a father’s age at the birth of their offspring and
telomere length in those offspring (Unryn et al. 2005; De Meyer et al. 2007; Aston et al.
2012; Eisenberg et al. 2012; Prescott et al. 2012; Broer et al. 2013). Groups observing this
trend cite the observation that cross-sectional analysis of sperm telomere length indicates a
strong positive correlation with male age—older men have longer telomeres in sperm, which
translates into perceived elongation of roughly 57 base pairs per year (Aston et al. 2012),
which could explain why older fathers have offspring with longer telomeres. However, there
are no cell lines with a perturbation to telomere biology that results in an indefinite linear
upward trend in telomere length; cells with increasing telomere length invariably approach a
new equilibrium telomere length following exponential kinetics typical of idealized chemical
reactions approaching equilibrium (also observed in the literature in (Smith & de Lange
2000; Lee et al. 2009)). There are only a handful of perturbations known to create an
indefinite downward trend, and they directly interfere with the telomerase holoenzyme, such
as the loss of DKC1 (Batista et al. 2011). The linear nature of the trend identified indicates
that either sperm precursors behave differently from cells in tissue culture (which is entirely
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possible but lacks any evidence other than this observation), or that something other than
progressive telomere elongation explains the trend.
In the developed world, the age of a father at the birth of his offspring (FAB) has
been increasing over time (Bray et al. 2006), and the trends described above in increasing
TL in older men would logically dictate that the average telomere length in the population
would be increasing. That change would provoke an overestimate of telomere shortening
rate cross-sectionally compared to longitudinally, which is the opposite of the bias observed.
However, if sperm telomere length was fixed at a given point in an individual’s development
and telomerase positive sperm precursors merely maintained their telomere lengths at this
equilibrium point (behavior observed often in tissue culture), observation of increasing
telomere length in older men could be produced by a downward trend in this equilibrium
length, which would logically be related to initial telomere length. In short, the sum of the
literature is internally inconsistent, as the rise in initial telomere length predicted by the
combined observations of increasing FAB and the relationship between FAB and TL is not
observed, and the difference between longitudinal and cross-sectional measurements of
shortening rate does not provide supporting evidence for such a theory. Rather, a
downward trend in initial telomere length combined with a fixed equilibrium length related to
initial telomere length in sperm cell precursors would explain both the discrepancy between
longitudinal and cross-sectional measurements of shortening rate, the perceived
lengthening in sperm with age and the relationship between FAB and TL in offspring, while
maximizing parsimony with in vitro observations about telomere dynamics; this hypothesis
invokes no novel telomere biology on the part of sperm cell precursors.
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These observations in the literature led to the hypothesis that some underlying
secular trend was biasing cross-sectional measurements of telomere shortening rate and
producing the perceived lengthening of sperm telomere length. If such a trend were
responsible, it would indicate that initial telomere length is decreasing over time, since crosssectional measurements seem to be indicating erroneously low rates of telomere shortening
(the curve is less steep than it should be) and that older men have longer telomeres (in this
context because their initial telomere length is longer than that of younger men).
The average telomere length in humans has changed in the past over comparatively
short timescales; differing mean LTL has been reported between different ethnic groups
(Aviv et al. 2009) as well as between different countries within Europe (Eisenberg et al.
2011). Such changes could be accomplished via founder effects given the large interindividual variation in LTL within a population (1-2 kb around the age-mean), but founder
effects are not required. Telomere length, while hereditary, is predisposed to feed-forward
changes in telomere length due to the nature of its inheritance; telomere length is inherited
through two main pathways. Similar to almost any trait, variants in genes responsible for
telomere maintenance, such as TERT, can alter telomere length (Bojesen et al. 2013).
However, unlike most traits, the telomere repeats themselves are directly passed to the
offspring physically via the telomeres present in germ cells from each parent, such that
telomere length is also heritable epigenetically (De Meyer et al. 2014). This “dual
inheritance” modality is readily apparent in the telomeropathies, as wild-type offspring of
TERT mutant parents inherit the short telomeres from their parents even though they do not
inherit the disease-causing (and telomerase compromising) variant, resulting in telomere
lengths substantially shorter than the rest of the population, an effect which is apparent even
two generations removed from telomerase dysfunction (the grandchildren of TERT mutants)
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(Chiang et al. 2010). Furthermore, because of this feed-forward shortening, most
telomeropathies exhibit anticipation via increasingly short initial telomere length within a
cohort, leading to progressively more severe and far-reaching organ failure in younger
generations (Armanios et al. 2005).
It is interesting to note that though the sample sizes for these families are typically
too small to demonstrate this definitively, a cross-sectional analysis of telomere shortening
rate in these families is likely to yield a flat relationship between age and telomere length
because of the strong downward trend in initial telomere length as a result of the welldocumented anticipation (for example the behavior of TERT mutants in (Chiang et al. 2010),
Figure 1). Such an observation could be taken to indicate that these families do not exhibit
age-associated telomere shortening under the same assumptions that underlie the crosssectional estimates of telomere shortening. While telomere length is almost certainly
constrained by selection at the lower and upper ranges (by telomeropathies and increased
risk of certain cancers (Anic et al. 2013), respectively), it appears that this dual inheritance
modality predisposes TL to highly directional random walks within that range, which may
explain the high inter-individual variation in LTL.
Concurrently, many other developmental and physiological parameters are changing
in a time-dependent manner. Secular trends include decreasing age at pubertal onset,
increasing rates of obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease and asthma, increasing height
and decreasing smoking are all operating at the present time (Komlos & Breitfelder 2008;
Toppari & Juul 2010; Romero et al. 2012). Many of these phenomena (e.g. smoking) are
known to impact telomere length, and a plethora of interactions between growth/insulin
signaling, sex hormone signaling, cardiovascular health and cellularity and telomere biology
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have already been described (Chen et al. 2014; Vasunilashorn & Cohen 2014; Boyer et al.
2015; Entringer et al. 2015); any of these trends are likely to produce some change in
observed mean telomere length, and it is likely that other time-dependent trends in human
health impact telomere length. Given these recent, large-scale trends, an alteration in initial
population-scale telomere length is possible.
In this chapter the methods utilized to test the hypothesis that a secular trend in
telomere length produces the internally inconsistent findings in telomere shortening rate are
detailed. I introduce Paternal Birth Year (PBY) as a variable that can be used to correct for
changes in initial telomere length in cross-sectional analysis, and demonstrate that a secular
trend in telomere length exists even after correcting for the paternal effects described,
indicating that something other than demographic changes are driving this change. These
experiments use telomere length and demographic data provided as a collaboration with the
UK Twins, National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI) Family Heart study and
Asklepios study, which included information on age, telomere length, parental demographic
information and smoking status from in 2710, 2177, and 2434 individuals, respectively.
Each cohort has been used prior to this work to study telomere biology (Higgins et al. 1996;
Andrew et al. 2001; Rietzschel et al. 2007; Kimura et al. 2008), however this is the first
instance of analysis for this purpose.
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RESULTS
Cross-sectional estimates of telomere shortening rate are consistently lower than
longitudinal estimates
In order to understand the difference in cross-sectional and longitudinal
measurements of telomere length, a list of studies that utilized TRF-based measurements of
telomere length was compiled, because other telomere measurement techniques yield
output in arbitrary units; these units are experiment-specific, and so inter-study comparisons
become extremely unreliable. Since cross-sectional studies were considerably more
abundant than longitudinal studies, only those with greater than one thousand participants
were considered. All longitudinal studies are reported. The weighted average shortening
rate reported in cross-sectional analysis is 22.82 bp/year, whereas the weighted average
shortening rate in longitudinal analysis is 41.19 bp/year (p < 0.001), shown in Table 4.1.
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Cross-sectional study

N

Shortening rate (bp/year)

Valdes, 2005
Aviv, 2006
Cherkas, 2006
Steer, 2007
Bataille, 2007
Barwell, 2007
Cherkas, 2008
Richards, 2008
Hunt, 2008
Fitzpatrick, 2011
Weighted average
Longitudinal study
Gardner, 2005
Ehrlenbach, 2009
Aviv, 2009
Farzaneh-Far, 2010
Chen, 2011
Houben, 2011
Weighted average

1122
1517
1552
1327
1897
1768
2152
1207
1395
1136

27
20.5
19.8
22
27
22
22
18.5
20
26
22.82
Shortening rate (bp/year)
31.3
45.5
40.7
42
31.6
40.2
41.19

N
70
510
685
608
271
75

Table 4.1: Summary of age-associated telomere shortening rates in the literature
Telomere shortening rate as measured cross-sectionally is consistently ~20 bp/year slower than
directly observed longitudinally.

PBY predicts telomere length better than FAB and models of cross-sectional data which do
not assume fixed initial telomere length are consistent with longitudinal studies
To examine if a change in initial telomere length were occurring with time, the ideal
experiment would be to measure telomere length in newborns over time (5-10 years at a
minimum, for at least several hundred newborns per year); since that was labor and funding
prohibitive, evaluation of existing datasets seemed like the most prudent method available.
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For a study with a narrow window of sample collection, an individual’s birth year and that
person’s age at the time of measurement will generally be nearly perfectly collinear, with the
only variation in the age to birth year relationship arising from the sample collection time
window. This almost perfectly collinear relationship would dramatically complicate analysis
of the relationship between birth year and telomere length, and most studies had narrow
enough collection windows that this would be unlikely to yield informative results. However,
since many studies had evaluated father’s age at birth of the offspring (FAB) with relation to
telomere length, and if one were to perform the converse of that analysis, instead examining
paternal birth year (PBY), this would allow the paternal variable to accommodate a shift in
the underlying initial telomere length, freeing age in such a model to evaluate the telomere
shortening rate without being subject to underlying time-dependent trends. Under this
paradigm Tim de Meyer, Tim Spector and Steve Hunt (who manage the Asklepios, UK
Twins and NHLBI-FHS telomere data, respectively) agreed to collaborate in order to test for
an underlying shift in initial telomere length. With their assistance I was able to gain access
to data on telomere length, age at time of sample collection, birth year, paternal and
maternal birth year and age at birth of the individuals for these populations.

Model

Study
UK Twins

Paternal NHLBI-FHS
Birth
Year
Asklepios
(PBY)
Combined
UK Twins
Father's NHLBI-FHS
Age
at Birth
(FAB) Asklepios
Combined

Paternal Effect
(95% CI)
(bp/year)
-19.48
(-23.03 to -15.93)
-14.66
(-18.18 to -11.14)
-17.73
(-21.97 to -13.49)
-17.22
(-19.40 to -15.04)
13.39
(9.63 to 17.14)
14.56
(11.04 to 18.08)
17.17
(12.90 to 21.43)
14.85
(12.63 to 17.08)

Age Effect
Paternal Effect Age Effect
(95% CI)
2
2
Partial R
Partial R
(bp/year)
-40.94
0.0681
0.1144
(-45.04 to -36.82)
-36.42
0.0847
0.1114
(-40.54 to -32.31)
-46.05
0.0257
0.0450
(-52.76 to -39.33)
-39.44
0.1058
0.0581
(-42.08 to -36.80)
-21.38
0.0067
0.1560
(-23.25 to -19.51)
-21.69
0.0184
0.1774
(-23.63 to -19.75)
-28.30
0.0238
0.0450
(-33.03 to -23.57)
-22.18
0.0116
0.1629
(-23.53 to -20.84)

Model
111
2
R
0.1825
0.1962
0.0708
0.3967
0.1627
0.1958
0.0689
0.3911

Table 4.2: Contrasting models of Age and PBY vs Age and FAB in all three datasets
Multiple linear regression models using Paternal Birth Year (PBY) in addition to the age, top panel,
produce age-associated telomere shortening rates more consistent with longitudinal
measurements of telomere shortening than models that utilize Father’s Age at Birth (FAB), bottom
panel in all three datasets individually and combined. Further, models using PBY instead of age
produce higher R2 values and have a lower fractional contribution from age.

The first test performed was to evaluate if PBY was better than FAB at predicting
telomere length in a model that includes age, and if these models became consistent with
longitudinal results when initial telomere length is allowed to vary through inclusion of PBY.
If a model utilizing PBY were better (had a higher R2 value) than a model that included FAB
instead of PBY, one could reject the null hypothesis that PBY (and thus an underlying shift
in telomere length) does not occur. If PBY were worse than FAB (lower R2), which could
occur if FAB was the underlying driving force and application of PBY instituted an
unnecessary time dimension to this effect, I could rule out the idea that initial telomere
length were changing. Because of the very large size of the datasets, the p-values for all
linear regression models were less than 0.001.
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Table 4.2 shows the results of this test; models that include PBY are better (higher
R2 values) than models that include FAB in all three datasets and in all datasets combined,
showing that PBY is a better predictor than FAB in all three populations. Further, PBY
explains a great deal more of the variation in telomere length than FAB does (10.58%
explained by PBY compared with 1.16% explained by FAB in the combined datasets),
indicating that it is more important than FAB in determining telomere length. Interestingly,
when PBY is included in the model, age becomes less important to the variation in telomere
length, explaining 5.81% of the variance in the PBY model compared with 16.29% in the
FAB model in the combined datasets, which may explain why the models’ total R2 values
are much closer together than the difference in R2 between PBY and FAB would otherwise
indicate.
As predicted, including PBY in the model in order to allow for changes in initial
telomere length reconciled the discrepancy between longitudinal and cross-sectional
estimated shortening rate—in these cross-sectional datasets, inclusion of PBY in the linear
model produced an estimate of age-associated shortening rate consistent with longitudinal
studies, whereas models that included FAB were consistent with cross-sectional studies
(39.44 bp/year in the PBY model vs. 22.18 bp/year in the FAB model).
The results also indicated that the effects of PBY and FAB were at least partially
distinct from one another since FAB increased the predictive power of the model over a
model that only included age without reducing the relative contribution of age to the model
while PBY improved the model while impacting the effect of age. Because of these distinct
effects, it was likely that the FAB effect was real and not just an inverted PBY effect, and a
more accurate picture of the change in initial telomere length with time as well as age-
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associated telomere shortening rate could be constructed through evaluation of the three
variables (age, PBY and FAB) together.

Collinearity between Age, FAB and PBY
The largest problem with this approach is that in all three datasets, age was collinear
with paternal birth year, and paternal birth year was collinear with age and father’s age at
birth (Table 4.3, graphically demonstrated in Figure 4.2). In order to evaluate these three
variables together, some accommodation with their multi-collinearity would have to be
reached. In the statistical literature and a number of genome-wide association studies, a
method known as Mediation analysis is used in order to remove the effect of a known
complicating variable (the mediator) from the effect of an independent variable of interest on
a dependent variable (Preacher & Hayes 2008).

Pearson Correlation
Variable
Age
PBY
FAB
MAB
PBY
-0.848*
FAB
0.061*
-0.546*
MAB 0.021 (NS) -0.415* 0.796*
MBY
-0.869*
0.957* -0.416* -0.469*

*: p <0.01
NS: Not Significant
PBY: Paternal Birth Year
FAB: Father’s Age at offspring’s Birth
MAB: Mother’s Age at offspring’s
Birth
MBY: Maternal Birth Year
Table 4.3: Multicollinearity between the variables investigated in the combined datasets
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Figure 4.2: Multicollinearity in the datasets investigated between Age and PBY, and PBY
and Age and FAB.
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Mediation analysis reveals heterogeneity in the PBY effect and a larger FAB effect than
previously reported

UK Twins
Independent
Variable
Age
PBY
FAB
NHLBI-FHS
Independent
Variable
Age
PBY
FAB
Asklepios
Independent
Variable
Age
PBY
FAB
Combined
Independent
Variable
Age
PBY
FAB

Mediation (bp/year)
Total
Adjusted
Age
PBY FAB Mediation Coefficient
*
20.26 0.70
20.95
-41.64
31.58
*
-7.10
24.47
-12.38
-4.50 -23.19
*
-27.69
36.58
Mediation (bp/year)
Total
Adjusted
Age
PBY FAB Mediation Coefficient
*
15.12 0.39
15.51
-36.81
27.47
*
-8.72
18.75
-5.94
-1.90 -23.41
*
-25.31
37.97
Mediation (bp/year)
Total
Adjusted
Age
PBY FAB Mediation Coefficient
*
20.12 2.37
22.49
-48.42
20.82
*
-24.02
-3.20
6.29
-14.08 -41.06
*
-55.14
58.23
Mediation (bp/year)
Total
Adjusted
Age
PBY FAB Mediation Coefficient
*
18.00 0.74
18.75
-40.19
28.10
*
-10.04
18.06
-7.18
-3.05 -23.77
*
-26.82
38.62

Table 4.4: Mediation-adjusted models.
The effect of each independent variable (Age, PBY and FAB) is adjusted for the effects of each
other independent variable on telomere length and their collinearity within each dataset. The
adjusted coefficients (far right) illustrate age-associated telomere shortening rates consistent with
longitudinal observations, heterogeneity in PBY effects and reveal larger FAB effects than
previously reported.
Mediation analysis allowed clarification of the effect of each independent variable
investigated (Age, PBY, FAB) by correcting for the indirect effect of the other independent
variables within these datasets (see the methods section of this chapter for a detailed
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explanation for mediation). Mediation-corrected values for each of these variables are also
consistent with longitudinal observations of telomere shortening rate, indicating an ageassociated shortening rate of 40.19 bp/year in the combined datasets (Table 4.4).
Additionally, the FAB effect after accounting for the indirect action of age any PBY was
substantially larger than reported in the literature or derived from models that only include
FAB and age (an increase of 38.62 bp/year in the combined datasets compared with 14.85
bp/year in the linear model of age and FAB). After accounting for the effect of the other
variables, the PBY effect appeared highly population-specific and heterogeneous,
demonstrating decreasing length with increasing year in the UK Twins and NHLBI cohorts
(12.38 and 5.94 bp/year, respectively) and increasing length with time in the Asklepios set
(6.29 bp/year).
Because the literature identifying the FAB effect had reported a difference in
magnitude of that effect by offspring gender, the mediation analysis was also performed on
each gender separately (Table 4.5). In all cases except for males in the UK Twins, the
direction and magnitude of the PBY and FAB effects were roughly similar. There were only
199 males in the UK Twins cohort, compared with 2511 females, so the gender discrepancy
in that cohort may be due to a very small male sample size. The two studies with
comparable numbers of males and females (NHLBI and Asklepios) generated conflicting
observations about a gender-disparity in these effects. Males and females were almost
exactly alike in all three variables examined in the NHLBI set, whereas the effects were
larger in males for all three variables examined in the Asklepios cohort. Based on these
observations, it is possible that gender plays a role in determining how these variables
influence telomere length, but they do not appear to do so deterministically or strongly
enough to appear in all datasets.
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UK Twins (F)
Independent
Variable
Age
PBY
FAB
UK Twins (M)
Independent
Variable
Age
PBY
FAB
NHLBI (F)
Independent
Variable
Age
PBY
FAB
NHLBI (M)
Independent
Variable
Age
PBY
FAB
Asklepios (F)
Independent
Variable
Age
PBY
FAB
Asklepios (M)
Independent
Variable
Age
PBY
FAB

Mediation (bp/year)
Age
PBY
FAB
*
18.91
0.72
30.80
*
-7.47
-4.51 -24.17
*

Total
Adjusted
Mediation Coefficient
19.63
-40.62
23.33
-10.70
-28.68
37.97

Mediation (bp/year)
Age
PBY
FAB
*
2.19
-0.33
12.30
*
-0.90
-3.66 -14.14
*

Total
Adjusted
Mediation Coefficient
1.86
-15.37
11.40
-1.20
-17.80
8.26

Mediation (bp/year)
Age
PBY
FAB
*
15.14
0.50
27.89
*
-8.63
-2.64 -24.55
*

Total
Adjusted
Mediation Coefficient
15.64
-37.26
19.26
-5.93
-27.19
39.09

Mediation (bp/year)
Age
PBY
FAB
*
14.88
0.25
27.19
*
-8.91
-1.15 -22.67
*

Total
Adjusted
Mediation Coefficient
15.13
-36.54
18.28
-5.68
-23.82
37.12

Mediation (bp/year)
Age
PBY
FAB
*
22.12
2.89
19.89
*
-22.31
-3.06 -25.95
*

Total
Adjusted
Mediation Coefficient
25.01
-45.72
-2.42
3.07
-29.01
45.07

Mediation (bp/year)
Age
PBY
FAB
*
18.37
1.892
21.64
*
-25.92
-3.09 -34.04
*

Total
Adjusted
Mediation Coefficient
37.29
-51.23
-4.28
9.46
-37.13
49.49

Table 4.5: Gender-segregated mediation-adjusted models.
The effects of each variable were relatively constant between genders with the exception of the
UK Twins, in which a small number of males complicates analysis.
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Figure 4.3 shows a graphical representation of the PBY effect identified in all three
datasets; TRF lengths are adjusted for the age and FAB effects in the mediation analysis,
and these corrected telomere lengths are plotted against PBY of each individual in the three
populations. This representation of the data shows the heterogeneity in the identified effect
well, while illustrating that it is also quite linear.
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Figure 4.3: Graphical representation of the PBY effect
Paternal birth year (x-axis) was negatively correlated with telomere length after correcting for the
effects of age and FAB (y-axis) in two of the three populations examined.
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The age-associated telomere shortening rate that results from the mediation analysis is
more consistent with an independent measure of telomere shortening rate in the UK Twins
than the shortening rate from cross-sectional analysis
In order to perform another test to determine if the PBY effect and the ageassociated telomere shortening rate observed when accounting for a shift in initial telomere
length is more consistent with the actual telomere shortening rate, a method was devised to
use the UK Twins cross-sectional data to perform a “pseudo-longitudinal” measurement of
telomere shortening rate. Not every twin pair in the UK Twins population had their samples
collected at the same point in time, and some twin pairs were measured up to eight years
apart. For twins measured on the same day, on average the twin measured second should
be no longer or shorter than the twin measured first barring some correlation between
telomere length and assertiveness in a medical setting, which is possible but unlikely.
However, if twins were measured on different days, on average the twin measured later
should be shorter than the twin measured first, since the sample from the second twin is
subjected to greater age-associated telomere shortening than the first twin—the time
between the first twin’s sample collection and the second twin’s. The magnitude of this
difference should be comparable to the age-associated telomere shortening rate, though it
could be influenced by the factors that contribute to the delayed sampling of the second
twin. This would be an independent measurement of the age-associated telomere
shortening rate within one of the sample populations used in the mediation analysis, this
method could be used to test if the age-associated shortening rate from the mediation
analysis was more correct than the rate utilizing models of age and FAB.
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To perform this analysis, the TRF length was subtracted of the second twin
measured from the TRF length of the first twin measured, and this difference value was
divided by the time between sample collection. It is important to note that this observation is
biased by neither FAB nor PBY, since twins share both of these values (they have the same
father at the same time).
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Figure 4.4: The pseudo-longitudinal telomere shortening assay in the UK Twins cohort
Telomere shortening in the second twin measured compared to the first twin measured compared
with the time elapsed between measurement of the twins can be used to determine ageassociated telomere shortening rate in isolation from PBY and FAB. The black line is a linear
regression of telomere shortening on time elapsed, with the dotted lines indicating the 95%
confidence interval. The rate predicted from mediation analysis (41.64 bp/year, grey line) falls
within this confidence interval. Each point is one twin-pair; only twin-pairs with different sample
collection dates are shown.
Pseudo-longitudinal analysis indicates a telomere shortening rate of 62.13 bp/year in
the UK twins population—while this value is higher than predicted by mediation analysis,
that rate falls within the 95% confidence interval of the pseudo-longitudinal regression, and
is much closer to the pseudo-longitudinal value than that utilizing a model with only age and
FAB (21.38 bp/year). This result indicates that an independent measurement of telomere
shortening rate (pseudo-longitudinal analysis) estimates an age-associated telomere
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shortening rate more consistent with the mediation-adjusted model including age, FAB and
PBY than with a model including only age and FAB.
A secular trend in initial telomere length exists after accounting for the effects of age,
PBY and FAB
Next, I tested if removing the mediation-adjusted effects of the three variables
examined from the telomere data eliminated any relationship between date of birth and
telomere length. Figure 4.5 shows telomere lengths adjusted for the mediation-adjusted
values in Table 4.4 (a projection of initial telomere length if all individuals in that population
had the same father’s age at birth and paternal birth year) with regard to the date of birth of
each individual in these datasets. There is a negative relationship between adjusted
telomere length and date of birth in all three populations of 7.24, 14.97 and 23.80 base pairs
per year in the UK Twins, NHLBI and Asklepios populations, respectively. This indicates
that there is some time-associated variable that impacts telomere length that is not
accounted for by the model that includes age, PBY and FAB; thus at least one important
time-associated trend in telomere length remains to be discovered in these populations, and
the heterogeneity of this effect suggests some environmental variable.
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Figure 4.5: The secular trend in initial telomere length
Telomere length after adjusting for FAB, age and PBY, projected initial length after correcting for
paternal variables (y-axis) compared with date of birth of each individual (x-axis). A negative
relationship between date of birth and adjusted initial telomere length exists in all three
populations.
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DISCUSSION
In this series of experiments, I tested if a change in initial telomere length with time
was the reason for the discrepancy between measurements of age-associated telomere
shortening in cross sectional compared to longitudinal analyses. I demonstrated that
inclusion of Paternal Birth Year (PBY) in a linear model with age resulted in an ageassociated telomere shortening rate consistent with longitudinal data in cross-sectional
datasets, and that models that include PBY instead of FAB were more robust. Further, I
showed through mediation analysis that the PBY-correlated time-dependent trend in initial
telomere length was heterogeneous in different populations, and that the FAB effect was
larger than previously demonstrated after accounting for the age and PBY trends. Lastly, I
show that a time-dependent (secular) trend in initial telomere length exists after adjusting for
the effects examined.
While it was clear initially that change in initial and average telomere length is
possible over time because different species (Gomes et al. 2011) and human ethnic groups
possess different telomere lengths, it was unclear if such a trend was currently underway.
The presence of a PBY effect after removing the effects of age and FAB, and the secular
trend that remains after adjusting for all three variables shows that in humans, a large-scale
change in telomere length may explain the discrepancy between longitudinal and crosssectional measurements.
Though I initially hypothesized that a change in initial telomere length may explain
the observation of increased telomere length in children of older fathers and of linearly
increasing telomere length in sperm with age, it appears that the FAB effect is larger than
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previously reported after accounting for changes in initial length with time and the collinearity
between FAB and age via mediation analysis. Apparently heretofore uncharacterized
telomere dynamics exist in sperm that allow them to behave in ways not observed in tissue
culture, though it is also possible that some more linear process could explain the
phenomenon, for example selection for sperm precursor cells with longer telomeres within
the testis (which has been proposed before (Aviv & Susser 2013)).
Because each individual inherits half of their genome from each parent, the FAB
effect in offspring should be equal to roughly half of the reported increase in telomere length
in sperm (57 bp/year). The FAB effect reported here is more than half of this value, and this
difference may arise from a number of phenomena. Firstly, the measurement of telomere
elongation in sperm was based on a cross-sectional analysis, thus rendering it susceptible
to the same biases as cross-sectional analysis of LTL. In this case, the secular trend and
PBY effect will result in overestimation of the telomere elongation rate in sperm, since
younger men started with shorter sperm TL than older men, indicating that the FAB effect is
very substantially more than half of the magnitude of the sperm telomere elongation rate.
Longitudinal analysis of sperm telomere dynamics would remove the bias from underlying
shifts in initial telomere length, though that has not yet occurred.
It is possible that the epigenetic modality of telomere inheritance is largely driven by
male gametes (De Meyer & Eisenberg 2014) because egg progenitor cells are far less
proliferative per generation compared to male gamete precursors. The extent to which
maternal age matters is not fully clear because of the aforementioned issues with collinearity
between maternal and paternal variables, though some maternal age effect is certainly
possible via telomere breakage or damage in meiotically arrested oocytes over time. If the
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secular trend and PBY effect have been operating for more than one generation, a maternal
effect is a logical consequence, as women would inherit shorter telomeres from their father,
which would then be passed down as a maternal effect to their offspring. However, there is
some evidence that paternal telomere length is more important for determining telomere
length in offspring (Nordfjall et al. 2010), and it is more detrimental in terms of telomere
length to inherit mutant telomerase alleles paternally rather than maternally; evidence from
these families does indicate at least some maternal influence, as wild-type offspring of
female TERT mutant heterozygotes still display telomere lengths substantially shorter than
the rest of the population (Diaz de Leon et al. 2010), albeit to a lesser degree than
individuals who inherited those alleles paternally.
In order to understand the implications of these findings, it is important to note that
here PBY is used as a proxy variable for some unknown time-dependent variable correlated
with PBY, rather than implying that PBY itself drives the effect. Between each population,
the PBY effect was highly variable, possibly reflecting sensitivity to some difference in
cumulative environment between the three study sites. The NHLBI Family Heart Study and
UK Twins cohorts, the two datasets that indicated a negative relationship between PBY and
telomere length, are both composed of individuals from urban centers in the US and UK,
while the Asklepios cohort was composed of individuals in two smaller, more rural
communities in Belgium (Erpe-Mere and Nieuwerkerken), presenting the possibility that the
difference may result from some urban environmental exposure. Selection bias in individual
recruitment may also explain why the Asklepios population behaved differently from the
NHLBI and UK Twins groups, because the Asklepios study excluded individuals with overt
cardiovascular disease, while the other two studies did not. Cardiovascular disease is
associated with shorter telomere length (Fitzpatrick et al. 2011), and it is conceivable that
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selecting only for individuals without cardiovascular disease may have selected for the
individuals least exposed to the PBY effect; this hypothesis merits follow-up work that was
not possible to perform with the current data.
The Asklepios cohort was roughly 1kb longer than equivalently aged individuals in
the other two cohorts, and it is an intriguing possibility that the cumulative difference in PBY
effect may explain why this population has longer telomeres than the other two groups. For
example, if the Asklepios individuals and UK Twins cohort started at the same mean
telomere length and they only diverged due to their contrasting PBY effects, a difference of
1kb in mean telomere length would exist in 53.5 years. A more general interpretation is that
the PBY effect may in part explain why different populations in general have different mean
telomere lengths, though there is not enough evidence to demonstrate this definitively at this
juncture. In any case, it is likely that the PBY effect will exhibit both chronological and
spatial variability due to yet-undetermined environmental, genetic and demographic drivers.
It will be interesting to observe how estimates of telomere shortening rate in existing
cross-sectional cohorts change in response to these findings; because inclusion of PBY
resolves the discrepancy in cross-sectional data compared to longitudinal data in these
three populations, I expect this to occur in other populations as well. However, there is
substantial variation in reported age-associated telomere shortening rates in cross-sectional
studies, and it is not possible to understand the full scope of the PBY effect from evaluation
of only these three populations, so the full variability in population-scale telomere dynamics
is still relatively unknown.
Possibly the most important finding of these experiments is the identification of a
time-dependent trend, or “secular trend” in telomere length after removal of the age and
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paternal variables evaluated here. This indicates that there is at least one missing variable
associated with time that is causing a reduction in telomere length. While this could be
something relatively benign, such as a maternal effect that was not possible to evaluate
here because of the extreme collinearity between maternal and paternal variables (Table
4.3), it could also represent a larger-scale environmental effect. It is becoming increasingly
clear that environmental factors derived from industrial processes and urban living can
impact telomere length (Hoxha et al. 2009; De Felice et al. 2012; Hou et al. 2012); exposure
to these stimuli is increasing with time. Gradually increasing exposure to telomere
shortening environmental stimuli is one possible explanation for the PBY effect and secular
trend, particularly because of the dual inheritance modality in telomere length and the
predisposition it generates toward feed-forward loops. For example, if individuals in a large
city were exposed to a telomere shortening stimulus prior to reproduction, the initial
telomere length in their children would be shorter (since they inherited the shortened
molecules from their parents via germ cells). The second generation in the same
environment would then be exposed to the same environmental conditions, and pass on
even shorter telomeres to the next generation; presumably at some point natural selection
will constrain this process, but it may manifest first as a large-scale public health problem.
Notably, the FAB effect has been observed operating over two generations (Eisenberg et al.
2012), demonstrating that at least for organism-intrinsic processes, this feed-forward
mechanism can occur.
One possibility is a recent environmental exposure as an explanation for the PBY
effect and secular trend because the trends identified here would push these populations
into pathological telomere length ranges, ~2-3kb shorter, in a few centuries. Given the
secular trends in many other parameters that began in the modern era and the increased
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rates of the industrial environmental exposures known to impact telomere length, it is
possible that these trends are the result of many different evolutionarily novel insults to
telomere biology. Projecting the trends shown in figure 5 back to their y-intercepts, in effect
predicting initial telomere length in 0 CE, yielded unrealistic values in the range of 30kb;
clearly, the trends began more recently than that. Telomere lengths of that size are only
observed within Mammalia in Murine species, as well as some Marsupials that have long
arrays of interspersed telomere and non-telomere DNA repeats (Gomes et al. 2011). Thus,
the industrial revolution as the likely initiation time because of the many other large-scale
changes in human reproductive life history, nutrient availability, density-dependent disease
frequency, developmental timing and life span that occurred since the industrial revolution
and drive the other secular trends.
It is interesting to note that differences between cross-sectional and longitudinal
measurements of telomere shortening have been observed in other species in addition to
humans, such as in Meles meles, the European badger (Beirne et al. 2014), and that this
bias is in the same direction as in humans—cross-sectional observations show telomere
shortening rates slower than longitudinal observations. Groups examining these species
generally propose selective dropout of the shortest individuals from the population, in effect
selecting for longer telomere lengths at the higher end of the age range, but it is also
possible that if a large-scale environmental exposure were driving the secular trend in
humans that these same exposures would lead to the same effect in other animals; while
the selective dropout hypothesis is supported in some species, it is unclear to what extent
the environment plays a role.
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It is unlikely that the effects described here are driven by selective dropout of short
individuals from the population in humans, as telomere length only weakly correlates with
risk of death in humans, and only at extreme age ranges and extreme telomere values (the
shortest quartile of the age-mean) (Fitzpatrick et al. 2011). Furthermore, short telomere
length is most highly correlated with death from infections and cardiovascular disease, the
two causes of death that have been most highly reduced by modern medicine. Rather, one
possible explanation is that the secular trend and PBY effect arise from the lack of dropout
of the shortest individuals in a population—because telomere length is highly heritable,
individuals that survive and reproduce when they otherwise would not survive without
medical intervention will have offspring with even shorter telomeres, who themselves will
pass on short telomeres. This has been demonstrated in the literature in extreme cases,
such as in the case of a TIN2 mutant patient with Dyskeratosis Congenita who was able to
survive and reproduce following a bone marrow transplant; his offspring then went on to
exhibit even shorter telomeres and Hoyeraal-Hriedarrsson syndrome, a more severe form of
impaired telomere maintenance (Gleeson et al. 2012). Perhaps more commonly, there is a
robust inverse correlation between asthma severity and telomere length (Albrecht et al.
2014); individuals with severe asthma that would normally not survive will have on average
shorter telomere lengths, and offspring of these individuals would otherwise not enter the
population. Since they are now able to survive and reproduce with medical care, this should
decrease the average telomere length. Such a decrease would compound intergenerationally until some process arrested it, and the downward trend in initial telomere
length may in part derive from modern medicine’s contravention of the selective forces that
had maintained the lower bound of telomere length in the past. At the very least, if selective
dropout of individuals from the population were the cause of these trends, there should be
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substantial nonlinearity in the observed trends because in humans mortality is very low until
middle age, roughly age 50; these biases occur in populations of all age ranges.
While it is possible to make grim predictions about the implications of the PBY effect
and secular trend described here (during peer review, one of the reviewers inquired about
an extinction scenario), it is likely that the trends will not continue indefinitely, nor is it likely
they have operated for a long period of time, and even if left unchecked, these trends will
not cause humanity’s extinction. In a hypothetical worst-case scenario in which these trends
were to continue into a telomere range that began to increase the rates of disease
associated with short telomeres, there would be a time lag measured in centuries between
the time the shortest individuals are effected and the time the longest individuals are
effected, which should be enough time for a selective sweep to solve the problem.
However, these trends are likely to have some relevance to public health, since a
plethora of age-related diseases are correlated with short telomere length and at least some
portion of those associations will be causal. In particular, it appears that the lung is the
organ most sensitive to impaired telomere maintenance, as in addition to the association
with asthma, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is one of the first problems that occurs in the
case of sporadic mutations in telomere maintenance genes (Diaz de Leon et al. 2011). The
incidence of asthma in the developed world has been rising precipitously (Eder et al. 2006),
and given the association between asthma and short telomeres as well as the trends
identified here, speculation that progressively shorter telomeres may be in part driving the
asthma epidemic may not be unwarranted. Short telomere length is a risk factor for some
cancers, but it is also protective for other kinds of cancers, a large-scale trend in telomere
length could also impact the rates of these diseases (Wentzensen et al. 2011; Anic et al.
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2013; Walcott et al. 2013). Furthermore, there is a positive correlation between sperm
telomere length and sperm count (Ferlin et al. 2013), and some developed countries have
observed drops in sperm counts over time (Geoffroy-Siraudin et al. 2012) and a drop in
teenage pregnancy rates without a corresponding change in sexual behavior (Jensen et al.
2002), suggesting that the trends identified in initial telomere length may also impact fertility.
It is also possible that rates of age-related disease in the old may already be different from
what they were pre-industrially without our knowledge because large-scale epidemiology
occurred only very rarely prior to the Cold War.
To conclude, in this chapter a change in initial telomere length, represented by a
paternal birth year driven effect is identified. These trends can reconcile a longstanding
discrepancy in longitudinal compared to cross-sectional measurements of telomere
shortening rate. In addition, the previously reported father’s age at birth effect was clarified
by accounting for the effects of the other variables within this dataset, showing that it is
larger than previously reported. Lastly, a downward time-dependent trend in all three
populations was identified after removing the effects of the other variables examined, and
the public health implications of this trend were considered.

METHODS
Mediation analysis
Mediation analysis was performed with the multilevel R package (Bliese 2006), which
uses the method described by Preacher and Hayes (Preacher & Hayes 2008). This method
is intended to disentangle the effects of very collinear variables, and it allows quantitation of
the extent to which a given variable (the mediator) biases the perceived effect of an
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independent variable on a dependent variable. In what is known as the product of
coefficients approach, the total effect of each independent variable (age, PBY and FAB in
this case) on the dependent variable (TRF length) is determined via linear regression
independently. Each independent variable is then regressed on each other independent
variable, as well as the effect of each independent variable on the dependent variable in the
context of a model including one other independent variable. The bias from each other
independent variable is then computed as the product of the of the independent variable’s
effect on the mediator (a1) and the mediator’s effect on the dependent variable in a model
including the other independent variable (b1). This mediation will also correspond to the
difference between the independent variable’s effect on the dependent variable when
considered by itself (c) and that variable’s effect on the dependent variable in a model that
includes the mediator (c’). Graphical demonstration of this method is shown in Figure 4.6.
Datasets
All three datasets were obtained from the groups that originally collected the samples
and measured TL (Higgins et al. 1996; Andrew et al. 2001; De Meyer et al. 2007; Rietzschel
et al. 2007; Kimura et al. 2008). The datasets were selected because they were the largest
populations that had the required demographic information as well as telomere length
information, and all three of them used the Terminal Restriction Fragment (TRF) telomere
measurement technique. TRF analysis was required because it gives output in nonarbitrary units (kilobases), and assays that give output in arbitrary units dramatically
complicate inter-population comparisons.
Statistics
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Pearson correlations and linear regressions were in the Minitab 17 software
package. When adjusting for paternal birth year, age and father’s age at birth, in Figures
4.3 and 4.5, all samples were adjusted to age = 0, FAB = 0, PBY = 1900.

A
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Figure 4.6: Mediation analysis
The effect of each other independent variable on each other independent variable can be
determined through the product of coefficients approach
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CHAPTER FIVE
Identification of the Physiological Rate of Telomere Shortening (RoTS)
Network via Twin Variance Analysis
INTRODUCTION
Though telomere length (TL) is highly heritable, at any age range there is very large
inter-individual variation of roughly 2 kilobases (kb) around the age-mean. Despite a
number of well-powered genome-wide association studies (GWAS), very few loci that
contribute to this inter-individual variation in TL have been identified. A recent
comprehensive meta-analysis of over 26,000 individuals found support for only six loci;
these loci could result in a difference in TL of at most 731bp (Pooley et al. 2013).
There are a number of ways that classical genomics could fail to detect important
sites; if the number of loci is very large and the impact of individual alleles is small, even
well-powered studies would fail to notice all but the largest effects. Previous studies did not
account for the paternal birth year effect or secular trend identified in Chapter 4, which
would result in increased noise in their data, potentially masking weaker effects. Further, if
the variance were due to large numbers of gene-environment interactions (GxEs),
environmental influences that alter telomere length in different ways depending on an
individual’s genotype, they may not be detected by classical GWAS studies. Methods of
testing for GxEs exist, however they are specific hypotheses driven and therefore not
compatible with high-throughput data. Because so little is known about telomere biology, to
date only two studies have attempted to evaluate GxEs in the context of telomere length
(Eshkoor et al. 2013; Mitchell et al. 2014), and both of these studies suffered from small
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sample sizes and suboptimal PCR-based measurements of telomere length. The
heterogeneity in response to Perifosine described in Chapter 3, the very large number of
genes enriched in the genome-wide screen described in Chapter 2, and the implications of
environmentally-driven changes to population-scale telomere length described in Chapter 4
all led to the hypothesis that a very large fraction of the genome is likely to be involved in
GxEs for telomere length. In this chapter, I describe the initial experiments that led to the
development of a novel method for exploring GxEs in a large twin database, as well as a
number of a proof-of-concept experiments that demonstrate that GxEs are relevant to
telomere length (and other phenotypes). These experiments demonstrate that GxEs are
indeed common in humans, and how the application of this new method can identify a
network of genes that can predict telomere length from age and genotype information and
ultimately identify the Rate of Telomere Shortening (RoTS loci).

RESULTS
Monozygotic but not dizygotic twins diverge in telomere length over time
As a control for the pseudo-longitudinal telomere shortening assay (Figure 4.4), I
looked for an association between the difference in telomere length between twins in the UK
Twins cohort and age. If twins diverged over time in terms of telomere length, I would have
to correct for this effect in the pseudo-longitudinal shortening assay, and that would have
explained why the result of the pseudo-longitudinal analysis yielded a telomere shortening
rate substantially higher than predicted by the mediation-adjusted model. While performing
this control, I noticed a very interesting difference in the behavior of monozygotic (MZ),
genetically identical twins compared with dizygotic (DZ), genetically non-identical twins.
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With increasing age, MZ twins exhibit increasing Inter-Twin Variance (ITV) in telomere
length, the difference in telomere length between each twin measured. Strikingly, the DZ
twins have no significant trend in TL ITV with age, even though there were more DZ twins in
the UK Twins dataset. With 1102 DZ twin pairs and 517 MZ twin pairs, DZ twins did not
diverge (p = 0.9038), while MZ twins diverged by 1.8 +/- 0.72 bp per year (p = 0.0096, r2 =
0.01295), graphically demonstrated in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Inter-twin variance in telomere length vs. age
Dizygotic twins do not get farther apart in terms of telomere length as they age (top), while
Monozygotic twins significantly diverge over time (bottom). Inter-twin variance in telomere
length in kilobases is shown on the y-axis, while age in years of the twin pair is on the x-axis.
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Though the effect observed in MZ twins is small (roughly 5% of the age-associated
telomere shortening rate), the sample sizes used here render the chances of observing this
effect in the MZ twins but not observing it in DZ twins very small. Considering that the
principal difference between a DZ twin-pair and a MZ twin-pair is the fact that MZ twins are
genotypically identical whereas DZ twins share 50% of their genome, this difference seemed
most likely to arise from some genotype-dependent effect. If environmental variables
altered telomere length in a genotype-independent manner, both varieties of twins should
diverge as they age and their environments become cumulatively more different. However,
if many environmental variables effect telomere length but the direction and magnitude of
these affects depended on a large number of underlying genotypes, individuals that do not
share a genome would behave randomly in relation to each other as their environments
become more divergent; the logic underlying this hypothesis is shown graphically in Figure
5.2.
To demonstrate the logic of this hypothesis, consider a hypothetical gene that
controls the rate of telomere shortening in response to smoking. In this model, genotype at
a site within this gene controls the rate of telomere shortening in response to smoking, with
“sensitive” individuals shortening at 100 base pairs per pack-year (smoking one pack of
cigarettes per day for a year), whereas “resistant” individuals shorten 50 base pairs per
pack-year. For a DZ twin pair in which one twin is sensitive and one twin is resistant, there
are four possibilities for which twin starts with longer telomeres and which twin is more
exposed to tobacco. Two of these possibilities (both of the situations where the twin that
smokes more starts shorter) increase the difference in telomere length between the twins
over time while two of these possibilities (the situations where the twin that starts longer
smokes more) decrease the difference over time. For a population of DZ twins evenly
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distributed over these four possibilities, the net change in the population ITV in TL over time
will be zero, the sum of the four possibilities, together constituting a random walk in the
population. Since MZ twins have the same genotype, there are two possibilities; the twin
that starts with longer telomere smokes more or the twin that starts with shorter telomere
smokes more. Because MZ twins start closer together, both of these scenarios increase the
difference in TL with age.

Hypothetical gene that regulates telomere response to some
environmental stimulus (e.g. smoking)
Genotype

Shortening rate

A/A

100 bp/pack-year

A/G

75 bp/pack-year

G/G

50 bp/pack-year

DZ Twins
Shorter
Possibility
initial
1
2
3
4

S
R
R
S

MZ Twins

More
Change in
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ITV
S
S
R
R
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Figure 5.2: Demonstration how GxEs could generate the difference between MZ and DZ
twins
Sensitive individuals (yellow, S) shorten faster than resistant individuals (blue, R) when exposed
to tobacco (top). For DZ twins, the sum four possibilities for distribution of which twin smokes
more and starts shorter (labeled as possibility 1-4 in the tables, middle, and the graphs, bottom)
yield no change in ITV in TL over time. For MZ twins (middle and bottom right) both of the
possibilities increase the ITV in TL over time.
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In short, if a given environmental response is genotype dependent, the sum of the
four different possibilities for greater sensitivity, greater exposure and initial telomere length
is zero for non-identical twins, whereas both possibilities for identical twins result in an
increase in the difference in telomere length between each twin with increasing age.
The telomeric response to environmental stimuli depends on gene-environment interactions
Because I had access to data on a number of exposures to environmental influences
on telomere length from my previous work with the UK Twins cohort described in Chapter 4,
I was able to conduct a proof-of-concept experiment by examining how the difference in
lifetime tobacco exposure (imperfectly approximated by age*packs of cigarettes smoked per
day) affects the difference in telomere length (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: Gene-environment interactions control the response to smoking
The difference in telomere length between each twin in a twin-pair (TRFITV) is shown on
the y-axis and difference in lifetime cumulative tobacco exposure (age*packs per day ITV)
between each twin is shown on the x-axis. MZ twins become divergent in telomere length
as they diverge in tobacco exposure much faster than DZ twins. Each point is 1 twin-pair.
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Under the model shown in Figure 5.2, MZ twins should get farther apart in telomere
length as they get farther apart in tobacco exposure, because they respond the same way to
a differing environment, whereas DZ twins should diverge only according to the genotypeindependent effects of smoking because they have different responses to differing stimuli.
These results are consistent with the model described in Figure 5.2; MZ twins’
telomere lengths get farther apart as the twins’ cumulative tobacco exposure becomes
increasingly different much faster than DZ twins. In fact, the DZ trend is not significant
(p=0.0931), while the MZ twin trend is significant (p = 0.0015) to such a degree that the
trend is significant in all of the twins regardless of zygosity (p = 0.0068). A similar trend is
observed when examining the effects of different exposure to caffeine on the difference in
telomere length (Figure 5.4)

Figure 5.4: Gene-environment interactions control the response to caffeine intake
The difference in telomere length between each twin in a twin-pair (TRFITV) is shown on
the y-axis and difference in caffeine intake between each twin is shown on the x-axis. MZ
twins become divergent in telomere length as they diverge in caffeine intake much faster
than DZ twins. Each point is 1 twin-pair.
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A difference in caffeine intake has a more significant effect on the difference in
telomere length in MZ twins than it does in DZ twins (MZ p < 0.0001, DZ p = 0.0005) and
this difference explains a greater proportion of the difference in telomere length ITV (MZ r2 =
0.0407, DZ = 0.008797), indicating that gene-environment interactions are important to the
way that caffeine impacts telomere biology as well, and that the effect observed in cigarette
smoke is not an idiosyncrasy of tobacco exposure. In this case, instantaneous caffeine
exposure used because there is a strong correlation between age and caffeine intake in this
dataset, however performing analysis on approximated exposure (age* caffeine intake,
Figure 5.5) also supports the trend; MZ twins diverge slightly faster and more
deterministically with differential caffeine exposure than DZ twins.
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Figure 5.5: Gene-environment interactions control the response to caffeine total
exposure
The difference in telomere length between each twin in a twin-pair (TRFITV) is shown on
the y-axis and difference in caffeine exposure between each twin is shown on the x-axis.
MZ twins become divergent in telomere length as they diverge in caffeine exposure much
faster than DZ twins. Each point is 1 twin-pair.
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These preliminary analyses indicate that the different relative behavior of MZ and DZ
twins could be the result of many different types of gene-environment interactions, and that
it is possible to determine if a given environmental stimulus impacts telomere biology by
looking for this difference.

Surveying the genome for MZ-like behavior in DZ twins can reveal the sites that control
telomere dynamics
From my initial work in DZ twins, there is no association between telomere ITV and
age; therefore, if DZ twins that had the same genotype at a given locus in the genome
(concordant twins) that controlled the response to some environmental factor, for instance
the hypothetical gene examined in Figure 5.2, they should exhibit “monozygotic-like”
behavior, an increase in the difference in telomere length between each twin with increasing
age because of their cumulatively more different environments. Because of these known
trends, one can treat the lack of association between telomere ITV and age in DZ twins as a
whole as a null hypothesis, and then subset the DZ twin population into twin-pairs that have
the same genotype at each locus (concordant) and twin-pairs that have different genotypes
at each locus (discordant) twin-pairs, and look for the signal predicted to arise from a GxE
(increasingly different telomere lengths in concordant DZ twins with age). Further, if a locus
controlled the intrinsic rate of age-associated telomere shortening, discordant DZ twins
should become increasingly different in TL as they age. Both of these predictions are
graphically demonstrated in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: The premise of Twin Variance Analysis
In the DZ twin population as a whole, there is no trend in telomere ITV with increasing age
(top). If a site on the genome controlled the response to some environmental variable, DZ
twins with the same genotype at that site would becoming increasingly different in
telomere length as they age and their environments become cumulatively more different
(middle). If a site controls the intrinsic rate of telomere shortening, DZ twins with different
genotypes will become increasingly different as they age (bottom).
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The procedure for evaluating these trends is graphically demonstrated in Figure 5.7.
The DZ UK Twins population was flagged as either concordant or discordant at each
position measured, and Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was performed to test if the
concordant twins and discordant twins had trends with parallel slopes with regard to the
difference in telomere length between twins and age. Linear regression was also performed
on each set (concordant and discordant) separately to test if the trend in either category of
twin was significantly different from zero (the trend observed in the population at large). As
this is a new method, I used a very conservative multiple testing correction, the Bonferroni
cutoff, as the lower limit for statistical significance.

Figure 5.7: The procedure used to find loci that modulate the rate of telomere
shortening
At each genotype measured, the DZ twins in the UK Twins cohort were separated into
discordant and concordant twins. ANCOVA was used to test for a difference in TL ITV
behavior with relation to age, and linear regression evaluated if concordance or
discordance at that locus caused a deviation from the trend observed in the whole
population.
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In addition to a very large amount of data on behavior, environmental exposures and
health outcomes, the UK Twins has genotyped their cohort, yielding measured and imputed
information about genotype at over 2,000,000 Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs)
with minor allele frequency > 5% throughout the genome. I was able to access this
information to perform this analysis; a flow chart for the computational analysis is shown in
Figure 5.8, and the custom scripts created are shown in Appendix B.

Figure 5.8: Flow chart of the procedure used
Custom R scripts used at each step of the analysis are shown along with relevant outputs.
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This experiment is actually testing three different null hypotheses at each locus,
shown from an example result in Figure 5.9. First, it tests if the concordant and discordant
twins have the same relationship between telomere length ITV and age (recorded as rateP).
Next, it tests if the discordant twins have a trend significantly different from zero (p1), and if
the concordant twins have a trend significantly different from zero (p0). RateP is more
sensitive than either of the two other tests and less subject to biases from small numbers of
discordant twins (discussed below and in Figure 5.10), so it was used as the primary output.
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Figure 5.9: Example output from the Twin Variance Analysis
The test evaluated if the difference in TRF ITV on age trend in concordant and discordant
twins was different from zero (p0 and p1, respectively), as well as if the two types of twins
were behaving in the same way (rateP). Data shown is from one of the more significant
SNPs, discussed below.
At all sites considered there was a greater number of concordant twin pairs than
discordant twin pairs, and sites with very small numbers of discordant twins often exhibited
very low p-values that were potentially artifactual. Examining this in more detail (Figure
5.10) indicated that this is the result of sampling a finite population without replacement; up
to a certain point, inclusion of more of the population in the discordant subset reduced the
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odds of obtaining highly significant results by chance. To quantify this point, I used a Monte
Carlo-based approach, wherein a script used the same approach as the twin variance
analysis on subsets of different numbers of twin-pairs selected randomly. Figure 5.10
shows that the lowest p1-value (the ability to reject the null hypothesis that there is no trend
in TRFITV on age) obtained from random subsets of twins becomes more significant in
smaller subsets of twins but reaches a plateau value after many iterations (number of
random subsets of that size) that is similar for subsets of 100, 200 and 300 twin-pairs. In
fact, the average of the 10 lowest p1 values obtained approaches a plateau value tightly
fitting an exponential decay equation, and the plateau values for random subsets of 100,
200 and 300 twin-pair subsets are 2.31 x10^-6, 4.89 x10^-6 and 5.14 x10^-6, indicating that
they are roughly similar.
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Figure 5.10: Bootstrapping analysis of the bias introduced by small numbers of
discordant twins
The lowest p1 value observed in random subsets of twin-pairs of varying sizes (100 to
600) in a given number of random subsets (1000 to 10000) is roughly similar for subsets
of 100, 200 and 300 twin-pairs (top). The average of the 10 lowest observed p1 values
approaches a plateau value following exponential decay (r2 for 100 twin-pairs = 0.7587,
200 = 0.965, 300 = 0.6616) as the number of iterations increases that is in roughly the
same place in subsets of 100, 200 and 300 twin-pairs (bottom).
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Figure 5.11 shows the rateP values from the 10,000 most significant SNPs
evaluated before filtering compared to the number of discordant twins at that SNP. SNPs
with less than 200 discordant twins (100 discordant twin-pairs) were not considered in later
analyses to remove bias from small sample sizes, a conservative cutoff considering that the
inflated significance appears to vanish at roughly half of that value (Figure 5.11).

Figure 5.11: -log10 transformed rateP values for the 10,000 most significant SNPs
before filtering
Negative log10-transformed rateP values (for example, 13 = 1*10^-13) for the 10,000
most significant SNPs from the twin variance analysis are shown on the y-axis, while the
number of discordant twins at that SNP are shown on the x-axis. The dashed line
perpendicular to the x-axis is the cutoff used for later analysis that should exclude any
observed inflation from small sample sizes. The dashed line perpendicular to the y-axis is
the Bonferonni cutoff used for multiple testing correction, samples above this value were
considered genome-wide significant.
After filtering out all results from SNPs with less than 100 discordant twin-pairs, 92
loci had genome-wide significant rateP values, and many of these loci included more than
one genome-wide significant SNP. Figure 5.12 shows the –log10 transformed rateP values
in a Manhattan plot.
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Figure 5.12: Manhattan plot of the results of the twin variance analysis
Negative log10-transformed rateP values for all SNPs with more than 100 discordant twinpairs are shown on the y-axis, while their genomic coordinates are on the x-axis. Each
chromosome is colored differently, and they are arranged in ascending order.
The environmental response Rate of Telomere Shortening locus near LARP7 may alter the
response to smoking
Of the 92 loci identified, 44 were consistent with a signal resulting from the locus
controlling the rate of telomere shortening in response to some unknown environmental
factor; concordant DZ twins’ telomere lengths diverged with increasing age. One such SNP,
rs10029516, is within 200 kilobases of LARP7, one of the hits described in Chapter 2
(Figure 5.13). Concordant DZ twins at this locus appear to diverge by 3.498 base pairs per
year, while discordant twins converge by roughly the same amount. This analysis uses age
as a proxy variable for all possible environmental variables, so it was not immediately clear
what was driving this effect. However, since I had data available on smoking, an
environmental variable with one of the strongest known effect on telomere length(Valdes et
al. 2005), I tested to see if individuals with different genotypes at rs10029516 were
differentially sensitive to tobacco exposure (Figure 5.14).
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Figure 5.13: TRFITV vs age by discordance at a RoTS locus near LARP7
TRF ITV is shown on the y-axis, while age of the twin-pair is on the x-axis. Concordant
twins get farther apart with increasing age, while discordant twins get closer together.
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Figure 5.14: Telomere dynamics by genotype at rs10029516 and tobacco exposure
Small differences in cross-sectional age-associated telomere shortening rate are
observed in individuals with different genotypes at rs10029516 (top), however a much
more striking difference is observed in telomere length compared with tobacco exposure
(bottom), wherein T allele carriers are allele dose-dependently resistant to tobacco
exposure.

The two possible alleles at rs10029516, T and G, are in near-perfect HardyWeinberg equilibrium, and this SNP has not been associated with other diseases in the
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past. The cross-sectional telomere shortening rates observed in individuals with different
genotypes at rs10029516 were slightly different (Figure 5.14); however the discordance data
(Figure 5.13) indicates that this is likely to be driven by external stimuli because twins with
the same genotype diverge with age. T allele carriers (GT and TT individuals) were less
sensitive than GG homozygotes to tobacco exposure (Figure 5.14) to a very dramatic
extent; the effect of tobacco exposure on telomere length was not significant in TT
individuals, while it was significant at p < 0.0001 in GG individuals and the DZ population as
a whole. Further, GT individuals were sensitive to tobacco exposure to an intermediate
extent between the GG and TT individuals, suggesting that this is a gene dose-dependent
effect. Lastly, the cross-sectional telomere shortening rate was lower in TT individuals than
the rest of the population, and resistance to the telomere length effects of cigarette smoke
may explain this difference. To further test if cigarette smoking may explain this signal, I
examined the difference in telomere length between concordant and discordant DZ twins
and the difference in tobacco exposure (Figure 5.15).
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ITV in TL became increasingly larger as the concordant twins became more
divergent in cigarette exposure while there was not a significant trend in discordant twins,
providing strong evidence that this locus is important for the telomeric response to cigarette
exposure. However, the genotype-specific analysis (Figure 5.14) indicates that TT
individuals are almost fully resistant to cigarette smoke, so they would logically not get
farther apart as they become increasingly different in smoking behavior since they are
insensitive. If that were the case, excluding all twin-pairs that include a TT individual should
make these trends more significant, since that would remove a population that was not
following them. As predicted, removing TT individuals increases the significance of the
trend in increasing TRF ITV with increasingly divergent smoking behavior (r2=0.003563 in all
concordant, r2=0.01622 in concordant non-TT, Figure 5.16). This observation
simultaneously supports the idea that rs10029516 may control a response to smoking and
illuminates a source of false negatives inherent this method.

Figure 5.16: TRF ITV by discordance at rs10029516 and cigarette exposure
excluding TT individuals
TRF ITV (y-axis) increases in concordant twins that do not have the TT genotype in
response to differential tobacco exposure (x-axis) more significantly than in all concordant
twins.
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The intrinsic Rate of Telomere Shortening loci can be used to predict rate of telomere
shortening and telomere length
The 48 intrinsic loci, SNPs where discordant DZ twins become increasingly different
in telomere length over time, should logically be usable to predict telomere length, and
individuals with different genotypes at these loci should shorten at different rates. To test
this hypothesis, I determined the cross-sectional telomere shortening rate and predicted
initial telomere length (y-intercept of the cross-sectional analysis) for each genotype at each
of the RoTS loci, graphical output for three representative loci is shown in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Three example intrinsic RoTS loci
Telomere dynamics for individuals with different genotypes are shown in the three graphs
(top) and summarized in the accompanying tables. Alleles coded A and B are C and G
for rs3774159, C and T for rs4750195, and A and G for rs2870656.
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To perform an initial test if these loci can together predict telomere shortening rate
and telomere length, I quantitated the number of genotypes each individual in the UK Twins
cohort had that shortened faster than the other two possible genotypes at that locus (the
“risk” genotype), and compared how individuals with more risk genotypes behaved crosssectionally compared to individuals with fewer risk genotypes (Figure 5.18).
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Figure 5.18: Individuals with more risk genotypes exhibit faster telomere shortening
Telomere length (y-axis, top) decreases faster cross-sectionally with age (x-axis) in
individuals with a greater number of risk genotypes at RoTS loci.
As predicted, individuals with many risk genotypes shortened faster over time than
individuals with fewer risk genotypes by more than a factor of three. Unexpectedly, an
increased telomere shortening rate in individuals with many risk genotypes was
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accompanied by an upward change in initial telomere length; the y-intercept of the
population with many risk genotypes is higher than that of individuals with fewer risk
genotypes. This insinuates that at least for these loci, initial telomere length and telomere
shortening rate are intrinsically tied, a phenomenon I will address in greater depth in the
discussion.
Next, I attempted to discern if genotype at these loci can predict telomere length as
well as shortening rate and initial telomere length, and if these predictions can be extended
to another population dataset from which the genotype-specific effects are not derived. I
used the genotype quantitation performed for Figure 5.18 to calculate a predicted telomere
shortening rate and predicted initial length for each person in the UK Twins cohort based on
their genotypes at the intrinsic RoTS loci assuming that the effects of each allele were fully
additive. This assumption is probably not fully correct, however as a first attempt I had no
reason to assume other behavior. The difference between the cross-sectional shortening
rate and genotype-specific telomere shortening rate was quantified for each genotype at
these loci, as well as the difference between the genotype-specific y-intercept and the crosssectional y-intercept. Each genotype’s effect was added up for each locus in all individuals,
excluding genotypes with less than 100 individuals, yielding a predicted initial telomere
length and predicted telomere shortening rate. These were then used to predict telomere
length at the age at which the individuals were measured (Figure 5.19).
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Figure 5.19: Telomere length predicted by the RoTS loci compared with observed
telomere length in the UK Twins cohort
Telomere length predicted by the RoTS loci, on the y-axis, is compared with observed
telomere length (x-axis) for each individual. The RoTS loci’s predictions (blue) are
generally closer to reality (a perfect prediction would follow the x=y dashed line) than a
prediction made only from the cross-sectional shortening rate and initial length (orange).
The predictions made from genotype at the RoTS loci and age were much closer to
reality than a prediction made only from the cross-sectional data; the slope of the
relationship between predicted telomere length and observed telomere length was 0.4514
for the RoTS loci compared with 0.1358 for the cross-sectional prediction, where a value of
1 would indicate a perfect relationship between prediction and reality. Further, observed
telomere length explained a greater proportion of the variance in predicted telomere length
for the RoTS loci than the cross-sectional prediction (r2 = 0.1932 for RoTS and 0.1358 for
cross-sectional), indicating that at least within this dataset, genotype at these loci are
considerably predictive of telomere length and telomere dynamics.
While this result was encouraging, it was also somewhat inevitable as the values
used to predict telomere length in this population were in fact derived from this population;
this result could be considered the final output of a very complex fit of the data rather than a
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test of the predictive power of the loci. In order to test if these effects represent a biological
reality rather than a statistical fluke within a single population, I contacted Steve Hunt, who I
worked with on the experiments described in Chapter 4. I was able to obtain access to the
genotype data available for the Family Heart Study, which has telomere length information
as well as data on a number of environmental and behavioral risk factors for cardiovascular
disease. Though this is not a twin dataset, I can use it to determine if the effect sizes
derived from these analyses in the UK Twins can be used to predict telomere length in a
different population.
Twin Variance Analysis on permuted phenotypes yields information about false discovery
rate
A standard control in GWAS studies compares the observed results’ significance
against calculated expected significance values based on the sample sizes used and the
distribution of the dependent variable in question. However, since this is not a standard
GWAS method, I could not use these methods to determine what the expected significance
values were for this data using the same methods as a GWAS study. In order to determine
if these results were more significant than what I would expect to see if there were not
signals to find, I performed a control analysis using the method described in Figure 5.8, but
instead of using TRF ITV and Age, I randomly assigned each twin pair TRF ITV and age
information from another twin pair without replacement, such that the distribution of
TRFITV:Age pairs did not change, but any underlying biological information was removed by
the data shuffling (accomplished with the Infoshuffle script, Appendix B and Figure 5.8).
These shuffled TRFITV:Age pairs (three different shuffles with different random seeds were
used) are referred to in later analyses as the permuted controls. Performing twin variance
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analysis with the same method as with the real TRFITV and age data on the permuted
controls yielded a number of loci that would be considered genome-wide significant using
the Bonferonni correction (Figure 5.20), indicating that it is possible that this method’s false
discovery rate is nonzero.
-8

Bonferroni cutoff (2.51x10 )

Figure 5.20: Manhattan plots of the results of the twin variance analysis on
permuted phenotypes
Negative log10-transformed rateP values for all SNPs with more than 100 discordant twinpairs are shown on the y-axis, while their genomic coordinates are on the x-axis. Each
chromosome is colored differently, and they are arranged in ascending order (left to right,
chromosome 1 to chromosome 22). Sites with diverging discordant twins are shown on
top, sites with diverging concordant twins are shown on the bottom.

To further evaluate the results of the permuted control analyses, I generated a
quantile-quantile (qq) plot, which is a test for large-scale inflation or deflation of significance
values in an observed data set compared with an expected distribution. For this test, I used
the results of the analysis on the real TRFITV and age data as the observed data set, and
each of the three permuted control analyses as an expected distribution. The qq plots show
a rank-ordered list of the rateP values in the observed distribution as a y-value for each
point (the first value in the list is the most significant result, the second value the second
most significant, etc.), and a rank-ordered list of the rateP values in the expected distribution
as an x-value for each point, such that if a point lies above an x=y line of identity, then that
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ranked result was more significant in the observed distribution than in the expected
distribution. Thus, if the distribution observed lies above the line of identity, the results in the
observed distribution were more significant that in the expected distribution as a whole.
Performing this analysis showed that the rateP values derived from analysis of the actual
TRFITV and age information were not more significant than what was observed in the
permuted control experiments (Figure 5.21).

PC2

PC1

PC3

Figure 5.21: qq plots of the results of rateP values from twin variance analysis
compared to the permuted controls
Rank-ordered –log10 transformed rateP values from the twin variance analysis are on the
y-axis, while rank-ordered –log10 transformed rateP values from the permuted controls
are on the x-axis. PC1 = Permuted control 1, PC2 = Permuted control 2, PC3 = Permuted
control 3
The rateP values in the twin variance analysis of the real TRFITV and age
information were roughly as significant as those in permuted control 1, slightly less
significant than permuted control 2, and slightly more significant than permuted control 3,
suggesting that on average the real analysis did not identify more highly significant results
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than would be expected if there was not underlying biological information (as shown by the
permuted controls, where the underlying information is removed via the shuffling of TRFITV
and age values).
A closer comparison of the results from the real information and the permuted
controls reveals a number of interesting differences. Examining the rateP values at only
those sites where discordant twins get farther apart with age (intrinsic rate of telomere
shortening loci) indicates that the real analysis found substantially more significant loci that
seem to control the intrinsic rate of telomere shortening than would be expected without
underlying information (Figure 5.22, top). Further, there were very substantially fewer loci
with significant p0 values (sites where concordant twins have a nonzero trend in TRFITV on
age) in the results compared with the permuted controls, indicating that there is a great deal
of genetic control over the rate of intrinsic rate telomere shortening, since twins with the
same genotype diverge with increasing age substantially less often than would be expected
by chance (Figure 5.22, bottom). It is possible that the reason that the reason that the rateP
values observed in the analysis of real information are not more significant than in the
permuted controls is because there were fewer sites in the real data with diverging
concordant twins and more sites in the data with diverging discordant twins, and these two
overlapping effects canceled one another out. RateP tests for a significant difference in the
behavior of concordant and discordant twins, and it will become less significant if the trend
in either kind of twin becomes less significant; this is further supported because the
permuted control with the least significant p0 values, PC3, was also the permuted control
that had less significant rateP values compared with the analysis of real data (Figure 5.21
and Figure 5.22).

rateP values, discordant twins diverge
PC1
PC2
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PC3

P0 values
PC2

PC1

PC3

Figure 5.22: qq plots of specific subsets of the results of twin variance analysis
Rank ordered –log10 transformed rateP values for SNPs with diverging discordant twins
(top) and rank-ordered –log10 transformed p0 values for all SNPs (bottom) illustrate a
great deal more genetic control of telomere shortening rate than expected by chance.
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The telomere length predictions from the RoTS loci replicate in another population
To further evaluate if the RoTS loci identified represent real information rather than
overfitting of the UK Twins data, I tested if the method used to predict telomere length in
Figure 5.19 can be applied to the Family Heart Study cohort, using the changes to telomere
shortening rate for each intrinsic RoTS genotype identified in the UK Twins cohort. To
evaluate if this prediction is better than a prediction made by any other comparable group of
SNPs, I compared the telomere predictions made by the RoTS loci to telomere predictions
made with the same methods on the intrinsic loci (discordant twins diverge) identified by one
of the permuted control analyses (Figure 5.23).

Figure 5.23: Predicted telomere length vs. observed telomere length in the Family
Heart Study
Telomere length predicted from age and genotype on the y-axis is compared with
observed telomere length on the x-axis for each individual in the Family Heart Study for
predictions made with the RoTS loci (blue) and the intrinsic loci identified from the
permuted control analysis (orange).
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The RoTS loci predicted telomere length substantially better than the loci identified
with the same methods on the permuted phenotypes (slope of predicted TRF on observed
TRF = 0.3233 in the RoTS predictions, 0.0641 for permuted control, r2 = 0.1312 for RoTS,
0.01241 for permuted control), indicating that the RoTS loci replicate in another population
very substantially better than random loci selected with the same methodology.

DISCUSSION
An interesting result of these experiments is that rate of telomere shortening and
initial telomere length are intrinsically linked. This has been evaluated in the literature in the
past; one longitudinal study evaluating individuals 20 to 40 years old at the first
measurement and 25.7 to 48.2 years old at the second measurement found that individuals
with longer telomere shortened faster than individuals with shorter telomeres (Aviv et al.
2009), consistent with the observations in this study that found a link between initial
telomere length and telomere shortening rate (Figure 5.18). One other prediction from the
results in Figure 5.18 is that the association between telomere length and telomere
shortening rate should change based on the age range of the sample evaluated—old
individuals with long telomeres should shorten slower than old individuals with short
telomeres (they started shorter but shortened slower), whereas young individuals with long
telomere should shorten faster than young individuals with short telomeres. Another study
found that telomere length and telomere shortening rate correlated and that this effect was
weakest in older individuals (Ehrlenbach et al. 2009). These results provide more evidence
that the effect predicted by the results in Figure 5.18 may be correct (that there should be
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age-dependence in the relationship between telomere length and telomere shortening rate
due to underlying differences in telomere dynamics.)
One report examined four different longitudinal studies to determine if telomere
length of an individual relative to other individuals of the same age changes over time
(Benetos et al. 2013). They concluded that the relative telomere lengths of individuals are
nearly fixed, however careful analysis of the data presented in this report suggested that
they did not notice an age-dependent difference in the association between initial telomere
length and follow-up telomere length (Table 5.1).

Initial age
Final age
Range, +/Duration
m, initial:final
N
LTL
LTL range
5kb SR(kb/yr)
6kb SR(kb/yr)
7kb SR(kb/yr)
8kb SR(kb/yr)
9kb SR(kb/yr)

LRC+BHS
30.30
43.00
2.22
12.82
0.92
891
7.30
0.69
0.0132
0.0198
0.0264
0.0330
0.0396

LSADT
75.00
86.00
2.00
10.80
0.96
80
5.85
0.60
0.0259
0.0296
0.0333
0.0370
0.0407

Table 5.1: Analysis of the relationship between telomere length and telomere
shortening rate in the literature
Study characteristics for longitudinal datasets examining telomere shortening rate with
summary statistics (top panel) indicates that the difference in shortening rate between
long and short individuals gets less pronounced with age (bottom panel). The bottom
panel shows the predicted shortening rate (kb/year) for an individual with telomere length
at the start of the sampling period from 5-9 kb in each age range examined.
For example, in this comparative study, the investigators examined four cohorts (the
Jerusalem Lipid Research Clinic, LRC, the Bogalusa Health Study, BHS, the Evolution de la
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Rigidite Arterielle, ERA and the Longitudinal Study of Aging Danish Twins, LSADT) that
spanned three age ranges (early 30’s, late/middle age from 48-68, and mid /late 70’s). I
combined the results from the BHS and LRC in Table 5.1 because they spanned the same
age range, and I did not evaluate the ERA because its study population included a much
wider age range (58 years mean, +/- 10 years) and the unexplainable y-intercept (0.24,
indicating that an individual with 0kb telomeres at the initial measurement could be expected
to lengthen by 240 bp) in the data about the relationship between telomere length and
shortening rate that make the data less interpretable. Using the effects reported in the
paper (relationship between initial telomere measurement, m initial:final, y-intercept and the
duration of the study) I calculated the change in telomere length per year for a hypothetical
individual of 5 through 9 kilobases at the first measurement in each cohort. Comparing
young individuals (BHS+LRC) to old individuals (LSADT), the difference in telomere
shortening rate in short individuals and long individuals is much less pronounced, 26.4
bp/year faster shortening in a 9kb individual compared to a 5 kb individual in the young
group, compared with a 14.8 bp/year difference in the old cohort.
The age-dependence in the relationship between telomere length and telomere
shortening rate shown by the twin variance analysis which also finds support in the literature
may inform on the biology underlying the intrinsic rate of telomere shortening loci. Indeed,
though the causal variant at each locus has not been evaluated, recombination frequencies
relative to the locations of the peaks give very strong hints about certain loci, for instance
the MDM4 and FMN2 intrinsic RoTS loci (Figure 5.24), which strongly implicate those genes
as likely to harbor the causal variant.
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Figure 5.24: Intrinsic RoTS loci over MDM4 and FMN2
-log10-transformed rateP values are shown on the left y-axis, while recombination rates in
centimorgans per megabase (HAPMAPII) are shown in blue and on the right y-axis.
Genomic coordinates are on the x-axis, and linkage to the index SNP (labeled) is shown
for each SNP by color (redder=more linked).

MDM4 modulates p53 activity in a manner similar to MDM2 and controls stem cell
fate and differentiation in Embryonic Stem (ES) cells (Mendrysa et al. 2011; Menendez et al.
2011), and it can also trigger p53 activity in response to stress signaled by defects in
splicing activity (Bezzi et al. 2013). Though MDM4 is typically studied in the context of
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neuronal and developmental cell death, recent studies have shown that MDM4/MDM2/p53mediated death of hematopoietic stem cells results from disruption of core ribosome
components (Xiong et al. 2014) and that MDM4 cooperates with MDM2 to respond to DNA
damage in the hematopoietic system in murine models (Pant & Lozano 2014). The RoTS
peak relevant to MDM4 spans the entire gene, suggesting it is likely to harbor the causal
variant, though there are other nearby peaks not linked to the most significant SNP over
MDM4.
The peak over FMN2 is considerably clearer than the peak over MDM4, centered
over intron 1 and exon 2 of the gene. FMN2 stabilizes p21 through a direct binding
interaction, and FMN2 expression can be induced via a variety of insults including hypoxia
and DNA damage (Yamada et al. 2013a; Yamada et al. 2013b). Upon p14ARF induction,
FMN2 is cleaved and the N-terminus is retained in the nucleus, bound to p21 (Yamada et al.
2013a). FMN2 truncating mutations have been linked to intellectual disability in humans
(Almuqbil et al. 2013), and the mouse knockout for FMN2 displays a conditioned fear
learning response defect (Law et al. 2014). FMN2 is involved in cytoskeletal organization,
particularly during meiosis, most probably because of the actin-binding formin domain
present in the protein (Montaville et al. 2014). Loss of FMN2 causes infertility in female
mice (Leader et al. 2002), though attempts to identify FMN2 defects in infertile humans have
not met with success (Ryley et al. 2005). FMN2 is expressed strongly in developing and
adult nervous tissue, as well as a number of other organs (Leader & Leder 2000). Upon
review of the primary data from Hirotoshi’s genome-wide screen (discussed in Chapter 2),
FMN2 knockdown allowed cells to survive toxic telomerase induction more strongly than
LARP7 (final adjusted p-vale for FMN2 = 3.36*10^-9 compared with 1.24*10^-5 for LARP7),
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but it was not selected for follow-up, probably because there was no literature linking FMN2
and p21 at the time.
FMN1, a homolog of FMN2 associated with bone development (Hu et al. 2014a), is
79 kb from an environmental RoTS peak (Figure 5.25). FLNB, an actin-binding protein that
mediates cytoskeletal signaling binds to FMN1 in the second formin homology domain
(FHD2), which is conserved between FMN1 and FMN2 (Hu et al. 2014a), and a genomewide significant environmental response RoTS peak also occurs over FLNB as well (Figure
5.25). FLNB promotes differentiation in muscle cell progenitors (Bello et al. 2009), and is
involved in the molecular response that results in impaired bone marrow reconstitution
following exposure to the dioxin TCDD (Casado et al. 2011) mediated through the Aryl
Hydrocarbon Receptor (AhR). The Aryl Hydrocarbon Receptor Repressor (AhRR),
expression of which can rescue hematopoietic stem cells from aromatic hydrocarbon insults
(N'Jai A et al. 2011), is also under an environmental RoTS peak (Figure 5.25). In short, this
analysis may have identified a network of stem cell fate regulating proteins that can
influence the intrinsic rate of stem cell turnover as well as the turnover rate in response to
environmental insults; as a result of this regulation, they appear to regulate the rate of
telomere shortening.
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Figure 5.25: Environmental RoTS loci near FMN1, FLNB and AHRR
Negative log10-transformed rateP values for SNPs with diverging concordant
twins on the y-axis, while their genomic coordinates are on the x-axis.
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The number of genes that seem to regulate stem cell differentiation, survival and
growth, coupled with the observation the telomere shortening rate and initial telomere length
appear to be intrinsically linked led me to propose a model that may explain this
phenomenon as well as generate testable hypotheses about the nature of telomere length
regulation in humans (Figure 5.26).

Figure 5.26: Mechanistic model linking initial length and telomere shortening rate
Top, the relationship between risk genotypes at RoTS loci, telomere shortening rate and
initial telomere length. Bottom, differential stem cell dynamics that may explain this
relationship.
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All the data evaluated in this work is based on measurements of leukocyte telomere
length (LTL), which is ultimately derived from the hematopoietic stem cell (HSC)
compartment. The rate of cell division in the HSCs is not fixed over a lifetime, with division
fastest in early childhood and development during which HSCs divide asymmetrically to give
rise to a pool of multipotent progenitor cells (MPPs), which are partially committed progenitor
cells with limited abilities to self-renew. These MPPs give rise to the differentiated blood
cells (white blood cells, red blood cells, thrombocytes, etc.) (Kondo 2010). When this
developmental period ends, HSC division rates slow to roughly one division per year, which
corresponds to the slowest measured cross-sectional telomere shortening rate (Catlin et al.
2011). Consistent with these stem cell dynamics, telomere shortening in LTL is fastest in
early childhood before plateauing at a lower rate in adulthood (Catlin et al. 2011).
It is not known how the ratio of MPP cells to HSCs is determined; hypothetically, if
two individuals had different MPP:HSC ratios, they would have both different initial telomere
length if measured after development as well as different telomere shortening rates. The
individual with more expansion of HSCs to MPPs (a higher MPP:HSC ratio, individual A in
Figure 5.26) during development would have shorter telomere length when measured in
early adulthood (18-20, the youngest individuals in the UK Twins cohort) because the HSC
compartment had to engage in more asymmetrical cell division to give rise to the MPPs.
However, that individual would also exhibit slower telomere shortening because the HSC
compartment would have to divide less often to replace the MPPs, since each cell in the
MPP pool has less of a replicative burden. An individual with fewer MPPs relative to HSCs
(a lower MPP:HSC ratio, Individual B in Figure 5.26) would have longer LTL in early
adulthood because of the smaller amount of cell division in the HSCs, but over time they
would exhibit faster telomere shortening because the replicative demands of the blood are
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the same for both individuals and this individual’s MPPs would have proportionally larger
shares of that burden, requiring faster HSC division to compensate for MPP turnover. A
testable hypothesis is that the intrinsic RoTS loci may control the MPP:HSC ratio because of
the observed linkage between initial telomere length and telomere shortening rate and the
identity of the genes most likely to harbor the causal variants. Further the environmental
RoTS loci may also point to genes involved in survival and self-renewal of HSCs or MPPs,
which would modify telomere shortening rate as a byproduct of modulating stem cell
turnover.
This model generates a number of interesting experiments. First, it is likely that if
this is the reason that the RoTS loci appear relevant to telomere shortening rate then they
should lose their predictive power or perhaps reverse their effects in a population that
includes individuals that are still undergoing development. Most large population studies do
not include individuals under the age of 18, but it is possible that large-scale measurement
of neonatal telomere length may provide insight, since the predicted differences in initial
telomere length would only apply if they occurred prenatally. Second, HSC turnover rate
can be quantified, possibly without invasive measurements since several hundred members
of the UK Twins cohort are now sequenced; HSC turnover rate and de novo mutation rate
(which can be inferred from referencing an individual’s twin) should correlate with the extent
of DNA replication and therefore cell division. Banked blood and tissue samples from the
cohort also render it possible to do in vitro experiments quantifying the twins’ relative
sensitivities to insults such as the dioxin TCDD that may be relevant to the RoTS loci, which
could inform on the underlying physiological sensitivity. Banked blood also makes a FACSbased measurement of MPP:HSC ratio in blood possible, which may be the simplest test of
this hypothesis; long initial length, fast shortening individuals should have a lower MPP:HSC
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ratio than short initial length, slow shortening individuals. Finally, it is possible that the
MPP:HSC ratio and the information it provides about the relative turnover rate and durability
of the stem cell compartment may inform on the type, frequency and aggressiveness of
blood-derived tumors in these individuals, though cancer rates may be low enough in the
cohort that analysis of the these factors by number of RoTS loci is not informative; this
would not necessarily have to be performed in the UK Twins cohort, but rather could be
performed in a much larger database.
Though the location and recombination of some of the RoTS loci provide strong
circumstantial evidence for which genes are likely to harbor a causal variant, other loci are
not as clear, for example an intrinsic RoTS locus on chromosome 7 more than a megabase
away from the nearest protein-coding gene, itself a zinc-finger containing protein of no
known function (ZNF735) (Figure 5.27). The nearest feature of any discernable function,
microRNA 4283-1 is predicted to bind to the 3’ UTR of ABR, Active BCR related by
Targetscan and Targetminer, and ABR is under an environmental RoTS peak (Figure 5.27),
however other miRNA binding site prediction programs (miRDB, microRNA.org) did not
identify this site. Gene expression data for the UK Twins cohort is available, and in the
future I plan to look for changes in gene expression in genes near each RoTS peak in
groups composed of individuals with different genotypes at RoTS loci in order to narrow
down the list of causal genes.
The environmental RoTS locus near LARP7 is particularly interesting because of the
abundance of molecular, in vitro and in vivo data described here detailing LARP7’s
importance to telomere biology. The SNP near LARP7 is in the 5’ untranslated region of the
ANK2 gene roughly 200 kilobases from LARP7 (Figure 5.13). Though the in vitro case for
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LARP7 as the locus likely to harbor the causal variant is strong, there is some evidence that
ANK2 could be the source of the signal. ANK2 or Ankyrin B is a membrane-associated
adaptor protein, and most Ankyrin proteins link membrane proteins to the spectrin
membrane skeleton (Mohler et al. 2002). ANK2 knockout mice have defects in cardiac
development, and it interacts with the cardiac ryanodine receptor, RYR2 (Mohler et al. 2002;
Cunha & Mohler 2008). Importantly, RYR2 is very near an intrinsic RoTS peak (Figure
5.28), adding weight to the idea that the genome-wide significant peak near LARP7 may be
due to ANK2 rather than LARP7, since an ANK2 interaction partner is also near a peak.
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Figure 5.27: RoTS loci near MIR4283-1 and ABR
Negative log10-transformed rateP values for SNPs with diverging discordant (top) and
concordant (middle) twins on the y-axis, while their genomic coordinates are on the x-axis.
Targetscan predictions of the binding sites of miR4283-1 are shown on the bottom.
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Figure 5.28: Intrinsic RoTS locus near RYR2
Negative log10-transformed rateP values for SNPs with diverging discordant twins on the
y-axis, while their genomic coordinates are on the x-axis.
Given that cardiovascular health and telomere biology are very closely tied and both
ANK2 and RYR2 are involved in cardiac development and maintenance, it is possible that
LARP7 may not be driving the signal. It is also possible that a variant in that region may
impact the expression of both ANK2 and LARP7, though evaluation of the gene expression
data may yield more information on the important gene.
A number of other genes that cause telomere shortening upon knockdown in vitro
are near RoTS peaks, for example YWHAE in Figure 5.27 is near the peak putatively
associated with ABR. FANCD2 is within 300 kb of another hit, PGBD5 is within 200 kb, and
both CDC14c and ZC3HAV1L are directly underneath peaks that are very near genomewide significance (Figure 5.29). Further, while the nearest peak to TERT was 800 kilobases
away over AhRR (Figure 5.25), there was a telomerase component, TEP1 (Harrington et al.
1997) under an environmental response peak (Figure 5.29). While it is possible that the
screening methods described in Chapter 2 and the network identified here may overlap,
they are addressing very different model systems and any comparison without more
information for which genes near RoTS loci are driving the effect will be highly subjective.
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Figure 5.29: A number of RoTS loci near genes identified in Chapter 2
Negative log10-transformed rateP values for SNPs on the y-axis, while their genomic
coordinates are on the x-axis. The rateP values for the peaks near ZC3HAV1L and
CDC14c approach genome-wide significance, but they were not considered for telomere
prediction.

The apparent insensitivity to the telomeric effects of smoking observed in the
LARP7/ANK2 RoTS peak is interesting, but as already discussed it is possible that it was
less significant than it would otherwise be because of the presence of a genotype that
appears to render individuals fully insensitive to smoking-induced telomere shortening.
Because concordant twin pairs will not diverge as they become increasingly divergent in
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smoking behavior, a subset of the population will not obey the models outlined earlier in this
chapter, and therefore this locus and others like it may generate false-negative results.
Indeed, it is possible to perform this analysis replacing age on the x-axis, which is used as a
proxy for all environmental variables, with specific environmental variables of interest. I
have performed this analysis with the data available on two environmental factors (smoking
and caffeine intake, as well as caffeine intake by soda, tea and coffee separately). These
analyses are not yet fully evaluated, however there are some interesting phenomena; for
one, though data for the LARP7/ANK2 locus for smoking is convincing in isolation, the rateP
value derived from the difference in trend between concordant and discordant twins in
smoking is not genome-wide significant (it is below the Bonferonni cutoff). However, other
loci in the genome are significant, and of particular interest are those loci that indicate
concordant twins diverge over time and also in response to difference in a specific
environmental variable (two examples are shown in Figure 5.30).
Down-syndrome cell adhesion molecule (DSCAM) has previously been associated
with nicotine dependence (Uhl et al. 2008; Vink et al. 2009) and there was a genome-wide
significant association between increasingly divergent telomere length in concordant twins
as they became increasingly divergent in smoking behavior, as well as a near-significant
association between TRF ITV and age in two separate regions of this large gene (Figure
5.30). There were also a large number of loci that were genome-wide significant in the
smoking analysis that were not in the age data, including other smoking-associated genes
such as FHIT (Yanagawa et al. 2011), HAS2 (Yatagai et al. 2014) and PRKCD (Zhou et al.
2013b).
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Mastermind-like 3, MamL3 is a DNA binding protein not previously linked to the
caffeine response, but it functions in the Notch and p53 pathways in a somewhat redundant
fashion with MamL1 (Oyama et al. 2011). It is interesting that the peaks over MamL3 and
ELMOD2 appeared in the caffeine analysis and the age analysis, but the peak near SETD7
does not. Because of their proximity, I used these peaks as a single locus (SETD7, wherein
discordant twins diverge) in the telomere length prediction, but this data seems to indicate
that they represent at least two distinct signals.
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Figure 5.30: Overlaps between loci identified with age as a proxy for the
environment and loci identified with specific environmental information
Negative log10-transformed rateP values for SNPs on the y-axis, with genomic
coordinates on the x-axis. The top panel compares the association between divergence
in smoking and TRFITV (top) and TRFITV and age (bottom). The bottom panel compares
the divergence in caffeine exposure and TRFITV (top) compared with the age and
TRFITV analysis (bottom).
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It is also possible to perform analysis using this method replacing telomere length as
the variable of interest. While these results are preliminary as well, I evaluated the effect of
different caffeine intake on the difference in BMI, since the genetics of obesity are much
better studied and I was attempting to validate the methodology; if classically obesity or
caffeine-associated loci appeared in this analysis, I could place greater trust in the results.
Again for brevity, two of many results are shown in Figure 5.31.

Figure 5.31: Using the same method to find GxEs for BMI and Caffeine identifies the
HLA locus and RYR3, a caffeine receptor
Negative log10-transformed rateP values for SNPs on the y-axis, with genomic
coordinates on the x-axis. The both panels compare the association between divergence
in total caffeine intake and BMI ITV (top) and BMIITV and age (bottom).
The HLA locus has been associated with obesity since the late 1970’s (Savi et al.
1977), and the association between difference in caffeine intake and difference in BMI at
this locus is the strongest signal so far identified with this method; both HLA clusters in this
vicinity were highly significant. The Ryanodine receptors are calcium channels that reside
on the sarcoplasmic reticulum and respond to a variety of stimuli, including caffeine (Pessah
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et al. 1987), though RYR3 is also expressed in non-excitable cells (Ozawa 2001). It is
encouraging that a known receptor for caffeine appears to be relevant to the association
between ITV in caffeine intake and ITV in BMI. These preliminary findings provide more
evidence that the method may be applicable to other areas of interest, and if it can make
usable predictions about the response to specific environmental influences it may have
direct applications in personalized medicine.
Twin variance analysis does have a number of shortcomings. One such
shortcoming, the propensity to observe inflated significance at loci with very small numbers
of discordant twins, has already been addressed through a filtering step. However, there
are not many twin databases of this size, and that problem may preclude the use of this
method in smaller studies. Further, the method can generate false negative results if one of
the responses to an environmental variable at a locus includes a genotype fully insensitive
to the variable in question, as observed in the LARP7/ANK2 locus. Additionally, the method
cannot identify genes that are important to a process if there are no underlying genetic
variants that confer changes in function in that gene, a problem it shares with GWAS
studies. Lastly, if the assumptions outlined in Figure 5.2 are not true, the method can
generate erroneously inflated or bizarre results. In particular, if a genotype at a locus is
associated with different exposure to an environmental effect as well as a different response
to that effect, behavior in DZ twins can become very erratic. An example of this is shown
from the analysis of ITV in BMI on ITV in caffeine intake, Figure 5.32, the CSMD1 locus.
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Figure 5.32: The CSMD1 locus correlates with both exposure and response to caffeine
-log10-transofrmed rateP values for the CSMD locus (top) were inflated by greater exposure in
the caffeine-resistant AA genotype. ITV in BMI vs ITV in caffeine exposure (middle left)
indicates a strong decreasing association in discordant twins. AA individuals had significantly
(p < 0.001) higher caffeine exposure than G allele carriers (middle right). Concordant G allele
carriers diverged robustly in response to caffeine (bottom left). G allele carriers but not AA
individuals increased BMI with increasing caffeine exposure relative to their twin (bottom right).
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The CSMD1 locus initially generated a very strong signal, however the very strongly
decreasing relationship between ITV in BMI and ITV in caffeine intake in the discordant twinpairs had not been observed to that extent before. Closer analysis revealed that though AA
genotype individuals were resistant to the BMI-related effects of caffeine, they had
considerably higher exposure to caffeine than individuals with other genotypes; thus the
discordant twin-pairs that included an AA individual violated the assumption that there would
be an even distribution of DZ twins in the four different possible combinations of exposure
and sensitivity (many more such pairs had the more resistant twin more exposed to the
stimulus), generating an inflated rateP value.
These results are exciting and represent a first foray into an area of telomere biology
not heavily evaluated before utilizing new methods. Much remains to be done to validate
the findings from this analysis and verify that the results are non-spurious, however the
agreement between much of the in vitro data presented earlier and the findings in this
chapter suggests that at least some of them will be verified. While this method has a
number of shortcomings that can lead to both false positive and false negative results the
same can be said for any analysis of population-level data and the sources so far identified
as the origin of these errors can be controlled. In conclusion, I have developed a novel
method to explore gene-environment interactions with regard to telomere biology and
possibly other factors, performed proof-of-concept experiments demonstrating that the
telomeric response to two variables, caffeine exposure and smoking, depend on geneenvironment interactions. I have used this method to identify a network of genomic sites
that seem to regulate both the intrinsic rate of telomere shortening and the rate of telomere
shortening in response to environmental stimuli, and this network seems most likely
accomplish this telomere shortening regulation through hematopoietic stem cell dynamics
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and I have also demonstrated that the telomere length predictions made by this method can
be replicated in an unrelated population.

METHODS
Datasets
The UK Twins dataset and NHLBI Family Heart Study datasets were used in these
analyses, obtained from the groups identified in Chapter 4. Genotype from the UK Twins
cohort was obtained in IMPUTE format, whereas the NHLBI FHS used gene dosage format.
Genotype formats were reconciled using custom software shown in Appendix B.

Statistics
The R statistical software was used for the majority of these analyses using both the
Data Table and Hash packages to facilitate handling of very large datasets. Custom scripts
used for this analysis are shown in Appendix B. Graphics were made using Graphpad
Prism 17, the Broad Institute’s Integrative Genomics Viewer (Robinson et al. 2011) and
Locuszoom (Pruim et al. 2010). The procedure used for the twin variance analysis was
described in the results section and outlined in Figure 5.8.
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CONCLUSION
In vitro work described here demonstrates that the telomerase regulatory network is
very large in human cells, and knockdown of many of the proteins involved in DNA repair
and replication can lead to telomere shortening over time. The high positive rate indicates
that the large number of genes implicated in telomerase regulation in the genome-wide
screen may be real positives, suggesting that the telomerase regulatory network is vast and
malleable. Telomere length analysis of a human family with a loss-of-function mutation in
LARP7 indicates that LARP7 deficiency causes a telomeropathy, consistent with the in vitro
results. Perifosine, a drug selected as a possible telomerase inhibitor because of its effects
on the AKT pathway, which is upstream of a number of the validated candidates causes
telomere shortening and a reduction in telomerase activity in a cell line dependent fashion.
Perifosine may be useful clinically, as demonstrated by the shortening of the shortest
telomers observed in human chronic lymphocytic leukemia tumors treated with Perifosine
continuously as part of a phase II clinical trial. Analysis of three large population datasets
reveals a time-dependent decrease in initial telomere length that may be due to
environmental factors, consistent with the plasticity of the telomerase regulatory network
observed in vitro and in vivo. Lastly, detailed analysis of a large twins database reveals a
network of loci that can be used to predict telomere length from age and genotype that
replicates in another dataset that implicates hematopoietic stem cell dynamics in regulation
of human lymphocyte telomere length.
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APPENDIX A
TRF Data

Figure A1: Raw TRF Data for the
LARP7 Mutant family
Terminal Restriction Fragment (TRF)
gels are shown at the top with ladder
bands in kilobases on the left. Individual
numbers are in reference to the pedigree
shown in Figure 2.7. Quantitation of
these lengths are shown on the bottom
right, with individual age in years. An
unrelated wild-type individual is shown
on the far left of the top left gel.
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Figure A2: TRF data for all xenograft samples analyzed

Terminal Restriction Fragment (TRF) gels are shown at the top with ladder
bands in kilobases on the left. Purified samples from untreated (control) and
treated xenograft samples from primary, recurrent primary and metastatic
tumors are shown, along with subclones of the HCC38+LUC+GFP parent
population.
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Figure A3: TRF data for cell lines treated for extended periods of time with Perifosine

Telomere length analysis of cell lines treated for extended periods of time with
Perifosine are shown along with the time point in population doublings assayed.
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APPENDIX B
Custom Software
The following scripts are compatible with the R statistical programming language, presented
here in text format for documentation purposes. They were written for the specific file architecture
used in this analysis, and would need adaptation to work in the context of other datasets. Specific
characteristics of each data type required occasional changes to the scripts not annotated here (NA
handling, entry duplications, blanks) that were specific to the dataset being analyzed. The scripts are
presented in the order used (Figure 5.7).

FAMINFO
faminfo <- function (data) {
j <- 1
famdisc <- NULL
famdisc <- data.frame()
tempfamdisc <- data.frame()
entry <- data.frame()
for (i in 1:nrow(data)) {
if (data[i,"twinrow"] != "." & data[i,"TRFITV"] != "." & data[i,"age_at_visit"] != "."
){
entry[j,1] <- data[i,"fam_ID"]
entry[j,2] <- data[i,"TRFITV"]
entry[j,3] <- data[i,"zyg"]
entry[j,4] <- data[i,"sex_trf"]
entry[j,5] <- data[i,"age_at_visit"]
entry[j,6] <- data[i,"TRF"]
entry[j,7] <- as.numeric(as.character(data[i,"twinrow"]))
entry[j,8] <- data[i,"row"]
entry[j,9] <- data[i,"ID_1"]
entry[j,10] <- data[i,"cigperday"]
j=j+1
}
}
names(entry) <c("fam_ID","TRFITV","zyg","sex_trf","age_at_visit","TRF","twinrow","row","ID_1","cigperday")
assign("famdisc",entry,envir=globalenv())
assign("famprob",entry,envir=globalenv())
}
DOCHROM
dochrom <- function (rawdata,bsize) {
#loads the second column of a chromosome file, then determines its length
#tiles through the chromosome in blocks of length bsize to conserve memory
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#outputs discordance files of length discsize (both calls and probabilities) for later regression
tempdata <- data.frame()
tempdata <- fread(rawdata,select=2,header=FALSE)
chromsize <- nrow(tempdata)
rm(tempdata)
blocknum <- floor(chromsize/bsize)
stragglers <- chromsize %% bsize
faminfo(twinfo)
print(paste(as.character(blocknum),"blocks detected. Calling discordance."))
flush.console()
#read through each block and report concordance and probability
for (i in 1:blocknum) {
tempdata <- fread(rawdata,header=FALSE,nrows=bsize,skip=((i-1)*bsize))
assign("tempdata",tempdata,envir=globalenv())
hdata <- hash(keys = (1:ncol(tempdata)), values = tempdata)
assign("hdata",hdata,envir=globalenv())
calldisc()
discoutname=as.character((paste(((i-1)*bsize),"disc")),sep="_")
proboutname=as.character((paste(((i-1)*bsize),"prob")),sep="_")
save(famdisc,file=discoutname)
save(famprob,file=proboutname)
print(paste(as.character(i),"blocks completed"))
flush.console()
}
#read the stragglers and report conc and probability
tempdata <fread(rawdata,header=FALSE,nrows=stragglers,skip=(blocknum*bsize))
assign("tempdata",tempdata,envir=globalenv())
hdata <- hash(keys = (1:ncol(tempdata)), values = tempdata)
assign("hdata",hdata,envir=globalenv())
calldisc()
i=blocknum+1
discoutname=as.character((paste(((i-1)*bsize),"disc")),sep="_")
proboutname=as.character((paste(((i-1)*bsize),"prob")),sep="_")
save(famdisc,file=discoutname)
save(famprob,file=proboutname)
}

HASHGENO
hashgeno <- function(tempdata) {
hdata <- hash(keys = (1:ncol(tempdata)), values = tempdata)
assign("hdata",hdata,envir=globalenv())
} #Sends the tempdata to a hash called hdata

CALLDISC
calldisc <- function() {
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#this function retrieves genotype information from the hash, finds the highest register
#compares the twins to see if they have the same highest register
#tracks if one or both twins have this SNP successfully measured
#and makes a final discordance call based on relative probabilities
#famdisc must exist, tempdata must have been converted to a hash called hdata already
#pre-allocate space for data
famdisc <- famdisc[,1:9]
famdisc[10:(nrow(tempdata)+9)] <- NA
names(famdisc)[10:ncol(famdisc)] <- paste(values(hdata["2"]))
famprob <- famdisc
hdiscout <- hash(keys=seq(1:nrow(famdisc)), values= "NA")
hprobout <- hash(keys=seq(1:nrow(famdisc)), values= "NA")
for (fam in 1:nrow(famdisc)) {
#find the twin positions
twin1entries <- (famdisc[fam,"row"]*3):((famdisc[fam,"row"]*3)+2)
twin2entries <- (famdisc[fam,"twinrow"]*3):((famdisc[fam,"twinrow"]*3)+2)
allent <- as.character(c(twin1entries,twin2entries)) #a character string
denoting the hash positions of the genotypes for each twin
#extract data for a twin pair from the main hash
hout <- values(hdata[allent])
hout <- as.data.frame(hout)
#reorder for discordance check to work
hout <- hout[c(allent)]
#calculate which register is highest
hout[7] <- max.col(hout[1:3])
hout[8] <- max.col(hout[4:6])
#append column 9 and 10 which report the max probability (for later filtering)
hout[9] <- pmax(hout[1],hout[2],hout[3])
hout[10] <- pmax(hout[4],hout[5],hout[6])
#append column 11 which denotes if the twins are concordant (0) or discordant (1)
hout[11] <- ceiling(abs(hout[7]-hout[8])/2)
#outputs data to hashes within the loop (should be faster and use less memory than
writing to the data frame each time)
hdiscout[[as.character(fam)]] <- hout[11]
hprobout[[as.character(fam)]] <- rowMeans(hout[9:10])
}
#transfer output from the hashes into the data frames
for (i in 1:nrow(famdisc)) {
famdisc[i,10:(nrow(tempdata)+9)] <- t(hdiscout[[as.character(i)]])
famprob[i,10:(nrow(tempdata)+9)] <- t(hprobout[[as.character(i)]])
}
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#output as global variables
assign("famdisc",famdisc,envir=globalenv())
assign("famprob",famprob,envir=globalenv())
}
STOREGENO
storegeno <- function (blocksize) {
#read each chromosome in sequence and save them in chunks of size bsize as R
objects for faster retrieval
for (i in 1:22) {
load(paste("/home/bholoh/Run 1 output/chr",i,"stats",sep="")) #load the
master stats file from the TRFITV v age discordance to get SNP number per chrom
blocknum <- floor(nrow(statlist)/blocksize) #find the number of full-sized
blocks there are
strag <- nrow(statlist) - (blocknum*blocksize) #find the number of SNPs in the
last block
print(paste(as.character(blocknum)," block(s) detected on chromosome ",i,".
Storing data.",sep=""))
flush.console()
for (k in 1:blocknum) { #for each block
tempdata <fread(paste("/home/bholoh/discordance/Chr",i,"/",i,".gen",sep=""),header=FALSE,nrows=blocksize,ski
p=(blocksize*(k-1))) #read the block into RAM
outname <- paste("chr",i,"b",k,"raw",sep="")
save(tempdata,file=as.character(outname)) #save the block as an R
object
print(paste(as.character(k),"block(s) completed."))
flush.console()
}
#repeat as above for the final block
tempdata <fread(paste("/home/bholoh/discordance/Chr",i,"/",i,".gen",sep=""),header=FALSE,nrows=strag,skip=(b
locksize*blocknum))
outname <- paste("chr",i,"b",(blocknum+1),"raw",sep="")
save(tempdata,file=as.character(outname))
print(paste(as.character(blocknum+1),"block(s) completed."))
flush.console()
}
}
REGAOV
regaov <- function (depvar, indvar, cutoff, cutzero, chrom) {
load(as.character(paste("/home/bholoh/discordance/Chr",chrom,"/chr",chrom,"stats",
sep=""))) #load the TRF and age regression
statlist <- as.data.frame(matrix(0,nrow=nrow(statlist),ncol=13)) #clear it (but leave it
the same size)
names(statlist) <c("rsID","p0","p1",paste(as.character(depvar),"vs",as.character(indvar),"B0"),paste(as.character(depv
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ar),"vs",as.character(indvar),"B1"),"mean0","mean1","mdif01","n0","n1",paste(as.character(indvar),"yi
nt0"),paste(as.character(indvar),"yint1"),"ratep")
blocknum = floor(nrow(statlist)/10000)
print(paste(as.character(blocknum),"blocks detected. Regressing."))
flush.console()
for (w in 1:(blocknum+1)) {
z = (w-1)*10000
load(as.character(paste("/home/bholoh/discordance/Chr",chrom,"/",z,"
disc",sep="")))
load(as.character(paste("/home/bholoh/discordance/Chr",chrom,"/",z,"
prob",sep="")))
famdisc$zyg <- as.character(famdisc$zyg)
famdisc$TRFITV <- as.numeric(as.character(famdisc$TRFITV))
famdisc$age_at_visit <- as.numeric(as.character(famdisc$age_at_visit))
famdisc <- famdisc[order(famdisc$ID_1),]
famprob <- famprob[order(famprob$ID_1),]
infodisc <- infodisc[order(infodisc$ID_1),]
famdisc[,(ncol(famdisc)+1)] <- infodisc[,indvar]
names(famdisc)[ncol(famdisc)] <- indvar
famdisc[,(ncol(famdisc)+1)] <- infodisc[,depvar]
names(famdisc)[ncol(famdisc)] <- depvar
tempregress <- NULL
for (x in 10:(ncol(famdisc)-2)) {
i = (x-9)+z
statlist[i,1] <- names(famdisc)[x]
#regress the dependent variable on the independent variable for the
subset that are concordant (0) and have a mean probability call >= the cutoff
if (length(which(famdisc[,x] == 1 & famprob[,x] >= cutoff) > 10)) {
if (cutzero == 1) {
sampop = which(famdisc[,x]==0 & famdisc[,"zyg"]=="DZ" &
famprob[,x] >= cutoff & famdisc[,depvar] != "." & famdisc[,indvar] != "." & is.na(famdisc[,indvar]) ==
FALSE & is.na(famdisc[,depvar]) == FALSE & famdisc[,indvar] != 0)
} else {
sampop = which(famdisc[,x]==0 & famdisc[,"zyg"]=="DZ" &
famprob[,x] >= cutoff & famdisc[,depvar] != "." & famdisc[,indvar] != "." & is.na(famdisc[,indvar]) ==
FALSE & is.na(famdisc[,depvar]) == FALSE)
}
if (length(sampop) > 10) { #avoids errors if null or very small N or too
many NAs
tempregress <- lm(formula = eval(as.name(depvar)) ~
eval(as.name(indvar)), data = infodisc, subset = sampop)
tempsum <- summary(tempregress)$coefficients
if (ncol(tempsum) == 4 & nrow(tempsum) == 2) {
statlist[i,2] <- tempsum[2,4] #should be the p-value
statlist[i,4] <- tempsum[2,1] #should be effect size
statlist[i,6] <mean(as.numeric(as.character(infodisc[sampop,depvar]))) #mean variance
statlist[i,9] <- length(sampop) #sample size
statlist[i,11] <- tempsum[1,1] #y-intercept
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} else {
statlist[i,2] <- 1
statlist[i,4] <- 0
statlist[i,6] <- 0
statlist[i,9] <- 0
statlist[i,11] <- 0
}
} else {
statlist[i,2] <- 1
statlist[i,4] <- 0
statlist[i,6] <- 0
statlist[i,9] <- 0
statlist[i,11] <- 0
}
#now regress as above but with discordant subsets (1)
if (cutzero == 1) {
sampop = which(famdisc[,x]==1 & famdisc[,"zyg"]=="DZ" &
famprob[,x] >= cutoff & famdisc[,depvar] != "." & famdisc[,indvar] != "." & is.na(famdisc[,indvar]) ==
FALSE & is.na(famdisc[,depvar]) == FALSE & famdisc[,indvar] != 0)
} else {
sampop = which(famdisc[,x]==1 & famdisc[,"zyg"]=="DZ" &
famprob[,x] >= cutoff & famdisc[,depvar] != "." & famdisc[,indvar] != "." & is.na(famdisc[,indvar]) ==
FALSE & is.na(famdisc[,depvar]) == FALSE)
}
if (length(sampop) > 10) { #avoids errors if null or very small N or too
many NAs
tempregress <- lm(formula = eval(as.name(depvar)) ~
eval(as.name(indvar)), data = infodisc, subset = sampop)
tempsum <- summary(tempregress)$coefficients
if (ncol(tempsum) == 4 & nrow(tempsum) == 2) {
statlist[i,3] <- tempsum[2,4] #should be the p-value
statlist[i,5] <- tempsum[2,1] #should be effect size
statlist[i,7] <mean(as.numeric(as.character(infodisc[sampop,depvar]))) #mean variance
statlist[i,10] <- length(sampop) #sample size
statlist[i,12] <- tempsum[1,1] #y-intercept
} else {
statlist[i,3] <- 1
statlist[i,5] <- 0
statlist[i,7] <- 0
statlist[i,10] <- 0
statlist[i,12] <- 0
}
} else {
statlist[i,3] <- 1
statlist[i,5] <- 0
statlist[i,7] <- 0
statlist[i,10] <- 0
statlist[i,12] <- 0
}
#calculate mean ITV differences
if (statlist[i,6] * statlist[i,7] != 0) {
statlist[i,8] = abs(statlist[i,6]-statlist[i,7])
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} else {
statlist[i,8] = 0
}
#now an ANCOVA to get an indvar:genotype interaction p-value
if (cutzero == 1) {
sampop = which(famdisc[,"zyg"]=="DZ" & famprob[,x] >= cutoff &
famdisc[,depvar] != "." & famdisc[,indvar] != "." & is.na(famdisc[,indvar]) == FALSE &
is.na(famdisc[,depvar]) == FALSE & famdisc[,indvar] != 0)
} else {
sampop = which(famdisc[,"zyg"]=="DZ" & famprob[,x] >= cutoff &
famdisc[,depvar] != "." & famdisc[,indvar] != "." & is.na(famdisc[,indvar]) == FALSE &
is.na(famdisc[,depvar]) == FALSE)
}
if (length(sampop) > 10) { #avoids errors if null or very small N or too
many NAs
snpname <- names(famdisc)[x]
tempregress <- aov(formula = eval(as.name(depvar)) ~
eval(as.name(indvar))*eval(as.name(snpname)), data = famdisc, subset = sampop)
if (length(summary(tempregress)[[1]][["Pr(>F)"]][3]) > 0) {
statlist[i,13] <summary(tempregress)[[1]][["Pr(>F)"]][3]
} else {
statlist[i,13] <- 1
}
}
}
}
print(paste(as.character(w),"block(s) completed."))
flush.console()
}
assign("statlist",statlist,envir=globalenv())
save(statlist,file=as.character(paste("/home/bholoh/discordance/Chr",chrom,"/",as.ch
aracter(depvar),"on",as.character(indvar),"regressAOV",sep=""))) #save the whole chromosome file
when done
}
INFOSHUFFLE
infoshuffle <- function(depvar,indvar,randseed,paired) {
#takes indvar and depvar, both of which are twin variance values, and shuffles them to other
twin pairs that also had values for those variables
#is then to be used in regaov for a multiple testing and stratification control
#paired dictates if the twins get the indvar and depvar from the same (1) other pair or from
distinct pairs (2), or just the indvar (3) or depvar (4)
if (paired == 1 | paired == 2 | paired == 3) {
infodisc[,(ncol(infodisc)+1)] <- NA
names(infodisc)[ncol(infodisc)] <- paste(indvar,"shuffle",sep="")
}
if (paired == 1 | paired == 2 | paired == 4) {
infodisc[,(ncol(infodisc)+1)] <- NA
names(infodisc)[ncol(infodisc)] <- paste(depvar,"shuffle",sep="")
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}
set.seed(randseed)
onetwin <- infodisc[which(infodisc[,"ID_1"] %% 2 == 1 & infodisc[,"zyg"] == "DZ"),]
#NOTE infoshuffle now excludes MZ twins!
hasdep <- which(is.na(onetwin[,depvar])==FALSE & is.na(onetwin[,indvar])==FALSE)
#find which twin pairs have the depvar
hasind <- which(is.na(onetwin[,indvar])==FALSE & is.na(onetwin[,depvar])==FALSE)
#find which twin pairs have the indvar
#go into infodisc and add values from depvar and indvar into dep/indvar shuffle
without replacement from a list of actual values
#currently set up to use indvar and depvar from the same individuals
for (i in 1:nrow(onetwin)) {
if (is.na(onetwin[i,indvar])==FALSE & is.na(onetwin[i,depvar])==FALSE) {
#assigns a twin pair with both indvar and depvar a random indvar and depvar value from another pair
that had both values
if (paired == 1) { #paired dictates if the twins get the indvar and depvar from
the same (1) other pair or from distinct pairs (2), or just the indvar (3) or depvar (4)
#get the invar and depvar from the same other pair
indval <- sample(1:length(hasind),1)
infodisc[which(infodisc[,"fam_ID"] ==
onetwin[i,"fam_ID"]),paste(indvar,"shuffle",sep="")] <- onetwin[hasind[indval],indvar]
depval <- sample(1:length(hasdep),1)
infodisc[which(infodisc[,"fam_ID"] ==
onetwin[i,"fam_ID"]),paste(depvar,"shuffle",sep="")] <- onetwin[hasind[indval],depvar]
hasdep <- hasdep[-depval]
hasind <- hasind[-indval]
} else if (paired == 2) {
#get the indvar and depvar from other pairs
indval <- sample(1:length(hasind),1)
infodisc[which(infodisc[,"fam_ID"] ==
onetwin[i,"fam_ID"]),paste(indvar,"shuffle",sep="")] <- onetwin[hasind[indval],indvar]
depval <- sample(1:length(hasdep),1)
infodisc[which(infodisc[,"fam_ID"] ==
onetwin[i,"fam_ID"]),paste(depvar,"shuffle",sep="")] <- onetwin[hasdep[depval],depvar]
hasdep <- hasdep[-depval]
hasind <- hasind[-indval]
} else if (paired == 3) {
#shuffles indvars and leaves depvars alone
indval <- sample(1:length(hasind),1)
infodisc[which(infodisc[,"fam_ID"] ==
onetwin[i,"fam_ID"]),paste(indvar,"shuffle",sep="")] <- onetwin[hasind[indval],indvar]
hasind <- hasind[-indval]
} else if (paired == 4) {
#shuffles depvars and leaves indvars alone
depval <- sample(1:length(hasdep),1)
infodisc[which(infodisc[,"fam_ID"] ==
onetwin[i,"fam_ID"]),paste(depvar,"shuffle",sep="")] <- onetwin[hasdep[depval],depvar]
hasdep <- hasdep[-depval]
}
}
}
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assign("infodisc",infodisc,envir=globalenv())
}

GENOEXTRACT
genoextract <- function (targets) {
#genoextract will go into the genotype data and call genotypes much like calldisc,
#except it will report the allele calls and output a seperate allele file for targets in question
#it takes the output of varregress as input, though an index value must be added prior to this
in column 11. The index is just the number the SNP appears in in the alldata file (the output of the
aggregate() function).
#The index can be added to the alldata data frame as: alldata[11] <- seq(1:nrow(alldata)) DO
THIS BEFORE FILTERING OR YOU WILL GET DATA ON THE WRONG SNPS
#it will load the incremental R objects instead of reading from the genotype data master files
for execution time purposes
#it will make another file that includes the number of minor alleles (alleledata) as well as SNP
metadata called locidata
load("/home/bholoh/discordance/Chr1/0 disc")
alleledata <- famdisc[,1:9]
alleledata[,10:(nrow(targets)+9)] <- 3
alleleprob <- alleledata
chrend <- 0
numdone <- 0
locidata <- data.frame(1,2,3,4,5)
for (i in 1:22) {
load(paste("/home/bholoh/Run 1 output/chr",i,"stats",sep=""))
onchr <- targets[which(targets[,"index"] <= (nrow(statlist) + chrend) &
targets[,"index"] > chrend ),] #identifies the SNPs on the chromsome
blocknum <- ceiling(nrow(statlist) / 50000) #the number of blocks in the
chromosome
print(paste(as.character(nrow(onchr))," target(s) on chromosome ",i,".
Retrieving genotypes.",sep=""))
flush.console()
if (nrow(onchr) > 0) {
onchr[,(ncol(onchr)+1)] <- ceiling((onchr[,"index"] - chrend)/50000)
#which block the SNP is on
for (j in 1:blocknum) {
onblock <- onchr[which(onchr[,ncol(onchr)] == j),]
if (nrow(onblock) > 0) { #if there are any SNPs in the block
load(paste("/home/bholoh/genotype
data/chr",i,"b",j,"raw",sep=""))
genoblock <- tempdata[which(tempdata[,V2] %in%
onblock[,"rsID"]),] #only pull out the SNPs of interest !!!NOTE THAT THE DATA TABLE PACKAGE
USES ALTERNATE COLUMN NOTATION
names(alleledata)[(numdone+10):(numdone+nrow(genoblock)+9)] <- genoblock[[2]]
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names(alleleprob)[(numdone+10):(numdone+nrow(genoblock)+9)] <- genoblock[[2]]
locidata <rbind(locidata,genoblock[,1:5,with=FALSE],use.names=FALSE)
for (fam in 1:nrow(alleledata)) {
entries <(alleledata[fam,"row"]*3):((alleledata[fam,"row"]*3)+2)
famentries <as.data.frame(genoblock[,entries,with=FALSE])
famgeno <- (max.col(famentries[1:3])-1)
fammaxprob <pmax(famentries[1],famentries[2],famentries[3])
alleledata[fam,(numdone+10):(numdone+nrow(genoblock)+9)] <- t(famgeno)
alleleprob[fam,(numdone+10):(numdone+nrow(genoblock)+9)] <- t(fammaxprob)
}
numdone <- numdone + nrow(genoblock)
}
}
}
chrend <- chrend + nrow(statlist) #stores the index of the last SNP on the
chromosome for later access
}
alleledata <- alleledata[order(alleledata$ID_1),]
assign("alleledata",alleledata,envir=globalenv())
assign("alleleprob",alleleprob,envir=globalenv())
assign("locidata",locidata,envir=globalenv())
}
ALLELEREGRESS
alleleregress <- function (indvar, depvar, cutoff) {
#this function will take an alleledata file (the family description data file plus the number of
minor alleles for each individual
#and regress the dependent variable on the independent variable for all individuals of each
genotype above the quality cutoff argument (usually 0.9)
#it obtains the information on the dependent and independent variables from a separate data
frame called infodisc so it can also be used for non-telomere analyses
#it will output this information into a data frame called allelestat
allelestat <- as.data.frame(matrix(0,nrow=(ncol(alleledata)-9),ncol=24))
alleledata <- alleledata[order(alleledata$ID_1),]
infodisc <- infodisc[order(infodisc$ID_1),]
names(allelestat) <c("rsID","p0","p1","p2",paste(as.character(depvar),"vs",as.character(indvar),"B0"),paste(as.character(
depvar),"vs",as.character(indvar),"B1"),paste(as.character(depvar),"vs",as.character(indvar),"B2"),"m
ean0","mean1","mean2","n0","n1","n2","yint0","yint1","yint2","ratep","yintp","intercept","ageB","aov1ge
noB","aov2genoB","aovB1","aovB2")
alleledata[,(ncol(alleledata)+1)] <- infodisc[,indvar]
names(alleledata)[ncol(alleledata)] <- indvar
alleledata[,(ncol(alleledata)+1)] <- infodisc[,depvar]
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names(alleledata)[ncol(alleledata)] <- depvar
alleleprob[,(ncol(alleleprob)+1)] <- infodisc[,indvar]
names(alleleprob)[ncol(alleleprob)] <- indvar
alleleprob[,(ncol(alleleprob)+1)] <- infodisc[,depvar]
names(alleleprob)[ncol(alleleprob)] <- depvar
assign("alleledata",alleledata,envir=globalenv())
assign("alleleprob",alleleprob,envir=globalenv())
for (x in 10:(ncol(alleledata)-3)) {
i=x-9
allelestat[i,1] <- names(alleledata[x])
#subset out the homozygous major allele individuals
sampop <- which(alleledata[,x] == 0 & alleledata[,"zyg"]=="DZ" &
alleleprob[,x] >= cutoff & infodisc[,depvar] != "." & infodisc[,indvar] != "." & infodisc[,indvar] != 0 &
infodisc[,depvar] != 0)
if (length(sampop) > 10) { #avoids errors if null or very small N
tempregress <- lm(formula = eval(as.name(depvar)) ~
eval(as.name(indvar)), data = infodisc, subset = sampop)
tempsum <- summary(tempregress)$coefficients
if (ncol(tempsum) == 4 & nrow(tempsum) == 2) {
allelestat[i,2] <- summary(tempregress)$coefficients[2,4]
#should be the p-value
allelestat[i,5] <- summary(tempregress)$coefficients[2,1]
#should be effect size
allelestat[i,8] <mean(as.numeric(as.character(infodisc[sampop,depvar]))) #mean of depvar
allelestat[i,11] <- length(sampop) #sample size
allelestat[i,14] <- summary(tempregress)$coefficients[1,1]
#yint
} else {
allelestat[i,2] <- 1
allelestat[i,5] <- 0
allelestat[i,8] <- 0
allelestat[i,11] <- 0
}
} else {
allelestat[i,2] <- 1
allelestat[i,5] <- 0
allelestat[i,8] <- 0
allelestat[i,11] <- 0
}
sampop <- which(alleledata[,x] == 1 & alleledata[,"zyg"]=="DZ" &
alleleprob[,x] >= cutoff & infodisc[,depvar] != "." & infodisc[,indvar] != "." & infodisc[,indvar] != 0 &
infodisc[,depvar] != 0)
if (length(sampop) > 10) { #avoids errors if null or very small N
tempregress <- lm(formula = eval(as.name(depvar)) ~
eval(as.name(indvar)), data = infodisc, subset = sampop)
tempsum <- summary(tempregress)$coefficients
if (ncol(tempsum) == 4 & nrow(tempsum) == 2) {
allelestat[i,3] <- summary(tempregress)$coefficients[2,4]
#should be the p-value
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allelestat[i,6] <- summary(tempregress)$coefficients[2,1]
#should be effect size
allelestat[i,9] <mean(as.numeric(as.character(infodisc[sampop,depvar]))) #mean of depvar
allelestat[i,12] <- length(sampop) #sample size
allelestat[i,15] <- summary(tempregress)$coefficients[1,1]
#yint
} else {
allelestat[i,3] <- 1
allelestat[i,6] <- 0
allelestat[i,9] <- 0
allelestat[i,12] <- 0
}
} else {
allelestat[i,3] <- 1
allelestat[i,6] <- 0
allelestat[i,9] <- 0
allelestat[i,12] <- 0
}
sampop <- which(alleledata[,x] == 2 & alleledata[,"zyg"]=="DZ" &
alleleprob[,x] >= cutoff & infodisc[,depvar] != "." & infodisc[,indvar] != "." & infodisc[,indvar] != 0 &
infodisc[,depvar] != 0)
if (length(sampop) > 10) { #avoids errors if null or very small N
tempregress <- lm(formula = eval(as.name(depvar)) ~
eval(as.name(indvar)), data = infodisc, subset = sampop)
tempsum <- summary(tempregress)$coefficients
if (ncol(tempsum) == 4 & nrow(tempsum) == 2) {
allelestat[i,4] <- summary(tempregress)$coefficients[2,4]
#should be the p-value
allelestat[i,7] <- summary(tempregress)$coefficients[2,1]
#should be effect size
allelestat[i,10] <mean(as.numeric(as.character(infodisc[sampop,depvar]))) #mean of depvar
allelestat[i,13] <- length(sampop) #sample size
allelestat[i,16] <- summary(tempregress)$coefficients[1,1]
#yint
} else {
allelestat[i,4] <- 1
allelestat[i,7] <- 0
allelestat[i,10] <- 0
allelestat[i,13] <- 0
}
} else {
allelestat[i,4] <- 1
allelestat[i,7] <- 0
allelestat[i,10] <- 0
allelestat[i,13] <- 0
}
#now an ANCOVA to get an indvar:genotype interaction p-value
#This section is commented out because it is computationally intensive and not
relevant to most analysis, though interesting. Remove the comment markers to include it
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#
sampop = which(alleledata[,"zyg"]=="DZ" & alleleprob[,x] >= cutoff &
infodisc[,depvar] != "." & infodisc[,indvar] != "." & infodisc[,indvar] != 0 & infodisc[,depvar] != 0)
#
alleledata[,x] <- factor(alleledata[,x])
#
if (length(levels(factor(alleledata[,x]) ) ) > 1) {
#
tempregress <- aov(formula = eval(as.name(depvar)) ~
eval(as.name(indvar))*eval(as.name(names(alleledata)[x])), data = alleledata, subset = sampop)
#
allelestat[i,17] <- summary(tempregress)[[1]][["Pr(>F)"]][3]
#interaction p-value
#
allelestat[i,18] <- summary(tempregress)[[1]][["Pr(>F)"]][2]
#changed intercept p-value
#
if (length(tempregress$coefficients) == 6) {
#
allelestat[i,19] <- tempregress$coefficients[[1]]
#intercept
#
allelestat[i,20] <- tempregress$coefficients[[2]] #age
coef
#
allelestat[i,21] <- tempregress$coefficients[[3]] #het
intercept
#
allelestat[i,22] <- tempregress$coefficients[[4]] #min
allele intercept
#
allelestat[i,23] <- tempregress$coefficients[[5]] #het
rate coef
#
allelestat[i,24] <- tempregress$coefficients[[6]] #min
allele rate coef
#
}
#
}
#
}
assign("allelestat",allelestat,envir=globalenv())
}

PREDLENGTH
predlength <- function (famdata, loci, alleledata, alleleprob, cutoff, outstring) {
#predlength will take a list of target SNPs (loci), genotypes at those SNPs (alleledata) and
imputation probability (alleleprob)
#and compute a predicted telomere length for each person in famdata by using the effects in
the loci file with respect to a regression of TRF on age alone
#It will exclude risk/protective allele calls for those sites with imputation probability < cutoff
#Then it will fit a predicted telomere length : actual telomere length regression and report the
p-value
#calculate the age-associated shortening rate and initial length cross sectionally
lengthreg <- lm(formula = TRF ~ age_at_visit, data = famdata)
shortrate <- summary(lengthreg)$coefficients[2,1] #cross-sectional shortening rate
initlength <- summary(lengthreg)$coefficients[1,1] #computed initial telomere length for the
whole population
#calculate how each genotype at each SNP in loci affects the shortening rate by itself
loci[,(ncol(loci)+1)] <- 0
names(loci)[ncol(loci)] <- "B0"
loci[,(ncol(loci)+1)] <- 0
names(loci)[ncol(loci)] <- "B1"
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loci[,(ncol(loci)+1)] <- 0
names(loci)[ncol(loci)] <- "B2"
loci["B0"] <- loci[5] - shortrate
loci["B1"] <- loci[6] - shortrate
loci["B2"] <- loci[7] - shortrate
#set up a column for predicted telomere length, predicted shortening rate and predicted initial
length
famdata[,ncol(famdata)+1] <- 0
names(famdata)[ncol(famdata)] <- "pTRF"
famdata[,ncol(famdata)+1] <- 0
names(famdata)[ncol(famdata)] <- "pSR"
famdata[,ncol(famdata)+1] <- 0
names(famdata)[ncol(famdata)] <- "pIL"
#set up a column that is the cross sectionally predicted length
famdata[,ncol(famdata)+1] <- (famdata[,"age_at_visit"] * shortrate) + initlength
names(famdata)[ncol(famdata)] <- "cspTRF"
#calculate a predicted age:TRF relationship for each individual based on their genotype
assuming all genotypes are additive
for (i in 1:nrow(famdata)) {
#now add each effect in the loci file
for (x in 1:nrow(loci)) {
if (alleleprob[i,which(names(alleleprob) == loci[x,"rsID"])] >= cutoff) {
if (loci[x,paste("n",alleledata[i,which(names(alleledata) ==
loci[x,"rsID"])],sep="")] > 100) {
famdata[i,"pSR"] <- famdata[i,"pSR"] + loci[x,(ncol(loci) +
alleledata[i,which(names(alleledata) == loci[x,"rsID"])] - 2)] #adds the effect of the allele for that site
famdata[i,"pIL"] <- famdata[i,"pIL"] +
(loci[x,(paste("yint",alleledata[i,which(names(alleledata) == loci[x,"rsID"])],sep=""))] - initlength) #adds
the difference between the yint and the population yint
}
}
}
#compute predicted values for that individual
famdata[i,"pSR"] <- famdata[i,"pSR"] + shortrate
famdata[i,"pIL"] <- famdata[i,"pIL"] + initlength
famdata[i,"pTRF"] <- famdata[i,"pIL"] + (famdata[i,"age_at_visit"] * famdata[i,"pSR"])
}
#output the famdata
assign(outstring,famdata,envir=globalenv())
#regress TRF on predicted TRF for the normal fit and the new fit
prediction <- lm(TRF ~ pTRF, data = famdata)
cprediction <- lm(TRF ~ cspTRF, data = famdata)
assign("prediction",prediction,envir=globalenv())
assign("cprediction",cprediction,envir=globalenv())
}
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FHSPULLGENO
fhspullgeno <- function(targets,outinfo,outgeno) {
#FHS data is in chunks of varying sizes, split into splits of 10 thousand SNPs each
#the chunk sizes are varying, but splits default to 10k and can be smaller
#this function will go through each split in a chunk until all targets in that chunk have been
found
#it will then return the genotype calls for each target to a file called FHSAllD
#This file will be the same format as the source genotype files, but only include targets
#make a new column for chunk called whatchunk
targets[,(ncol(targets)+1)] <- 0
names(targets)[ncol(targets)] <- "whatchunk"
#make a new column for locating the same snp called inforow
targets[,(ncol(targets)+1)] <- 0
names(targets)[ncol(targets)] <- "inforow"
#make a new column for denoting features called codeallele
targets[,(ncol(targets)+1)] <- 0
names(targets)[ncol(targets)] <- "codeallele"
#make a new column for denoting features called ncallele
targets[,(ncol(targets)+1)] <- 0
names(targets)[ncol(targets)] <- "ncallele"
#make a new column for finding genotype data calls markname
targets[,(ncol(targets)+1)] <- 0
names(targets)[ncol(targets)] <- "markname"

targets[,"SNP"] <- as.character(targets[,"SNP"])
for (i in 1:22) {
#take the target list for each chromosome and find what chunk they're on, what the maj/min
coded alleles are, output this
if (length(which(targets[,"chrnum"] == i)) > 0) {
onchrom <- which(targets[,"chrnum"] == i)
info <suppressWarnings(fread(paste("/home/bholoh/c",i,"/hybrid_info",i,".csv",sep="")))
info <- as.data.frame(info)
for (x in 1:length(onchrom)) {
if (length(which(as.character(info[,"snp"]) ==
targets[onchrom[x],"SNP"])) > 0) {
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targets[onchrom[x],"inforow"] <which(as.character(info[,"snp"]) == targets[onchrom[x],"SNP"]) #figure out which entry matches the
snp
targets[onchrom[x],"whatchunk"] <info[targets[onchrom[x],"inforow"],"whatchunk"] #pull whatchunk
targets[onchrom[x],"codeallele"] <as.character(info[targets[onchrom[x],"inforow"],"effect_all"]) #pull which trait is coded as 0
targets[onchrom[x],"ncallele"] <as.character(info[targets[onchrom[x],"inforow"],"non_effect_all"]) #pull which trait is coded as 2
targets[onchrom[x],"markname"] <as.character(info[targets[onchrom[x],"inforow"],"markname"]) #record how it is referred to in genotype
data
}
}
}
print(paste(as.character(length(onchrom))," targets located and annotated on chromosome
",i,".",sep="") )
flush.console()
rm(info)
}
assign(outinfo,targets,envir=globalenv())
print("Retrieving genotypes.")
flush.console()
load("subjgeno")
for (i in 1:22) { #i will be used to indicate chromosome number
#pull out genotypes for the targets
#library(data.table) These two lines are commented out because they are only necessary for
manually iterating over each chromosome. This was necessary for the initial look at the FHS data
because for some reason the fread() command is unstable and encounters segfaults when reading
the data stored as excel files. To get around this, I set i = each chromosome separately and ran each
chromosome one at a time in this loop so that only one chromosome was lost if a segfault occurred.
#load("subjgeno")
numonchrom <- length(which(targets[,"chrnum"] == i))
print(paste(numonchrom," target(s) on chromosome ",i,", retrieving genotypes.",sep=""))
flush.console()
if (numonchrom > 0) {
onchrom <- which(targets[,"chrnum"] == i)
chunkdist <- targets[which(is.na(targets[onchrom,"whatchunk"]) ==
FALSE),"whatchunk"]
for (z in (min(chunkdist):max(chunkdist))) { #z will be used to indicate chunk
number
if (length(which(targets[onchrom,"whatchunk"] == z)) > 0) { #if there
are any targets on this chunk
for (w in 1:20) { #w will be used to indicate split number. It
never goes higher than 20.
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filetarget <paste("/home/bholoh/c",i,"/fhs_hyb_c",i,"_chunk",z,"_",w,".csv",sep="")
if (file.exists(filetarget) == TRUE) {
split <- as.data.frame(fread(filetarget))
if (length(which(names(split) %in%
targets[,"markname"])) > 0) {
onsplit <- which(names(split) %in%
targets[,"markname"])
subjgeno <cbind(subjgeno,split[,onsplit])
names(subjgeno)[(ncol(subjgeno)(length(onsplit)-1)):ncol(subjgeno)] <- names(split)[onsplit]
}
rm(split)
}
}
}
}
}
save(subjgeno,file=paste(i,"subjgeno"))
}
assign(outgeno,subjgeno,envir=globalenv())
}
FIRSTLOOK
firstlook <- function () {
#a quick look to see how well the RoTS loci predict TL in FHS data
shortrate <- -0.02001 #the UK Twins cross sectional rate
intlength <- 7.96955 #the UK Twins cross sectional initial length
falldat[(ncol(falldat)+1)] <- shortrate
names(falldat)[ncol(falldat)] <- "pSR"
falldat[(ncol(falldat)+1)] <- intlength
names(falldat)[ncol(falldat)] <- "pIL"
for (i in 1:nrow(falldat)) { #for each individual
for (x in 1:nrow(rots)) { #for each SNP
#refine yint and shortrate estimates for each snp
if (rots[x,"markname"] != 0) {
indgeno <- round(falldat[i,rots[x,"markname"]]) #indgeno is the
genotype call for that site rounded to the nearest integer
if (length(indgeno) > 1) { #in case of duplicate markers from column
joining of genotype data
indgeno <- indgeno[1] #use the first
}
if (is.na(indgeno) == FALSE) {
if (rots[x,"match"] != 1) { #dosage format doesn't always
match IMPUTE format; if match != 1, the alleles are reversed
indgeno <- abs(indgeno - 2) #reverse indgeno. 2
becomes 0, 1 becomes 1, 0 becomes 2
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}
if (rots[x,(indgeno+15)] > 100) { #more than 100 individuals
with that genotype
falldat[i,"pSR"] <- falldat[i,"pSR"] +
(rots[x,(indgeno+12)] - shortrate)
falldat[i,"pIL"] <- falldat[i,"pIL"] +
(rots[x,(indgeno+18)] - intlength)
}
}
}
}
}
}
#recording of data cleanup for pc2
library(data.table)
locidata <- as.data.frame(locidata)
names(allelestat)[5] <- "AAeff"
names(allelestat)[6] <- "ABeff"
names(allelestat)[7] <- "BBeff"
names(allelestat)[11] <- "nAA"
names(allelestat)[12] <- "nAB"
names(allelestat)[13] <- "nBB"
names(allelestat)[14] <- "yintAA"
names(allelestat)[15] <- "yintAB"
names(allelestat)[16] <- "yintBB"
names(allelestat)[1] <- "SNP"
locidata <- locidata[-1,]
names(locidata)[2] <- "SNP"
names(locidata)[4] <- "A"
names(locidata)[5] <- "B"
cutsub <allelestat[,c("SNP","AAeff","ABeff","BBeff","nAA","nAB","nBB","yintAA","yintAB","yintBB")]
loccut <- locidata[,c("SNP","A","B")]
pc1targ <- merge(loccut,cutsub,by="SNP")
pc1targ <- merge(targets,pc1targ,by="SNP")
#!!!NOTE: PC2 target list got entered twice somehow, the following step should not be
necessary!!!
pc2cut <- pc2targ[seq(1,nrow(pc2targ),by=2),]
pc2targ <- pc2cut
#!!!NOTE: PC2 target list got entered twice somehow, the preceeding step should not be
necessary!!!
pc1targ[,21] <- 0
pc1targ[which(pc1targ[,"codeallele"] == pc1targ[,"A"]),21] <- 1
names(pc1targ)[21] <- "match"
falldat[,572] <- NULL
falldat[,572] <- NULL
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rots <- pc1targ
#Goto the first line in this document, cleanup is complete.

PREPGWAS
prepGWAS <- function(depvar,indvar,numcut) {
alldata[,14] <- seq(1:nrow(alldata))
names(alldata)[14] <- "index"
names(alldata)[4] <- paste("B0",indvar,sep="")
names(alldata)[5] <- paste("B1",indvar,sep="")
names(alldata)[13] <- "P"
names(alldata)[1] <- "SNP"
names(alldata)[11] <- "yint0"
names(alldata)[12] <- "yint1"
highn <- alldata[which(alldata[,"n1"] >= numcut),]
concdiv <- highn[which(highn[,paste("B0",indvar,sep="")] > 0 &
highn[,paste("B1",indvar,sep="")] < 0),]
discdiv <- highn[which(highn[,paste("B1",indvar,sep="")] > 0 &
highn[,paste("B0",indvar,sep="")] < 0),]
concdiv <- merge(concdiv,snp,by="SNP")
discdiv <- merge(discdiv,snp,by="SNP")
for (i in 1:22) {
concdiv[which(concdiv[,"CHR"] == paste("chr",i,sep="")),17] <- i
discdiv[which(discdiv[,"CHR"] == paste("chr",i,sep="")),17] <- i
}
names(concdiv)[17] <- "chrnum"
names(discdiv)[17] <- "chrnum"
concdiv <- concdiv[order(concdiv$BP),]
concdiv <- concdiv[order(concdiv$chrnum),]
discdiv <- discdiv[order(discdiv$BP),]
discdiv <- discdiv[order(discdiv$chrnum),]
concdiv <- concdiv[which(is.na(concdiv[,"chrnum"]) == FALSE),]
discdiv <- discdiv[which(is.na(discdiv[,"chrnum"]) == FALSE),]
write.table(concdiv,file=paste(numcut,"n",depvar,"on",indvar,"conc.gwas",sep=""),quo
te=FALSE,row.names=FALSE)
write.table(discdiv,file=paste(numcut,"n",depvar,"on",indvar,"disc.gwas",sep=""),quot
e=FALSE,row.names=FALSE)
assign("concdiv",concdiv,envir=globalenv())
assign("discdiv",discdiv,envir=globalenv())
assign("highn",highn,envir=globalenv())
}
MAKEHITSPEC
makehitspec <- function(locsum,flank) {
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hitspec <- as.data.frame(matrix("na",nrow=nrow(locsum),ncol=7))
names(hitspec) <- c("Feature","chr","start","end","flank","plot","arguments")
hitspec[,1] <- locsum[,1]
hitspec[,5] <- paste(flank,"kb",sep="")
hitspec[,6] <- "yes"
}
MAKELZSET

makeLZset <- function(locsum,flank,sourcedat) {
#takes a list of loci and builds flanking regions of size flank from SNPs in sourcedat
lzdat <- sourcedat[1,]
names(locsum)[1] <- "SNP"
for (t in 1:nrow(locsum)) {
flankloc <- sourcedat[which(sourcedat[,"BP"] > (locsum[t,"BP"]-(flank/2)) &
sourcedat[,"CHR"] == locsum[t,"CHR"] & sourcedat[,"BP"] < (locsum[t,"BP"]+(flank/2)) ),]
lzdat <- rbind(lzdat,flankloc)
}
lzdat <- lzdat[-1,]
assign("lzdat",lzdat,envir=globalenv())
}
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